The digital revolution is here and, with it, new ways of working, doing business, traveling, communicating, and interacting. None of these things would be possible without the latest micro and nanoelectronics technologies from smart sensing and edge artificial intelligence to advanced computing and communications.

CEA-Leti is one of Europe’s leading centers for the development of these key enabling technologies. We are designing and prototyping next-generation computing solutions that will deliver greater energy efficiency, reliability, and trust.

Why are new micro and nanotechnologies so important? First, they will make the lives of citizens across Europe better. Second, they will support Europe’s technological sovereignty and help ensure that European industry remains competitive in today’s global economy. Beyond computing, Europe’s Green Deal also includes advanced innovations in micro and nanoelectronics. Here again, these technologies will support a more environmentally sustainable European economy.

CEA-Leti is drawing on its legendary semiconductor technologies and state-of-the-art R&D facilities to run ambitious and strategic R&D programs on disruptive innovations in edge artificial intelligence, silicon-based quantum computing, new LiDAR, beyond-5G/6G communications, augmented, virtual and XR, and connected medical devices.

European alliances and partnership are vital to the success of our multiple programs. To this end, CEA-Leti has formed an alliance with imec (Belgium) and Fraunhofer/FMD (Germany) to develop a pan-European technological platform to design, manufacture, and test prototypes of future-generation processors and accelerators implementing new computing paradigms like neuromorphic and quantum computing. And, because cross-fertilization of European ecosystems is crucial to transitioning to a digital European economy, CEA-Leti has been collaborating with the European Digital Innovation Hubs (DIH), including the MinaSmart DIH supported by the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes regional government here in France. Finally, CEA-Leti is leading several multi-partner EU-funded R&D projects with a broad network of partners from academic research and industrial R&D.

I would like to thank all of our partners, whether they are from industry, academia, or Europe’s government institutions. Together, we are pioneering groundbreaking advances in the European digital technology space.

The following pages will show you how CEA-Leti is bringing its broad range of know-how to many of the projects that are shaping a brighter future for Europe.
Europe is well on its way to building a more digital and environmentally sustainable economy and society. CEA-Leti is supporting the European Commission’s digital and environmental strategies by pioneering advances in micro and nanotechnology that will ultimately enable new digital solutions.

Moving forward, Europe will improve quality of life for its citizens, help its businesses navigate the transition to digital technology, and shrink the carbon footprint of all sectors of the economy. Research is one of the instruments the European Commission is leveraging to enable progress in these areas.

CEA-Leti is particularly active in EU-funded multi partner R&D projects, which bring opportunities for the institute to develop new technologies and transfer them to the businesses that need them on CEA-Leti’s historic market, microelectronics, as well as in the telecommunications, automotive, aeronautics, healthcare, and advanced manufacturing spaces.

This year’s European Report will take you deep inside CEA-Leti’s main research and development programs through the lens of the 113 multi-partner R&D projects the institute engaged in throughout 2018 and 2019. These exciting projects addressed sensors, computing, photonic devices, power electronics, wireless communications including 5G, cybersecurity, image and vision systems, medical devices, metrology, and lithography. You will discover CEA-Leti’s unique contributions to each of these projects and the impacts of the research that was completed.

The results you will discover in the following pages would not have been possible without open-minded and constructive cooperation from outstanding academic institutions and industrial companies across Europe, not to mention strong support from European institutions. I am sincerely grateful for these partnerships and the opportunities they have created in terms of R&D projects and, more broadly, the European Technology Platforms (ETPs), Public Private Partnerships (PPPs), and strategic alliances with other Research and Technology Organizations (RTOs) that are vital to building shared technology roadmaps and a common vision for our future.

I hope that you will find this report both exciting and enlightening. I encourage you to join us in our efforts to continue to move European technology forward together.
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COMMITTED TO INNOVATION, CEA-Leti CREATES DIFFERENTIATING SOLUTIONS WITH ITS PARTNERS

CEA-Leti is a research institute of CEA Tech and a recognized global leader in miniaturization technologies.

CEA-Leti’s teams are focused on developing secure solutions that will enable future information and communication technologies, health and wellness approaches, clean and safe energy production and recovery, sustainable transport, space exploration and cybersecurity.

For 50 years, the institute has built long term relationships with its industrial partners, tailoring innovative and differentiating solutions to their needs. Its entrepreneurship programs have sparked the creation of 65 start-ups.

CEA-Leti and its industrial partners work together through bilateral projects, joint laboratories and collaborative research programs, as illustrated in this report.

CEA-Leti maintains an excellent scientific level by working with the best research teams worldwide, establishing partnerships with major research technology organizations and academic institutions. CEA-Leti is also a member of the French Carnot Institutes network*.

* Carnot Institutes network: French network of 39 institutes serving innovation in industry.

CEA-Leti at a glance

- **800** publications per year
- **ISO 9001** certified since 2000
- **114** European projects
- **1,850** researchers
- **3,100** patents in portfolio
- **10,000** sq. meters cleanroom space, 100-200-300 mm wafers
- **65** startup created

CEA Tech is the technology research branch of the French Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy Commission (CEA), a key player in research, development and innovation in defense & security, nuclear energy, technological research for industry and fundamental physical and life sciences.

www.cea.fr/english
WORLD-CLASS SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH IN THE HEART OF THE FRENCH ALPS

You may be wondering just how a “minor” French city like Grenoble became an internationally-renowned hub for technological innovation. Grenoble has a long history of excellence in scientific research, but the tipping point was perhaps the advent of the Minatec micro and nanotechnology innovation campus. Minatec pioneered a groundbreaking cluster model that unites sci-tech stakeholders from education, research, and industry. Its success has inspired initiatives like the Clinatec biomedical research center, the GIANIT Grenoble Innovation for Advanced New Technologies campus alliance of academic institutions and research organizations, the EURL Nano2022 program to develop a new generation of semiconductors, and, most recently, MIAI (the Multidisciplinary Institute in Artificial Intelligence) – all located in Grenoble. Grenoble is also home to top-tier academic institutions: Grenoble-Alpes University, Grenoble Institute of Technology, and Grenoble Ecole de Management have all earned top slots in the major international university rankings.

Finally, international large scientific instruments like the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) and the high-flux neutron beamline at the Institute Laue-Langevin (ILL) are just down the street from Leti in Grenoble’s research district.

R&D-intensive industries like microelectronics, nanoelectronics, medtech, energy, and cleantech are staples of the local economy. And a number large industrial corporations serving international markets have located their R&D divisions in Grenoble. The high concentration of tech-oriented businesses and a strong fabric of more traditional manufacturing companies have made Grenoble particularly fertile ground for collaborative innovation projects – often funded through EU and national instruments – designed to rapidly bring novel concepts from lab to market.

No matter how you measure it – from academic publications and patents to startups and job creation – the Greater Grenoble area, known as “Grenoble- Alpes”, is by far one of Europe’s most active and prolific science and technology ecosystems. Grenoble may be small, but its student and business communities are vibrant and very international. The breathtaking mountain environment offers easy access to outdoor activities all year round.

Although Grenoble – a medium-sized city – may not be a European capital, it is a wonderful place to live. The city center is compact and very walkable, placing a wide range of everyday activities within easy reach. The population is extremely cosmopolitan. In fact, Grenoble is home to the second-largest English-speaking population in France, second only to Paris. But what people who live in Grenoble consistently rave about is the mountain environment. From downtown Grenoble it is possible to access major hiking trails by car within minutes, and the suburbs (and even the city center) are dotted with trailheads that can be reached by public transportation and, in some cases, on foot. Major ski resorts are close enough to make hitting the slopes for a half a day during the week a reality. A dynamic network of sports clubs is available to help newcomers discover all that is on offer.

People come to Grenoble to study or conduct research. But they stay for excellent career opportunities and top-notch quality of life.

A GREAT PLACE TO STUDY
The Shanghai Academic Ranking of World Universities named Grenoble-Alpes University no. 1 in France for:
• Computer Science
• Electrical & Electronic Engineering
• Energy Science
• Water Resources Engineering
• Nanoscience & Nanotechnology
• Instruments Science & Technology

Grenoble’s student population of 62,000 stands out for its diversity and excellence:
• 42% in science, technology, and engineering
• 3,700 PhD candidates
• 180 nationalities

最后一段

AND LAUNCH A CAREER!
The Greater Grenoble area is home to a workforce of 340,000:
• 28,000 engineers
• 23% management, well above the national average of 17%
EU project TEMPO targets low-power chips for AI applications based on emerging memory technology.

TEMPO project brings together the three top European RTOs, industrial fabrication facilities and leading application partners in the domain of neuromorphic computing, which features intense global competition towards the vision of intelligent machines. The objectives of TEMPO is to design and combine performing transistors and new emerging memories to realize new neural networks that will be able to analyse complex situations like object detection in real time (automotive, space, health,...multiple applications).

Emmanuel Sabonnadiere, CEO at CEA-Leti:
“It is our aim to sweep technology options, covering emerging memories, and attempt to pair them with contemporary (DNN) and exploratory (SNN) neuromorphic computing paradigms. The process- and design-compatibility of each technology option will be assessed with respect to established integration practices and meet our industrial partner roadmaps and needs to prepare the future market of Edge IA where Europe is well positioned with multiple disruptive technologies.”

Prof. Hubert Lakner, Director of the Fraunhofer Institute for Photonic Microsystems (IPMS) and Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Fraunhofer Group Microelectronics:
“A key enabler for machine learning and pattern recognition is the capability of the algorithms to browse through large datasets. Which, in terms of hardware, means having rapid access to large memory blocks. Therefore, one of the key focal areas of TEMPO are energy efficient nonvolatile emerging memory technologies and novel ways to design and process memory and processing blocks on chip.”

Luc Van den hove, CEO imec:
“We are delighted to enter in such broad European collaboration effort on Edge Artificial Intelligence, gathering the relevant stakeholders in Europe, including CEA-Leti and Fraunhofer, two of our most renowned colleague research centers in Europe. Thanks to our combined expertise, we can scan more potential routes forward than what would be possible by each of us individually, and as such, position Europe in the driver seat for R&D on AI. Imec looks forward to the progress we can make together in the TEMPO project and hopes this will lead to more similar collaborations in the future. Behind the scenes, we are already defining more public and bilateral agreements with several of the partners involved.”
At the end of 2018, the European Commission approved the Important Project of Common European Interest (IPCEI) on microelectronics under state aid law. This allowed four European member states to support jointly transnational cooperation projects with major synergies in microelectronics – for the first time until the end of first industrial deployment. The IPCEI on Microelectronics is an instrument that enables France, Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom to maintain and further expand European competencies in this field and to ensure that the entire microelectronics value chain is reliably available to local players.

These four countries are providing up to €1.75 billion in funding for this project, which intends to unlock an additional €6 billion in private investment. These state aids are dedicated to promoting development of new microelectronic products across industry and national borders. The IPCEI on microelectronics brings together the wide-ranging family of microelectronics topics, e.g. optics development, hardware design, process knowledge, production facilities, chip manufacture and downstream applications in multiple industries. Twenty-nine European companies are directly involved in the «IPCEI on Microelectronics».

This Important Project is divided into five technology fields (TF): energy efficient chips, power semiconductors, sensors, advanced optical equipment and compound materials. CEA-Leti is closely cooperating with French industrial partners in four of these fields. CEA is also involved in European projects linked to this IPCEI, such as ECSEL projects (OCEAN 12, WAKEMUPEP, VIZTA, HELIAUS, BEYOND 5, etc.), in which it is cooperating with European industrial partners of the IPCEI on microelectronics.

In the TF involving energy efficient chips, CEA-Leti is developing and improving new power device design and processes based on 200 mm diameter GaN/Si technology. This research is enabling process parameter sets to be controlled to achieve high-performance, robust and reliable GaN transistors and components. CEA-Leti is also developing high-performance passive devices such as capacitances and inductances for power devices.

Within the scope of the power semiconductors TF, CEA-Leti is developing and improving new power device design and processes based on 200 mm diameter GaN/Si technology. This research is enabling process parameter sets to be controlled to achieve high-performance, robust and reliable GaN transistors and components. CEA-Leti is also developing high-performance passive devices such as capacitances and inductances for power devices.

CEA-Leti is investigating new architectures and advanced processes for increasing the sensitivity and integration density, and reducing the power consumption, of visible and IR image sensors. These studies range from implementation of hybrid bonding at wafer level to development of fine-tuned micro-lenses through research into new pixel architectures.

In the compound materials TF, CEA-Leti is developing new II-VI and III-V materials and processes for improving the image quality of IR focal plane arrays. It is also investigating new substrates and technologies for micro-LEDs. Furthermore, it is improving the design and processes of components, such as laser sources, waveguides, micro-resonators, photodetectors, etc., which are essential to widespread deployment of integrated silicon-photonics.

The involvement of CEA-Leti in a major, ambitious and very important R&D project such as the IPCEI on microelectronics is allowing CEA-Leti to strengthen its cooperation with European industrial partners.
minaSmart Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes

With the objective of spurring and helping European industry to adopt digital technologies, the European Commission has strived to structure a discussion at the European scale around the concept of European Digital Innovation Hubs (EDIH). In this context, a holistic and symbiotic approach integrating hardware, software and digital usages is essential. This approach includes services, systems (for example: cars, planes, factories, hospitals, etc.), equipment/functions and components.

minaSmart Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, in collaboration with a pan-European network of European Digital Innovation Hubs, intends to provide for all economy stakeholders willing to benefit from the advantages of digital technologies in their businesses (SMEs, small caps, large enterprises, public organizations, etc.):
- access to necessary technologies and skills
- an understanding of use cases, the value chain and the supply chain
- an acceleration of R&D
- support services related to innovation
- field trials for experimenting with digital innovations

In order to achieve these objectives, minaSmart Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes leverages the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region's capacity to reinforce the hardware-software continuum on 6 key digitization technologies:
- high-performance computing and simulation
- artificial intelligence
- cyber-security and privacy
- connectivity (5G and Internet of Things)
- integrated and smart microelectronic components
- cyber-physical systems

The EDIH mobilizes key players in the above fields, allowing to support 2 main targets, start-ups/technological SMEs and non-technological SMEs, enabling the DIH to offer end-to-end services including:
- start-ups/technological SMEs:
  - stimulation of ideas through the organization of «brokerage» and networking events (brainstorming and thematic open days of competitive clusters)
  - support services for business development (marketing, intellectual property, capital risk management, relations to major order givers, etc.)
  - access to skilled resources on «hard-to-fill» jobs in digital sector (Campus Région du numérique, school Le 101, etc.)
  - access to skills and advanced technological platforms (EuroCPS and FED4SAE European projects, Nanoelec IRT, collaborative projects of competitive clusters, SATI Linksium, etc.)
  - analysis of the societal impact, by humanities and social sciences, and with living/citizen labs
- non-technological SMEs:
  - technological awareness (e.g Cap’Tronic program, etc.)
  - support for technology transfer (e.g EASYTECH program, etc.)
  - access to platforms and pilot lines to help the digital transformation of industrial production sites / factory of the future (Charbonnières 2020 project, etc.)
  - access to skilled resources to support changes brought by digital technologies

The ambition of minaSmart Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes is to serve the industry of the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region and at the same time to expand and serve at national and European levels. The Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region has exceptional public and industrial infrastructures to design and develop smart objects integrating software and components, ranging from imaging sensors to components for low-power computing, and also services necessary for digital transformation of enterprises. In addition, Grenoble’s strong international links in the areas combining hardware and software (tied within European pilot projects for DIH networks such as DIGIFED, EuroCPS, FED4SAE and SMARTeES, and a network of clusters such as the SILICON EUROPE alliance) will help develop closer links with corresponding undertakings in other European countries.

minaSmart Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes has been initiated by CEA-Leti, and relies on a large network of partners distributed throughout the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region in key application sectors in the heart of the region's smart specialization strategy:
- health
- transportation and smart mobility
- energy
- chemistry and environment
- agritech / foodtech
- industry of the future

The core team includes:
- the « Région Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes », the « Campus Région du numérique », and the agency Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes entreprises
- CEA and Inria
- the Université Grenoble Alpes and the Université de Lyon
- the competitive cluster MINALOGIC
- the Carnot institutes of the region
- the Nanoelec Technological Research Institute

minaSmart Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes relies on nodes throughout the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region, including Lyon, Grenoble, Saint-Etienne and Clermont-Ferrand, and has established privileged links with other major national European Digital Innovation Hubs such as DIGIHALL in Paris-Saclay, and European DIHs from the SILICON EUROPE alliance. In addition, minaSmart Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes will benefit from the hardware platform dedicated to future generations of computing components, currently under preparation between CEA-Leti, imec (Leuven, Belgium) and Fraunhofer-Verbund Mikroelektronik (Dresden), thus responding to the recommendations made by a high level group of the European Commission (Electronics Leader Group).
Gateone

CEA-Leti’s main contribution to the success of the Gateone project has been its offer of more than 25 mature Key Enabling Technologies (KET) for smart systems to SMEs. These range from sensors to communication, energy management and cybersecurity systems. The project’s European dimension has enabled CEA-Leti to build 14 market-pulled demonstrators illustrating the potential of its KET portfolio to industrial partners and enhancing the SME business model of the most promising demonstrators. The project has led to a number of breakthroughs including incubation of MAG4Health and creation of MOOVLAB start-ups. MAG4Health will develop a magnetoencephalography imaging technique that measures brain activity. The proof of concept and subsequent progress has prompted strong interest from the medical community. Gateone funding has helped to design the first bricks of the currently operated, MOOVLAB wearable gym motion tracker. The start-up is now launching its first product and interactive workout video class for gyms.

The Gateone model supporting SME-RTO demonstrator production has been adapted and duplicated in France’s Isère Rhône-Alpes regional cluster. CEA-Leti also coordinates FED4SAE and DIGIFED European projects based on Gateone’s return on experiment.

More information p.36

IONS4SET

Among multiple contributions, CEA-Leti’s patterning service has been the development hub for nanopillar patterning, trimming and selective etching. In-line CD-SEM metrology and in-line tilted SEM imaging techniques characterized the influence of different process parameters. The German coordinator and the Spanish, Finnish and Italian partners of the IONS4SET project have been indispensable to meeting its need for wide ranging technologies: quantum device and Si+ ion implantation simulations, Si+ nanodot formation, sacrificial oxidation and de-oxidation, TEM lamella preparation, GAA creation, electrical contacting, and FET-SET device creation for an electrical demonstrator. Novel hardware, software and testing techniques have been created within the project scope and device performance has been measured.

Project breakthroughs for CEA-Leti have included reproducible patterning of nanopillars containing nanodots for CMOS-compatible SETs, with diameters of less than 20 nm on 200 mm wafer-scale.

More information p.254
BONVOYAGE

CEA-Leti expertise in database collection and machine learning has contributed powerfully to the success of the BONVOYAGE project, in particular via its Inter-names paradigm, which allows named entities to communicate without static binding to a specific location. Cooperation between partners in the European transport sector has enabled benchmarking of project developments and feedback from project meetings has fostered development leverage. New algorithms for user transport mode recognition and traveller stress level assessment have been developed by CEA-Leti and represent major project contributions. For the former, a unique database of modal smartphone-embedded sensor recordings was created and used to develop a first algorithm. For the latter, a first algorithm was developed for acquiring data from a single wearable and providing feedback to the traveller on his/her stress level. This algorithm was embedded in the final BONVOYAGE App as a demonstrator and in a CEA-Leti Android App providing scientific and technological proof of concept of stress assessment. Trenitalia, a first multimodal door-to-door journey schedule embedding BONVOYAGE platform functions in a dedicated App was delivered at the end of the project. More information p.24

InDeal

Success of the InDeal project has been the outcome of CEA-Leti expertise in energy harvesting systems and its design, modelling and testing skills for in-line smart water meters. The project has contributed significantly to reversing today’s unsustainable energy consumption and living up to revolutionary policy expectations. In addition to ensuring funding dedicated to research at low technology readiness levels (TRL), the project’s European dimension has enabled CEA-Leti to develop its research network and expertise through strong cooperation with researchers from other centres, with new SMEs and with district heating and cooling association partners. Access to project partner’s laboratories for microturbine optimization testing and testing of project-developed devices in real heating and cooling system environments has also contributed powerfully to the project’s success. CEA-Leti has derived a number of valuable breakthroughs from InDeal including development of eco-efficient, eco-friendly, cost effective district heating and cooling solutions (DHCS), specifically an optimized water flow energy harvester and a thermal energy harvester. Ultimately, the project breakthroughs could be embodied by autonomous flowmeters and, more generally, by autonomous in-line sensor systems for water distribution networks. More information p.42

REDFINCH

Throughout the REDFINCH project, CEA-Leti’s research and development capabilities have enabled advanced technologies, typically MEMS and integrated photonics on silicon, to be combined from design stage all the way through to demonstrator testing. Demonstrators developed are PIC-based chemical sensors for process gas analysis, gas leak detection and protein analysis. The project’s European dimension has been key to ensuring access to a broad spectrum of complementary expertise provided by the partners, which include end users and specialists in gas analysis and spectrometry in liquids. The REDFINCH website, conference communications and press releases have allowed first contacts to be established with potential industrial stakeholders, such as BP, BAE Systems and Thorlabs, and the US Navy’s research laboratory. REDFINCH has contributed to consolidating Quantum Cascade Laser (QCL) technology specifically for photocalorimetric (PA) spectroscopy. A miniaturized silicon PA cell has been fabricated using standard CMOS / MEMS tools, thereby reducing the cost, extreme integration and mass deployment of these sensors. Centimeter-size PA cells for gas sensing have been demonstrated to compete with bulky commercial systems without compromising performance. More information p.52
NEW DEAL
CEA-Leti’s key to the success of the NEW DEAL project has been the multidisciplinary nature of its Department of Micro- and Nano-technologies for Healthcare and Biology in terms of developing a nanotechnology-based pharmaceutical product. Its collaboration with CEA IRIG’s team and access to the µ-life platform’s state-of-the-art instrumentation were also major contributions.

NEW DEAL’s European dimension was needed to gather critical expertise in pharmaceutical sciences, in molecular biology, in nanomedicine and in vivo testing, and to achieve compulsory certification for new therapeutic applications and clinical trials of siRNA nanomedicine. Other project partners recorded and released several explanatory videos targeting a wide audience. Consultant Alan Boyd provided valuable insight and assistance in devising a clinical plan in line with European pharmaceutical regulatory requirements for bio-therapies.

The project has effectively promoted Lipidot technology, which is patented and owned by CEA to a level compatible with standards enabling its therapeutic use. However, the real breakthrough has been not only the actual intended short interfering RNA (siRNA) drug for treating inflammatory bowel disease (a biomacromolecule), but also the underlying goal of in vivo validation and approval of the Lipidot nanodelivery system for human trials. More information p.218

3DAM
CEA-Leti was leader of a metrology and structural analysis work package and provided 300mm FEOL and BEOL advanced samples (test wafers) for the 3DAM project partners for developing new in-line metrology capabilities. The expertise of CEA-Leti teams in 3D characterization and data processing on CEA-Leti’s Platform for NanoCharacterisation (PFNC) made it possible to establish new hybrid or correlative measurement protocols in cooperation with dedicated partners.

CEA-Leti collaborated with partners imec and ThermoFisher Scientific in developing additional characterization techniques, such as electron tomography and X-ray tomography for FEOL and BEOL qualification, cathodoluminescence and photoluminescence techniques for defect characterization and identification, TEM and micro-RAMAN techniques for strain analysis. At CEA-Leti, 3DAM partner Applied Materials tested a new algorithm developed to measure 3D structures such as stacked nanowire FETs. This new capability is now used in other clean room applications including High Electron Mobility Transistor (HEMT) technology. Methods and protocols developed on the PFNC during 3DAM are now available for CEA-Leti programs including GUIDAR software for 3D reconstruction, quantitative energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) protocols and two correlative approaches combining TEM and optical techniques. More information p.236

D4KIDS
D4KIDS is gearing the Diabeloop Artificial Pancreas (AP) device to the needs of children with Type 1 diabetes (T1D) and their families. Based on a co-creative approach and clinical evidence, the project is improving pediatric care, enhancing long-term T1D trajectories and quality of life, and increasing European healthcare sustainability.

The main project challenge has been to determine the estimation in real-time, every five minutes, of the right insulin dose requiring adaptation to carbohydrate intake, physical activity, instantaneous blood glucose and variable basal insulin for children, who lead irregular, intensely physical lifestyles. The device and age-appropriate training will enhance societal knowledge of T1D, increase its acceptance and reduce stigmatization and long-term complications.

D4KIDS involves a highly advanced AP in terms of TRL, CE marking, marketing and reimbursement potential. It has strong industrial backing and brings together EU partners to facilitate market uptake. The project consortium has established focus groups in France and Belgium to dialogue with future closed loop users and run a successful clinical trial. The European team has extended the competence a 2015 French consortium and has been awarded the teenager-targeted D4TEENS EIT project. More information p.198
The aim of the MiWaveS project, completed in 2017, was to develop key technologies for implementing millimetre wave (mmW) wireless access and backhaul in heterogeneous networks.

The challenges taken up in this CEA-Leti-coordinated project involved designing new backhaul E-band transmitarray antennas with beam switching capability, new low-cost and low power antenna/RF packaging at 60GHz for user terminal, and, based on the same chip, a new phased array architecture for 60GHz access points. These are key building blocks for developing 5G cellular network- and reducing user terminal transceiver chip consumption.

The project has thus placed Europe in the forefront of mmW technology for 5G and 6G deployment, addressing the main issues of cost and consumption at the user terminal, and of beam steering/switching at the access point. Project material science, electrical engineering and circuit design is co-optimizing the technology and circuit.

The computational kernel of upcoming European energy-efficient circuits can benefit in the future from this project by integrating the game-changing memory-storage smartness provided by MiWaveS technology.

The project team benefits from the CEA-Leti eco-system, which embraces unique expertise in CMOS, NVM and advanced characterization, while offering 300 mm cleanrooms and circuit design platforms. Advanced transistors for memory cube selectors have been studied in depth and the cube is designed based on SPICE simulation and newly fabricated mask sets.

We have developed new capabilities in IMC, a novel computing paradigm effectively spanning 3D packaging, memory and logic nanotechnologies based on an unconventional holistic, multidisciplinary approach, More information p.82
5G CHAMPION
The 5GCHAMPION project developed 5G key enabling technologies for a proof-of-concept environment showcased at the 2018 Winter Olympics in Pyeong-Chang, South Korea. It provided maximum visibility of 5G technology and answers to 5G’s unknown performance two years before its official launch. On a global level, the project successfully impacted standards and regulation bodies through a common European/Korean position and engineering of its technologies and proposed solutions.
Success was achieved through the technical excellence of the project contributors and the outstanding leadership of Europe’s CEA-Leti and Korea’s ETRI coordinators.
The professional and personal capabilities essential to the project included the need to finalize all facets of the research, the technical knowledge to take up its multiple challenges and a real understanding of the respect, accuracy and rigor central to Korean culture.
CEA-Leti’s know-how in antenna design, interference mitigation and ‘xG’ network architecture, design and engineering were key to project success and participation of CEA-Leti’s key expert drove its multiple contributions.
Finally, 5GCHAMPION has made millimetre wave implementation a reality for urban mobility through its validation of key enabling technology.
More information p.136

MFMANUFACTURING:
CONTRIBUTION TO ISO STANDARDISATION
In the wake of the MANUFACTURING project, completed in 2017, the Microfluidics Association has been founded to coordinate the international community and propose guidelines for future standards dedicated to microfluidics standardisation. Nicolas Verplanck has been appointed convener of ISO TC48/WG3 and CEN TC332/WG7 working groups drafting these standards, the first of which is under preparation.
The main factor for standardisation success is that the principal microfluidics stakeholders have now achieved maturity and, while remaining competitors, understand the need to cooperate in proposing standards to grow the market and offer reliable, economical solutions.
Today’s microfluidics leaders are mostly European and the MFMANUFACTURING consortium embraces every typology. The Project Officer has been vital in challenging team decisions and results and in pushing for relevant outputs.
Technical expertise and knowing the leading SMEs, academics and standardisation bodies have been central to the professional and personal capabilities implemented. CEA-Leti initiated the MFMANUFACTURING project and has positioned itself as RTO leader in microfluidics based on its coverage and hybridization of polymer, silicon and glass materials. The Institute’s clear visibility has bridged the gap between industry, which needs standards, and academic organisations, which are unfamiliar with them.
More information in the previous report p. 204

NeuRAM3
The NeuRAM3 project involved fabricating a mixed-signal analog/digital chip implementing neuromorphic architecture as well as developing monolithically integrated 3D technology in Fully-Depleted Silicon on Insulator (FD-SOI) based on 28nm design rules with integrated Resistive Random Access Memory (RRAM) synaptic elements. Project complementary technologies included implementing on-chip learning using native adaptive characteristics of electronic synaptic elements and a scalable platform to interconnect multiple neuromorphic processor chips for building large neural processing systems.
The project achieved success through its consortium’s multidisciplinary co-development of algorithms, devices and circuits enabling novel neuromorphic architecture based around RRAMs that emulate biologically plausible synaptic behaviour co-integrated with state-of-the-art CMOS logic for new circuits and systems.
CEA-Leti’s capabilities contributed to every aspect of the project and, specifically, its expertise in integrated RRAM synaptic elements and monolithically integrated 3D FD-SOI technology. NeuRAM3 has prompted more than 50 publications in international journals and multiple conference presentations including at the Nature Conference on Neuromorphic Computing as well as a new EU ICT RIA project, entitled Mem-Scales, involving memory technologies with multi-scale time constants.
More information p.84

MIRPHAB
The MIRPHAB pilot line project involves developing MIR chemical sensors for mass markets by embracing the full supply chain (source, detector, PICs, assembly and packaging), supporting and encouraging large scale adoption of Mid-IR Optical Sensing and driving Mid-IR Sensing Market growth. These goals are supported by miniaturizing and standardizing mature existing technologies for Mid-IR miniaturized components, developing interfacing and assembly technologies and producing user specification-based SiP/SoC demonstrators.
The project’s key success has been to structure and coordinate the full supply chain through its inclusion of Europe’s main stakeholders in Mid-IR chemical sensing. Dissemination of MIRPHAB work has contributed strongly to a change in paradigm regarding Mid-IR sensing technology for industrial and consumer applications.
Coordinating this challenging project involving multiple consortium partners required negotiation skills and the capability for collecting, summarizing and elaborating common strategies. Knowledge of the gas/chemical sensing market and communication skills was key to its success.
CEA-Leti was at the project core in terms of driving criminal detection-related optical sensor miniaturisation and combining different technologies on a common Si platform.
More information p.44
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The bioproduction industry is focusing attention on microalgae due to their ability to synthesized internally high added-value molecules. The ABACUS project aims to identify microalgae capable of producing new molecules for nutraceutical and cosmetic applications, and to develop an innovative PhotoBioReactor that embeds advanced monitoring tools for microalgae growth and bioproduction.

Within the ABACUS project scope, CEA-Leti is responsible for sensor development, adaptation and integration for precise monitoring and control of the algal bioproduction process. Three different sensing platforms were developed during the first 18 months of the project:

- A multiparameter electrochemical platform, based on Ion Selective Electrodes (ISE) for in-situ monitoring of crucial ionic nutrients (nitrate, phosphate and ammonium) involved in optimizing culture conditions. An acquisition card, combined with a software interface and a fluidic chamber enabling static or dynamic measurements of the algal process, have also been designed.

- A stand-alone optofluidic system automatically measuring culture medium optical density at four different wavelengths (880nm, 750nm, 680nm and 474nm) along with an automated dilution process for estimating algae concentration during growth and production of selected molecules.

- An gas chromatography-based analytical system with a miniaturized micro-preconcentrator and micro TCD for detecting volatile terpenes in the gas phase.

Validation using model samples was carried out in all cases. In the coming months, tests are planned with real samples under real operating conditions; these will allow fully evaluation of sensor performance.
Objectives

ABACUS brings together two major industries, three algae SMEs and four RTOs. It focuses on business-oriented, technology-driven development of a new algal biorefinery. This will bring to the market innovative algae-based ingredients for high-end applications ranging from algal terpenes for fragrances to long-chain terpenoids (carotenoids) for nutraceuticals and cosmetic actives.

One key objective of ABACUS is to obtain more than 10% photosynthates of its targeted terpenoids. To achieve this, ABACUS selects and optimizes unique algae strains from 4 large culture collections owned by the project partners. ABACUS also focuses on optimizing cultivation stages and mastering production of target products by online monitoring and automated control of photobioreactors with the development of specific sensors for terpenes and for the parameters relevant to terpene production (light, PO₂, PCO₂, nutrients). The project investigates the process fractionation steps to provide green low-cost downstream processing with a view to reduce operating costs of the entire production line.

Life cycle analysis and techno-economic analysis are fundamental guidelines of ABACUS’s developments to ensure that technologies and products are economically and environmentally sustainable. Applicability of targeted ingredients is assessed by the industrial partners (SMEs and large industries with established access to markets) in relation to cosmetic and nutraceutical applications. ABACUS aims to demonstrate biorefining processes allowing valorizing up to 95% of the algal biomass into high value ingredients and by-products. EU standards and market regulations related to innovative bioprocesses and new ingredients are reviewed to demonstrate the acceptability of the ABACUS biorefinery. The project’s prime advantage lies in its business-oriented work plan, which brings together key players throughout the product development chain and integrates cutting edge technologies for efficient growth and fractionation of microalgae.

IMPACT

Microalgae are fast-growing photosynthetic organisms that are able to double their biomass twice a day without applying pesticides, herbicides or fungicides. Moreover, they can produce target high added-value molecules, when carefully selected and efficiently directed during growth, through controlled induction using selected nutrients (nature and concentrations) and controlled physicochemical stress. The ABACUS project aims to position an European algal biorefinery beyond the state of the art through development of advanced bioreactors that provide full control of the bioproduction chain. Its goal is to design innovative fractionation technologies that allow high-yield algal bioproductions.

While CO₂ trapping by algal bioproduction remains minor, “green” production of complex high added-value chemicals using biorefineries is strategic in the context of global warming.

From the CEA-Leti standpoint, development of new sensing platforms (electrochemical, optofluidic, µGC) extends the Institute’s offer in the field of process monitoring sensors. Interestingly, the ABACUS project paves the way towards CEA-Leti’s further involvement in bioproduction, which was declared a strategic market by the French government in 2019.

Florence Ricoul
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The aim of the AVANTEX Project was to develop firefighting protective clothing (jacket, gloves and boots) for monitoring work situations (localization, temperature, humidity, flammable gas detection) and personnel safety.

**Keywords**
- Sensors / Actuators
- Smart textiles
- Through Silicon Vias (TSV)

**Through Silicon Vias (TSV)**
Progress was clearly visible in the ADVANTEX project with significant advancements made in technical textile technologies. The project was structured to allow for several iterations of sensor and sub-system development and integration in firefighting personal protective equipment (clothing, gloves and boots). Each sequential improvement built on an existing clothing product line, allowing rapid deployment of innovation in successive products. CEA-Leti contributed strongly to developing improved sensors and wireless communication between sensors and the central processing unit carried by the firefighter. A unique wireless RFID tag reader was used to transmit power remotely and to interrogate sensors and read out their signals.

Bulk acoustic wave gas sensors were developed along with process optimization to achieve a 2.4 GHz resonant frequency. Sensor functionalization can be programmed to allow detection of several different gases. Hydrogen detection was tested but required optimization to reach the desired selectivity (use of multi-layer functionalization). In parallel, Nano-ElectroMechanical microSystem (NEMS)-based gas detection sensors were also examined for the firefighting environment. NEMS relied on the piezoresistive resonant excitation of a free-standing cantilever, which was functionalized to detect a specific gas or family of gases. This type of sensor could eventually be integrated using the product offer of APIX Analytics, a start-up company created by CEA-Leti.

**CEA-Leti in ADVANTEX**

Progress was clearly visible in the ADVANTEX project with significant advancements made in technical textile technologies. The project was structured to allow for several iterations of sensor and sub-system development and integration in firefighting personal protective equipment (clothing, gloves and boots). Each sequential improvement built on an existing clothing product line, allowing rapid deployment of innovation in successive products. CEA-Leti contributed strongly to developing improved sensors and wireless communication between sensors and the central processing unit carried by the firefighter. A unique wireless RFID tag reader was used to transmit power remotely and to interrogate sensors and read out their signals.

Bulk acoustic wave gas sensors were developed along with process optimization to achieve a 2.4 GHz resonant frequency. Sensor functionalization can be programmed to allow detection of several different gases. Hydrogen detection was tested but required optimization to reach the desired selectivity (use of multi-layer functionalization). In parallel, Nano-ElectroMechanical microSystem (NEMS)-based gas detection sensors were also examined for the firefighting environment. NEMS relied on the piezoresistive resonant excitation of a free-standing cantilever, which was functionalized to detect a specific gas or family of gases. This type of sensor could eventually be integrated using the product offer of APIX Analytics, a start-up company created by CEA-Leti.

**ADVANTEX at a glance**

- **48 months**
  Apr. 2014 > Mar. 2018
- **EC Programme**
  EURIPIDES 2013
- **Project Coordinator**
  APIX Analytics (FR)
- **Partners**
  FR : APIX Analytics, CEA-Leti, Movea (> InvenSense)
  CZ : Applycon, Holik, University of West Bohemia, Vochoc
- **Total budget**
  € 5.9 m.
- **EC Contribution**
  NA
- **Contract Number**
  13-1504
Objectives

ADVANTEX focused on improving the safety of workers facing hazardous conditions including fire-fighters, waste and recycling workers, steel, foundry and glass industry workers. This goal was achieved by developing intelligent condition monitoring and detection systems based on sophisticated, miniaturized sensors that can be integrated into smart protective clothing.

The ADVANTEX microsystem can monitor a worker’s physiological condition and detect abnormal conditions regarding posture, breathing, heart rate, humidity, etc. The system also monitors the surrounding environment to detect dangerous gases and to measure temperature and humidity for monitoring heat capacity/stress. Specifically for protecting fire-fighters, a control centre has been developed that implements wireless communication to provide real-time monitoring of movement, localization and other critical parameters.

The technology is based on integrating high-tech components and sensors (MEMS and UHF RFID). Demonstrators exhibiting the desired properties, based on the project specification, have been developed and fabricated, while technology procedures have been up-scaled and applied to production.

Beyond the direct application for enhancing the safety of worker operations, ADVANTEX developments may offer potential applications in the medical field, for example Alzheimer patient monitoring, and may improve performance training and position tracking in professional sports.

Publications

Keynote and invited presentations at the following conferences:

- ISSE – International Spring Seminar on Electronics Technology 2016 HAZMAT.

Thierry Claret
thierry.claret@cea.fr

Yves Quéré
yves.quere@cea.fr

IMPACT

The ADVANTEX project enabled a smart vest, smart boots and smart gloves for firefighters to be designed and manufactured. Multiple sensors were implanted in each item and connected to the body unit, which collects information and communicates with a central unit monitoring several firefighters on site.
ASTEROID is an European Union-funded H2020-COMPET project. Its purpose is to provide Europe with the capability to manufacture high performance, high-resolution infrared focal plane arrays for scientific and astronomical use in space- and ground-based telescopes.

Keywords
- Astronomy
- Infrared detection
- Space

ASTEROID increases CEA-Leti’s footprint in the astronomical short-wave infrared detector market. For astronomers, the short-wave range means the band of wavelengths between approximately 2 and 3 µm, which is used for imaging colder objects and in spectroscopy. Close interaction with future customers, including astronomers and optical engineers, has been the starting point for designing and fabricating these state-of-the-art detectors, which are now poised for long-term operation in orbit under very aggressive radiation conditions. The technical resources deployed for their fabrication has had to evolve to meet performance requirements and prepare for the industrialization phase. For the first time at CEA-Leti, very large format arrays (2048 x 2048 pixels at 15 µm pitch) are being fabricated from HgCdTe, an infrared detector material that guarantees best possible performance in relation to noise and quantum efficiency. Fabrication is prompting a variety of technological advances in terms of materials, device fabrication and testing. For example, CEA-Leti has demonstrated, for the first time, Liquid Phase Epitaxial (LPE) growth of HgCdTe on 4” substrates, a size never achieved before. This demonstration of capability has been rapidly matched by CEA-Leti’s industrial partner Sofradir and a novel state-of-the-art readout circuit is being designed and built. The first ASTEROID-based focal plane array will be deployed in a ground telescope in Mexico as part of the Sino-French SVOM mission. Shortly, Sofradir intends to build an entirely new production line for these detectors with a view to supplying a major market comprising multiple scientific applications. Lastly, credit must be given to FOCUS, a consortium of French universities that is funding this development and promoting the project’s scientific contribution.
Objectives

The ASTEROID project is a scientific and industrial endeavor aimed at developing the high-end, scientific grade infrared detectors needed for astronomical observations. Its principal challenges involve demonstrating the very high performance characteristics required by scientists and manufacturing detectors on a large scale, thereby building European know-how and facilities and training the personnel ultimately needed for scientific ventures. ASTEROID represents a collaborative effort shared by CEA-Leti, Sofradir and three other European partners: Austrian company EVG, French company ADDL and Spanish laboratory IFAE. CEA’s Institute for the Study of the Fundamental Laws of the Universe laboratory is also involved.

Publications


IMPACT

The ASTEROID project’s impact will be extensive for European business. First and foremost, Europe will achieve a capability for competing with the main US players in this field (Teledyne Inc.), which enjoys the lion’s share of the large area, short wave detector market. Its ability to compete in this field will give Europe the necessary strategic independence not only in science and astronomy, but also in other areas such as Earth observation for defense purposes.
The BONVOYAGE project involves designing, developing and testing a platform for optimizing multimodal door-to-door transport of passengers and goods. The platform integrates travel information, planning and ticketing services by automatically analyzing non-real-time data from heterogeneous databases (on road, railway and urban transport systems), real-time measured data (traffic, weather forecasts), user profiles and user feedback.

http://bonvoyage2020.eu/

Keywords
Communication
Goods
Information centric networking
Internet
Multimodal transport
Network
Network architecture
Nomadic devices
Passengers
Planning
Ticketing
Travel information

CEA-Leti has a twofold objective:

• To develop an algorithm for automatically assessing the user transportation mode to define the user modal share (e.g. User A never rides a bike, User B never takes a plane, etc.)

• To develop an algorithm for automatically assessing the user stress level. Transport mode and user stress level are both used for inferring traveler profile in the BONVOYAGE project.

CEA-Leti is working with 2 types of sensor:

• Smartphone sensors for transport mode recognition
• Wearable sensors (Empatica© wristband) to assess the user stress level.

Two Android Apps were delivered at the end of the project: a Mobility Observer and a Stress Observer.

Mobility Observer includes data logging from smartphone sensors with optimized data compression; the algorithm processes the data in real time for recognizing the user transport mode. Transport mode recognition is ensured at a mean performance of 84%, when a GPS signal is used, and of 74% without a GPS signal. Mobility Observer has been optimized to minimize smartphone battery consumption and to be robust to smartphone orientation.

Stress Observer includes connection to an Empatica wristband to acquire the physiological data recorded by this wearable and the algorithm monitoring the user stress level by real time processing of physiological parameters. A calibration step is also included to ensure a user-tailored model for the stress monitoring. Stress Observer therefore takes into account inter-subject variability. Performance of the stress monitoring algorithm has been assessed for real-life recordings from a few traveling subjects. Results have indicated that the mean performance is 96.5% for monitoring user stress level.

In BONVOYAGE project’s final step, the functions of user transport mode recognition and stress level monitoring have been embedded in the BONVOYAGE App, which provides a Door-to-Door Journey Planning platform.
Objectives

The BONVOYAGE platform is supported by an innovative information-centric communication network that collects and distributes all the data required. The highly heterogeneous, distributed and mobile nature of data from data centers, sensors, vehicles, goods and people on the move calls for an innovative networking paradigm. Current networks (e.g. Internet) limit themselves to “just” providing communication channels between hosts. Our paradigm, called Internames, allows communications among entities identified by names without the constraint of static binding to a particular location.

The request of a “user” (be it a person or a parcel) to travel from source to destination is managed by the platform with several tools: Metadata Handler collects and elaborates data related to the request and generates a corresponding Context; User Profiler creates a personalized profile, conveying requirements including Quality of Experience parameters and special needs; Multi-Objective Optimizer develops personalized travel instructions, optimal for the Context and User Profile. The user may provide feedback before accepting the travel itinerary. If a trip is not available at the requested time, the user is notified if it becomes available later. An Actuator triggers the necessary services. A Tariff Scheme Designer exploits platform data to define multi-part tariff schemes.

BONVOYAGE trials and demonstrates the platform and communication network in integrated, large-scale, real life application scenarios, incorporated into the normal business operations of our transport operator partners.

Publications

• “Real time monitoring of traveler’s psychological stress”, G. Vila, S. Ollander, Chr. Godin, E. Labyt, S. Charbonnier, A. Campagne, 8th International Congress on Transportation Research - Accepted Paper, 27-29 September 2017, Thessaloniki, Greece.

IMPACT

The BONVOYAGE system is based on scalable federated architecture, which clusters national routing services and data sources, and implements Directive 2010/40/EU. A first multimodal door-to-door journey schedule based on a federated infrastructure in Norway, Spain and Italy, was delivered at the end of the project and is open to all transport operators wishing to use the platform. Trenitalia has embedded several BONVOYAGE platform functions in its own App.

Etienne Labyt
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The COBRA project involves developing novel Cobalt-free Li-ion battery technology, which overcomes many of the current shortcomings faced by Electric Vehicle (EV) batteries, through holistic enhancement of each battery system component. The goal is to develop a battery system with features including superior energy density, low cost, increased cycles and less critical materials (cobalt). Higher energy density means that such batteries require more efficient, integrated control and status monitoring as well as better understanding of their chemical behavior.

**Keywords**
- Battery
- Embedded electronics
- Optical communication
- Sensor

CEA-Leti’s involvement in the COBRA project comprises two main tasks: new sensing functionalities for battery monitoring and digital communication inside the battery pack.

CEA-Leti is tackling the problem of monitoring the battery pack to prevent it failing. Monitoring is currently performed by a set of electronic boards connected to the battery cells on one side and to a central management unit on the other side. These components usually take voltage and temperature measurements, but additional measurements such as current, strain or impedance, can be included. These multiple monitoring signals represent many battery pack internal cables that have to be designed, installed, controlled and maintained. Furthermore, to ensure optimum monitoring of ever denser lithium cells, the number of cell-based sensors will need to increase to guarantee an acceptable safety level. If all these sensors were to be connected by cables to the electronic management units, this would represent a loss of mass energy density at battery pack level.

CEA-Leti’s first objective in COBRA is therefore to develop an architecture, in which each cell is associated with a small electronic circuit embedding sensing capabilities, closely connected to the cell and communicating wirelessly with the central management unit. The Institute will develop an asynchronous, robust, distributed and multiplexed optical communication system that can be integrated into low-cost, very low-power electronics.

Secondly, CEA-Leti is addressing the problem of battery critical failure monitoring through investigation of a new monitoring device: a gas sensor. Failure of a battery element is generally accompanied by emission of volatile chemicals due to degeneration. Detecting these emissions at earliest stage would prevent deep damage of critical battery elements. A sensor for measuring these VOCs in real time is therefore of prime importance.

The objective is therefore to develop a sensor suitable for detecting target chemicals that indicate battery pack status and possible degradation.
Objectives

The outcome of the COBRA project will be a unique battery system that merges several sought-after features including higher energy density, low cost, increased cycles and less critical materials. To achieve these ambitious objectives the project team will upgrade electrochemical performance by focusing on a Co-free cathode and an advanced Si composite anode and electrolyte/separater. It will develop cell manufacturing and testing for electrical and electrochemical performance, leverage the use of smart sensors and advanced communication to optimize the system control, and ensure battery pack manufacturing that delivers cost effectiveness and environmental sustainability over the battery’s lifetime. The proposed Li-ion battery technology will be demonstrated at TRL6 (battery pack) and validated on an automotive EV testbed. The involvement of several leading battery manufacturers will ensure easy adaptation to production lines and scale-up. This will contribute to higher market adoption, while helping to strengthen Europe’s position in the field. The project is enjoying the participation of three universities, seven RTOs, four SMEs and five manufacturers, thereby covering the entire value chain and strongly committing the EU battery industry.

IMPACT

The COBRA project aims to improve all aspects of batteries and to develop competitive battery technology based on performance, cost and an environmental and social perspective. Apart from eliminating cobalt in the electrode, COBRA proposes 50% increase in existing EV battery energy density and a reduction in battery CO2 footprint by decreasing primary material in favor of recycled material. Moreover, COBRA targets a 50% reduction in the battery pack price to improve the competitiveness of the European battery industry.

TRL
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CONVERGENCE is an innovative project focusing on development of wearable platforms dedicated to preventive lifestyle and healthcare and for environmental monitoring. A platform is a system compatible with different energy harvesting sources and selected sensors, typically bio, gas and activity detectors, which communicate using Bluetooth low energy.

Keywords
- Activity sensors
- Bio-sensors (sweat and breath)
- Environmental (gas and particle) sensors
- Energy harvesting
- Flexible electronics
- Heterogeneous integration on flex
- Internet of Things
- Low power wearable sensors
- Preventive healthcare
- Wearable

CEA-Leti’s main contribution to the CONVERGENCE project is development of demonstration platforms for wearable IoT flexible systems, which are compatible with sensors and energy harvester modules developed by the consortium partners. The aim is to create a wireless and multifunctional wearable system able to monitor not only personal physical condition (physical activity, core body temperature, electrolytes and biomarkers), but also the environment (chemical composition of the ambient air).

> Convergence of technologies into smart sensing systems driven by lifestyle and healthcare applications.

Achievements after 18 months
- Development of sensors and energy harvester platforms on a rigid substrate with:
  - First version design and fabrication
  - Bluetooth Low Energy communication and data collection on mobile phone
  - Compatibility with different types of sensors and energy harvesting sources.

- Development of sensor platforms compatible with:
  - Gas sensors
  - Temperature sensors
  - Activity sensors
  - Nano-power energy harvesting ASIC module.

- Energy harvester platforms compatible with PV cells and mechanical energy harvesters (piezoelectric, electromagnetic, electret-based, triboelectric).

- Successful laboratory testing.
Objectives

Emergence and deployment of the Internet of Things and the Trillion-of-Sensors Planet depends on advanced concepts such as zero-power, intelligent, autonomous systems featuring energy efficient sensing, computation and communication. The science of zero-power has indicated exploratory research needs involving novel materials, devices and system architectures that could prompt energy savings by a factor of up to 1000x for processing the useful bit of information. Energy efficient technologies of this type have been envisaged in combination with smart, multiple harvesting interfaces, capable of detecting and adapting to most suitable energy sources, thereby leading to harvester energy output improvements by a factor of 100x.

In CONVERGENCE, we have adopted a more focused strategy centered on proofs of concept involving energy efficient sensor networks for future wearables, which exploit the convergence of multi-parameter biosensors and environmental sensors on an autonomous system technology platform serving data fusion for preventive lifestyle and healthcare. The project interconnects solidly a critical mass of research institutions and end users to establish the foundations of a future emerging European research project in this field by linking national competences and resources.

The choice of wearables for preventive strategies is due to health and care service failure to grow with modern society’s demographic shift and lifestyle-related diseases. Given the strong pressures on the healthcare system, one solution could be to ‘shift the curve’ from high-cost, reactive, bed-based care to preventive, proactive care implementing energy efficient wearable technologies.

The smart systems proposed by CONVERGENCE are foreseen as wearable, wirelessly interconnected, smart, hardware embo
diments enabled by energy-efficient technologies, which can meet the demands of lifestyle and medical applications in terms of autonomy in the virtually continuous collection of data for early detection strategies. These systems will certainly become a part of the Internet of Things (IoT) and the related services for Quality-of-Life and/or paradigm shifts in the medical field. More recently, this concept has developed into the so-called Internet of Everything (IoE), which is a catch-all phrase to describe adding connectivity and intelligence to almost every device to provide special functions. The expected innovation outputs in IoE technologies for healthcare and lifestyle are very high: they require interaction of multidisciplinary teams such as the one performing the CONVERGENCE project.

In the CONVERGENCE-based approach, part of the information processing and storage could be local, while another part could be communicated and processed in the cloud, depending on the application scenario. This would empower the user with decisions imposing a high level of data privacy and security. The associated data collection and data analytics of the CONVERGENCE systems are expected to enable personalized advice and assistance related to health and interaction with the environment that extend beyond today’s wireless sensor networks. Proofs of concept centered on wrist devices and smart patch wearables with multiple convergent sensors will offer unique solutions for new generations of non-invasive, virtually continuous healthcare applications. In the long term, they are expected to form the basis of future generations of human-machine interfaces with capabilities unforeseen today.

IMPACT

Knowledge development concerning flexible integration and wearable sensing technology.
The ENLIGHTENED project is devising a system to analyze the mass distribution of species that are today out of the reach of any commercial instrument. A new system architecture will be demonstrated with new optomechanical resonators for mass sensing. This will reveal new physics governing noise limitation at the nanoscale.

Keywords
- Mass spectrometry
- NEMS
- Optomechanics
- Resonators

For the first time, ENLIGHTENED has shown that the model of resonator frequency stability commonly accepted by the community is erroneous for silicon NEMS resonators.

We have also demonstrated that our system could perform mass measurements efficiently in a mass range outside the range of any commercial instrument. This was shown using the highest molecular mass ever measured: a bacteriophage virus capsid.

We have performed the first single-particle mass spectrometry analysis with optomechanical resonators.
Objectives

Mass spectrometry has become a routinely used analytical tool in modern biological research and has gained a foothold in recent years in the realm of clinical diagnostic and screening. However, it the technique remains expensive and complex, and it cannot analyze biomolecules heavier than a few Mda because its principle depends on ionization. Furthermore, it cannot characterize the genetic diversity of such heavy entities because it averages more than 100 million particles per measurement.

Building on nanomechanical mass sensing, ENLIGHTENED aims to demonstrate a breakthrough mass spectrometry concept for intact biomolecules in a so far unexplored high mass range based on single molecule sensitivity and unprecedented resolving power.

ENLIGHTENED objectives:

- Demonstration of a novel system architecture for transferring all single mass neutral particles to the detector in a focused beam
- Development of a new class of nanomechanical mass detectors with close-to-100% capture cross sections. These detectors are ultra-dense arrays of resonating devices, which are coupled to photonic resonators ensuring efficient transduction, large scale multiplexing, high frequency operation and single mass self-oscillation
- Understanding and suppressing the limiting source of frequency noise to improve the mass limit of detection of nanomechanical devices by orders of magnitude
- Demonstrating the full potential of this breakthrough technology by acquiring the mass spectra of high-mass bioparticles never analyzed before. Those bioparticles were selected with reference to a number of biological and clinical issues.

ENLIGHTENED uses photons to shed light on unexplored high mass species on an individual level; this is of major biomedical significance and will expand our understanding of simple life forms.

IMPACT

ENLIGHTENED has enabled the EU to pioneer NEMS-based Mass Spectrometry systems for biology and the biotech industry.
The EuroPAT-MASIP project is intended to strengthen the European ecosystem in microelectronics and more specifically in advanced packaging (FOWLP) by developing new technologies and accelerating their transfer to mass volume production. Six separate pilot applications have been allocated to the project consortium members. In particular, they target automotive components such as inertial sensors, tire pressure sensors, image sensors, silicon photo-multipliers, RF transmitters and radar systems.

Main CEA-Leti outcomes, through its active participation in a major European consortium of the most prominent companies in the field, include development of advanced packaging technologies such as fan-out wafer level packaging. CEA-Leti is contributing its expertise in designing and assembling the highly reliable Systems in Package (SiP) modules required for automotive applications. Working closely with industrial end-users and packaging house partners in building an operational SiP camera module, the ambition is to raise technological readiness for transfer to industry (TRL 4).
Objectives

The EuroPAT-MASIP project reinforces Europe’s semiconductor manufacturing position by focusing on the semiconductor and MEMS packaging ecosystem. Semiconductor packaging, assembly and testing involve most of the semiconductor value chain, ranging from material suppliers through software design and packaging foundries to test houses. EuroPAT-MASIP consolidates and extends the continent’s leadership in semiconductor processing know-how by developing and fostering packaging-related technological and manufacturing building blocks for different (emerging) industrial sectors through:

- Modelling, design and simulation of key packaging-related features and challenges
- Developing key packaging technologies, equipment and materials
- Heterogeneous (3D) integration of smart system building blocks (More-than-Moore, MtM) and System in Package (SiP)
- Establishing testing strategy including metrology, methods and equipment, reliability and failure analysis.

The project is accelerating manufacturing uptake of new technologies and is curtailing time to market by demonstrating industrial need-based application pilots with new capabilities. The automotive application pilots embody manufacturing science, are based on the industrial partner’s needs and capabilities, and are therefore industry compatible.

EuroPAT-MASIP is striving to increase the competitiveness and the global market share of the European semiconductor industry by fostering the competence and capabilities of semiconductor packaging. Actions are being implemented to facilitate cooperation of European semiconductor and MEMS packaging ecosystems to ensure joint network creation on completion of the project. The EuroPAT-MASIP consortium actively promotes capabilities and related ecosystems to attract talent and tackle academic issues. The project outcomes will ultimately enhance the technological attractiveness for private investment and talent by developing and promoting the key capabilities to match the future needs of European industries and emerging technology stakeholders.

IMPACT

The main impact of the project is its strengthening of European partner cooperation in building an operational ecosystem and accelerating re-industrialization in advanced packaging technologies.
The EVERLASTING project is developing innovative technologies to improve the reliability, life and safety of lithium-ion batteries mainly for electric vehicles by developing more accurate and standardized battery monitoring and management systems. The work performed in this project will make it possible to predict battery behavior in all circumstances and throughout battery life. This will enable optimized battery management ensuring greater reliability and security.

The outcomes of this project will maintain the battery in a safe, optimum operating condition to prolong its life and autonomy.

Greater knowledge of on-line battery cell degradation measurement by advanced sensing and analysis based on cutting-edge mathematical methods and improved thermal and electrical battery models have been achieved.

Advantageous progress has also been made regarding reducing orders of battery cell models, allow a trade-off between accuracy and computational complexity.

Development of a multi-physical sensor network deployed around the battery cell, enabling very efficient, robust cell monitoring. The different types of characteristic signals from the monitored cell (electrical sensors, thermal sensors, mechanical sensors, acoustic sensors) allow cell state of safety to be accurately estimated. The developed system permits faster detection and more accurate prediction of safety hazards; this could induce proactive and reactive safety management implementing corrective actions to prevent fires, which have cost M€s in damages, caused personal injuries and in some instances fatalities.

CEA-Leti has designed new predictive intelligence algorithms within the framework of these battery cells fully equipped with specific sensors. These establish proper conditions for efficient warning, correction and intervention in relation to major, recurrent and minor safety hazards by introducing a new concept based on safety domains and time constants. The performance achieved by the cell State of Safety estimation system developed by CEA-Leti allows one to expect to better usage and even extension of battery cell Safe Operating Area and, ultimately, greater autonomy at constant cost.
Objectives

Batteries are not yet the ideal energy containers they were promised to be; they tend to be expensive, fragile and potentially dangerous. Moreover, the current EV cannot yet compete yet with thermal energy-based vehicles in terms of driving range and flexibility. The EVERLASTING project is intended to bring Li-ion batteries closer to ideal by focusing on the following technological areas.

- **Predicting battery system behavior in all circumstances and throughout battery life.** This will allow accurate dimensioning and choice of correct battery type, leading to lower cost. It will also facilitate development of a powerful battery management system at all stages of development from concept to fully tested product.

- **Sensing signals in addition to standard current, voltage and temperature parameters.** This multi-sensing approach will provide more varied, in-depth data on battery status, thereby facilitating pro-active, effective battery management to prevent issues rather than mitigate them.

- **Monitoring battery status by interpreting rich sensor data.** Intelligent combination of this information with road, vehicle and driver data will allow us to offer accurate higher-level driver feedback. This induces greater trust and hence a less driving range-related anxiety.

- **Managing the battery in a proactive way based on correct assessment of its status.** Efficient thermal management and load management results in greater reliability and safety and leads to lower overall cost throughout a longer battery life.

- **Defining standard BMS architecture and interfaces and gathering the required market support.** This will allow a standard BMS component industry to flourish and will result in lower cost.

The EVERLASTING project extends our knowledge of Li-Ion battery cells and the phenomena at work during operation both on a system scale and on electrochemical scale.

CEA-Leti’s research involving cell monitoring has been particularly thorough. The work on cell monitoring using the multi-physical sensor network will allow us to progress further towards Smart Cell technologies and ensure leadership in battery management.

**IMPACT**

The EVERLASTING project extends our knowledge of Li-Ion battery cells and the phenomena at work during operation both on a system scale and on electrochemical scale.

CEA-Leti’s research involving cell monitoring has been particularly thorough. The work on cell monitoring using the multi-physical sensor network will allow us to progress further towards Smart Cell technologies and ensure leadership in battery management.
Access a unique portfolio of smart solutions. Intelligent systems, high connectivity, autonomous systems… GATEONE offers solutions to European SMEs. Demonstrators meeting SME requirements are submitted for assessment.

**GATEONE**

http://www.GATEONE.eu

**Keywords**
- Demonstrator
- Innovation
- Internet of Things (IoT)
- RTO
- Smart system
- SME
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**Innovation Service for European Smartization by SMEs**

Strong leverage effect:

CEA-Leti has produced 14 prototypes with values ranging from 50 to 100 k€. One or more SME or manufacturer in the value chain has been involved, when it could assist in application assessment. In all, over 25 SMEs have joined CEA-Leti in defining and assessing the market for these prototypes, over 10 of which have progressed to the second “Gate-two” development step.

The leverage effect of CEA-Leti prototypes is 2.5 times over 2 years with 2.4 M€ generated for 975 k€ invested by the EU.

Concrete results: 2 start-up creations

- MOOVLAB was created in 2016 with the two SMEs involved in GATEONE. European funding helped to design the first bricks of the wearable gym motion tracker used today by the start-up. The MOOVLAB platform was presented at CES 2017 and 2018 (http://www.cea.fr/english/Pages/resources/videos/startup-moovlab.aspx). MOOVLAB generated its first turnover in 2017 by developing its first sport escape game, “Escape to Mars”, for KeepCool (2nd gym operator in France). The start-up is now developing an interactive workout training video for gyms and is seeking funds for industrializing and commercializing its solution at gyms and companies in Europe.

- Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is an imaging technique that measures brain activity based on magnetic field measurements. The prototype is based on low noise magnetometers operating at room temperature. GATEONE has enabled a first demonstration with a single sensor offering higher sensitivity of 60 fT/rtHz. R&D projects were subsequently launched with a medical team and a Carnot institute; these produced a 30% increase in sensitivity and enabled a 5 sensors prototype to be designed. Clinical trials are planned to test the demonstrator for epilepsy at the start of 2020. The team has join CEA-Leti’s incubator for creating an MEG company mid-2020.
Objectives

FREE DEMONSTRATOR ASSESSMENT PROGRAM for SMEs

The objective of GATEONE is to accelerate smart system adoption by European SMEs by facilitating their access to advanced technologies for developing innovative, smart solutions.

GATEONE offers «Innovation as a Service» to assist SMEs in structuring a complete, specific innovation chain for:

• Demonstrating the strength of smart system Key Enabling Technologies to create sustainable differentiation on their market
• Encouraging SME commitment to radical, disruptive innovation using a «technology push» approach to consolidate a business case
• Generating innovation opportunities for SMEs, while reducing and managing their investment risk:
  - GATEONE enables state-of-the-art technology assessment by SMEs based on free demonstrators
  - GATEONE ensures introduction to potential production partners, when required.

GATEONE has the vision to make smart system technologies accessible as solutions to non-expert SMEs (newcomers to investment in smart systems technologies) and traditional European industries, which are unfamiliar with smart systems or innovation. GATEONE aims to position SMEs as key players of European industry smartization, thereby strengthening European competitiveness.

This innovation action generates a structured dialogue through concrete cooperation between the research community (research centers and academics) and SMEs.

GATEONE contributes to defining best practices at pan-European level along with a sustainable RTO and SME cooperation framework.

Publications

• “Best Early Stage Innovation”, MEG demonstrators won the Innovation Radar Prize 2017 @ European Commission ICT proposers’ day 2017, Budapest.
• Consumer Electronic Show (CES 2017 and 2018, Las Vegas), with Moovlab and APNEA Band.

IMPACT

In all, GATEONE has delivered 50 demonstrators and 24 SMEs have adopted the technology in their development roadmaps. 22 companies have sealed partnerships for Gate-two projects either through bilateral contracts with the RTO or under grant. For 2.875M€ invested in the demonstrator activity, 6.2M€ was generated by Gate-two projects in 2017-2018 (2.1 times leverage). Some projects have already led to revenue generation by SMEs.

Isabelle Chartier
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The driver of a vehicle in highly automated driving mode may adopt different behaviors. The HADRIAN project is developing solutions to ensure safe transition between use cases at different automation levels and that drivers maintain a very clear understanding of the degree of automation enabled in each situation.

Keywords
Autonomous driving
Autonomous vehicle
Driver monitoring
Human machine interface

CEA-Leti in HADRIAN

CEA-Leti is developing a new model called FIT2Drive, which provides information on driver ability to resume driving. This applies to vehicles at autonomy level 2 (partial automation options available – vehicle can control speed and steering wheel in specific conditions) to level 4 (high automation – autonomous vehicle can handle most normal driving tasks on its own, but will still require driver intervention from time to time, e.g. during poor weather conditions or other unusual environments). CEA-Leti is focusing on:

- Selecting relevant sensors such as wearables as references for physiological sensing (e.g. wristband/smartwatch, smartphones, headset, etc.) and nearables in the cab (sensing devices in a person’s close environment but not worn by the person – e.g. a eye-tracking device)
- Defining data collection based on a driving simulator through measurement campaigns
- Sensor data cleaning
- Developing the FIT2Drive algorithm (off-line and on-line) integrating actuators (e.g. sound, light, vibrations, etc.), if possible. Actuation can be an essential part of driving operations by contributing to driver fitness (or if the driver provides no relevant response in terms of acting to produce safe vehicle action)
- Integrating the model for demonstration activity in a simulator and a vehicle.
Objectives

The HADRIAN project represents a human-centered revolution in defining driver roles in Automated Driving (AD), starting with human mobility requirements within the larger framework of Europe’s future mobility visions in the areas of shared, personal and freight mobility. Holistic driving system solutions are being conceptualized based on realistic combinations of vehicle and infrastructure capabilities matched with human capabilities to achieve safe, acceptable and trustworthy use of AD functionality and transitions between AD levels.

The project focuses on the usefulness of dynamically adjusting (fluidifying) human machine interfaces (HMI) that take environmental and driver conditions into account for providing adaptive signals, information or transfer authority required by the driver for safe transition between AD levels. Real-time driver status models, novel sensor and information fusion methods and algorithms, and decision logic algorithms for contextually sensitive interventions and information offers will be developed to achieve fluid HMI (f-HMI). A fluid tutoring system will provide stepwise driver training and enable calibrated levels of trust.

Furthermore, the project aims to increase the safety of AD level transitions by 85% with respect to traditional, non-adaptive HMIs and to achieve an acceptability of 95%. Nineteen human subject studies, covering a broad range of driver demographic and cultural factors, will explore and evaluate f-HMI concepts and driver monitoring methods in driving simulators and field demonstrations. Field demonstrations will be performed using the full range of light to larger passenger vehicles and freight vehicles/trucks (Classes L, M, and N).

Ultimately, the HADRIAN demonstrators and effectiveness metrics will be translated into guidelines and recommendations for OEMs worldwide to ensure integration of safe, acceptable and trustworthy AD technologies and functionalities into human-machine systems.

IMPACT

- To extend knowledge on physiological sensing in the driver’s cab.
- To provide a new estimator of a Fit2Drive indicator based on physiological sensing of the driver and artificial intelligence modeling.
- To transfer and exploit the model with automotive partners.
The iCspec project aims to develop compact, robust, maintenance-free sensors for oil refinery process control to optimize the refinery processes and reduce related pollution.

Keywords
- Gas analyser
- ICL-array
- Mid infrared
- QCL-array
- Spectroscopy

CEA-Leti has designed and built integrated beam combiners for three different wavelength domains based on the specifications agreed between the project partners.

One beam combiner is dedicated to a monitoring system working at nine specific wavelengths around 3.4 µm, one is dedicated to a continuous spectral domain around 6.8 µm and the more prospective third is dedicated to a large spectral domain around 9 µm.

CEA-Leti has also built, tested and delivered an ASIC capable of driving the QCL array and is now producing a modified version of this ASIC for the ICL array.
Objectives

Real-time measurements of multi-components in process streams respond to long demanded industry requirements for fast, accurate, reliable and cheap process analyzers. Growth of these currently unavailable systems will lead to a paradigm change throughout the process control and production chain. The iSpec project is focusing on developing compact, robust, maintenance-free sensors for fast, in-line, multi-species measurement of chemical composition for process analytics involving multiple technically relevant gases including hydrocarbons. The projected sensors will replace expensive, polluting, state-of-the-art systems. Established laser-based, in-line gas sensing is being extended to the mid-infrared “chemical fingerprint” spectral range for multi-species detection.

Project developments are based on two key operations: (1) Integration of mid-IR laser arrays and, (2) Advancement of spectroscopic and chemometric data evaluation. Demonstrators are integrated into the control loop at a petro-chemical plant allowing significant improvements including optimized product quality, minimized waste, reduced environmental pollution and greater safety in cases, in which hazardous conditions need to be immediately detected.

Publications

- «Integrated TDLS-Gassensors - from NIR to MIR», A. Popescu, 6th Gassensor-Workshop, 9 Sept. 2015, Freiburg, Germany.

IMPACT

AirOptic now commercializes a monitoring system based on the iSpec results.

AirOptic multigas monitoring system installed at PREEM oil refinery facility for characterization, calibration and performance study. This system is now commercially available at AirOptic.

© CEA-Leti
InDeal is an innovative project that focuses on developing energy-efficient, eco-friendly and cost effective solutions for District Heating and Cooling Systems (DHCS). The project aim is to lower energy demand for DHC and improve system efficiency by developing better system monitoring tools, which can curtail energy losses and reduce customer costs.

http://www.indeal-project.eu/

Keywords
Energy harvesting
Internet of Things (IoT)
Smart building
Thermal energy harvester
Water distribution
Water flow harvester

CEA-Leti in InDeal

CEA-Leti’s main contribution to InDeal is development of energy harvesting solutions, specifically a water flow energy harvester and a thermal energy harvester. The aims are, (i) to supply in-line intelligent water meters able to work autonomously for years by replacing batteries and, (ii) to improve quality and reduce costs of water network monitoring (flow rate, temperature, pressure, leakage, pH, etc.).

Micro-turbine (cm²)-based water flow and thermal energy harvesters have been designed, modelled and fabricated for a few m/s or L/min to ensure compatibility with building environments. Both systems have been tested in the laboratory and in a real environment.

Water flow energy harvester
• First work to optimize a centimeter-scale water flow harvester and ensure its long-term characterization in a real application case (Montpellier Odysseum heating and cooling district).
• High output powers at high flow rates (490mW@9m3.h⁻¹) for cold and hot water with very low pipe pressure losses (<50 mbar). Mean power of 5mW (typical LED consumption).
• Proportionality between turbine rotational speed, instantaneous power and flow > the system can be used as an autonomous flowmeter.
• 4-month test in heating system substation.
• Presence of propeller fouling and dirtying did not degrade its operation.

Comparison with thermal energy harvester
• Peak at 34.8mW in the real environment due to high ΔT (water temperature 56 °C; substation temperature 17.5 °C), typical power for RF reception.
• Ease of installation (no requirement to stop flow since harvesters can be installed around pipes).
• High output power at high temperature gradient.
• No fouling.
• Not suitable for cold water pipes.
Objectives

Faced by climate change and coupled with the need to secure sustainable economic growth and social cohesion, Europe must achieve a genuine energy revolution to reverse present-day unsustainable trends and live up to ambitious policy expectations. A rational, consistent, far-sighted approach to heating and cooling is key to ensuring this transformation. In this connection, district heating and cooling systems need to be more efficient, intelligent and cheaper. The InDeal project offers an innovative platform that creates a fair distribution of heating and cooling among the buildings within the network by, (i) real–time energy consumption data gathering via artificial intelligent meters, (ii) identifying and evaluating network building needs and demands for heating and cooling depending to energy efficiency, energy consumption and type of building (EDP tool), (iii) predicting short-term and long-term weather conditions, and forthcoming heating and cooling demands (EDP tool), (iv) monitoring and controlling the amount of energy stored in the network storage stations and substations (SMT), (v) ensuring 24/7 monitoring of the DHC system through a central control platform and (vi) minimizing heat losses via novel pipe design solutions and innovative insulation materials. InDeal’s goal is to transform today’s DHCS into a new next-level automated DHCS that will guarantee the system’s higher overall energy efficiency by ensuring fair distribution of heating and cooling energy demands. In achieving this, InDeal represents a significant step forward to wider use of intelligent district heating and cooling systems and integration of renewables, waste and storage.

IMPACT

This first work involved long-term characterization of an optimized water flow harvester in a heating and cooling water network to provide new opportunities for future industrial transfer of the autonomous flowmeter. Impact in the scientific community with a journal publication on the experimental study of axial flow water turbines in Smart Materials and Structures, and presentations at international conferences. New collaborations including close cooperation with NAITECT (Spain) and SERM (France).

Publications
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© CEA-Leti

Tests in real environment: integration of water flow microturbine and thermal energy harvester in SERM substation in Montpellier, France.

Instantaneous power and flow rate as a function of time during overnight test. Following demand flow rates between 1 and 4 m³.h⁻¹ and $T° \approx 50°C$ with few interruptions due to a too low flow rate (<1.5 m³.h⁻¹).

© CEA-Leti
MIRPHAB

Mid InfraRed PHotonics devices fABrication for chemical sensing and spectroscopic applications

MIRPHAB is a pilot line offering open access to industrials for prototyping and manufacturing Mid-IR devices detecting chemicals in gases and liquids. The goal of MIRPHAB is to foster emergence of new market segments for optical sensing by reducing investment cost to access innovative MIR solutions.

Keywords
Chemical sensing
Micro photoacoustic cell (µPA cell)
Mid InfraRed PHotonics devices
Quantum Cascade Lasers (QCLs)
Spectroscopic
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Technical achievements
In relation to QC laser assembly, different Mid-IR multiplexer technologies have been developed for the broad wavelength spectral range between 4.5 and 12 µm. To extend the spectral range beyond 8 µm in the LWIR region, the platform has been matured to feature a Ge core surrounded by thick SiGe layers. Input and output facets for QCL butt coupling have been deeply co-etched onto the wafers. Chip separation has been ensured by partially dicing the back side of the wafers. Good multiplexer performance characteristics were achieved and this technology allows operation at wavelengths, at which gases such as NH3, acetone, ozone or benzene can be detected.

Microphones have been designed and fabricated using the “M&NEMS” technological process based on manufacturing, from an SOI wafer, a thin NEMS part for the gauges and a thick MEMS part for the diaphragm. Two microphones have been mounted on top of a mini-photoacoustic cell and a measurement setup has been developed to read out the microphone output signal generated by the piezoresistive detection scheme. Experimental tests with CO2 gas have provided good performance characteristics equivalent to commercial microphones.

Organizational and Commercial Achievements
The MIRPHAB project mission is to reduce commercial risk by offering technical and financial support for developing chemical sensors. The MIRPHAB pilot line is an all-service integrated pilot line for designing MIR chemical sensors in Europe. A sustainable organization capable of supplying Mid-IR chemical sensor prototyping and manufacturing services has been set up. European and non-European companies can now fabricate their own optical sensors via MIRPHAB.
Objectives

The main objectives of MIRPHAB are to:
• Provide a reliable supply chain of mid-infrared (MIR) photonic components for companies including, in particular, SMEs already active in analytical MIR sensing
• Facilitate access to innovative MIR solutions for companies (including SMEs) working in the field of analytical sensors by reducing investment costs through providing open access to already developed design and testing technologies
• Attract companies new to the field of analytical sensors, which are aiming to integrate µ-sensors into their products.

Key technology breakthrough and challenge:
• Miniaturization at chip/package level as key leverage tool for adding functionalities, improving performance and enforcing standardization, while curtailing costs
• Mixing and matching different technologies on the same platform.

Market potential:
• Deploying new products swiftly on the market, fast-tracking key technological breakthroughs to high-added-value products
• Paving the way to large scale industrialization of Mid-IR spectroscopic sensing.

Publications

• «Mid-Infrared Chemical Sensors for Transport», A. González, J. Poo, S. Nicoletti, Environment and Space: It’s time for miniaturized sensing to reach the markets, Optik & Photonik, 125, 18-19, 2017.

IMPACT

MIRPHAB is the first initiative offering prototyping of miniaturized optical sensing systems based on user specifications. It addresses a market segment, which has been constantly expanding in recent years, and is attracting industrial groups unfamiliar with these technologies. MIRPHAB is a sustainable source of all MIR sensor components, facilitating their market introduction and thereby reinforcing European industry’s competitiveness in this sector. The goal is to promote “a single face to the customer” via open access to the entire detection chain for MIR analytical sensors.
A pilot line for the manufacturing the next generation of smart catheters and implants is being developed in the POSITION-II project. This paves the way towards standard and intuitive systems for improving diagnosis through advances in open platform technologies.

Almost all ultrasound transducers are today based on bulk poly- or single-crystalline piezo materials. These materials are difficult to work with and require mechanical dicing into individual transducer elements. This makes it cumbersome and expensive to manufacture 2D arrays for 3D imaging, miniaturize transducers for the use in catheters or produce high frequency arrays.

In recent years, CEA-Leti has developed know-how in the design and manufacture of microsystems such as micromachined ultrasound transducers (MUT) actuated by capacitive or piezoelectric means. Compared to standard piezo transducers, these MEMS transducers allow low-cost manufacturing of 2D arrays for 3D imaging for further miniaturization because a difficult and costly assembly step is eliminated; they thereby offer an overall lower transducer cost.

In the POSITION-II project, CEA-Leti is taking part in a comparative study of different MUT technologies. Actuation technology, material stack, actuation mode (conventional or collapse mode) and process flows are compared on an experimental basis. The goal of this benchmark is to evaluate the pros and cons of each technology and to assess its relevance for different applications, such as cardiovascular imaging, obstetrics, Doppler imaging or theranostics, to produce a common roadmap mapping application.

CEA-Leti brings its major manufacturing expertise by making its own transducers on its 8” MEMS platform. CEA-Leti also contributes to each step, from transducer specification to data analysis, to map the application space with the different technologies supplied by the other project partners.

The project outcomes are expected to support the industrial road-map for MUT, a key technology for the next generation of catheter and smart implants.
Objectives

Around 10% of the West’s population will be taken at a moment in life to a catheterization (cath) laboratory for angioplasty surgery (stent placement), treatment of arrhythmia or heart valve replacement. Fortunately, most of these procedures are minimally invasive and are assisted by a host of smart imaging and sensing catheters, which are the surgeon’s “eyes and ears” at the point of operation.

Essential and life-saving as these smart instruments are, they are invariably manufactured using outdated and obsolete technology. Surprisingly, there has been little to no innovation over the last decade, although clinicians are calling for more functional instruments that are smaller, cheaper and easier to use. This lack of innovation is primarily due to instruments being manufactured using technological point solutions, which do not generate alone enough production volume to justify continuous innovation.

The ambition of the POSITION-II project is to achieve a breakthrough in this predicament by introducing open technology platforms for miniaturization, in-tip AD conversion, wireless communication, MEMS transducer technology and encapsulation. These platforms will be open to multiple users and for multiple applications. Open platform availability will allow manufacturers to raise smart catheter performance at lower cost and enable development of novel minimally invasive smart instruments. The platform approach will generate the production volume needed for roadmap-guided sustainable innovation.

IMPACT

POSITION-II will enhance Europe’s competitiveness in the field of minimal invasive surgery. It will prompt further development of European R&D and manufacturing capability in an innovative industrial segment of high economic importance, encompassing the micro-fabricated device itself and the various value chains. By bringing smart catheters into the domain of high volume manufacturing, POSITION-II will improve the quality of healthcare at a manageable cost.
The aim of the PreCoM project is to create an innovative support system for production equipment maintenance. The main function of this system is to identify the outset of critical part (gear, bearing) deterioration and to determine its remaining life. The objective is to avoid intervention, limit repair operations and thus increase production efficiency.

Keywords
- Artificial intelligence
- Embedded sensors
- Modal tracking
- Predictive maintenance
- Self-healing

CEA-Leti’s major role in the PreCoM project is to specify and develop a wireless multisensor platform. This platform will provide additional data (measurements) on machine tool equipment and assets, which will then be combined with production and maintenance data to enable a PreCoM disruptive maintenance approach to damage localization and prediction.

The main challenge for CEA-Leti is to develop long-lasting wireless sensor nodes to collect data as close as possible to critical moving parts in a harsh industrial environment.

Machine-tools are associated with harsh environments integrating moving parts, metallic structures and liquid cooling that can cause masking during Radio Frequency communication as well as strong vibrations. During the first year of the PreCoM Project, CEA-Leti has set up a preliminary communication node based on a Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) toolkit. This preliminary node has been designed to overcome the technological limitations on wireless communication in a machine-tool environment. This node is associated with a wireless gateway, based on an embedded Linux microcomputer, for collecting the data through BLE. The wireless communication building block of the sensor node has been validated under real machining conditions (liquid coolant, hot chips, dynamic cutting, etc.) in collaboration with IDEKO provided by the Danobat Group, a PreCoM project partner.
Objectives

Cheaper, more powerful sensors and big data analytics offer an unprecedented opportunity for monitoring machine-tool performance and health. However, manufacturers only spend 15% of their total maintenance costs on predictive (unlike reactive or preventive) maintenance.

The aim of the PreCoM project is to deploy and test a predictive cognitive maintenance decision-support system capable of identifying and localizing damage, assessing damage severity, predicting damage evolution, assessing remaining asset life, reducing the probability of false alarms, providing more accurate failure detection, issuing orders to conduct preventive maintenance actions and ultimately increasing machine in-service efficiency by 10% or more.

The platform features four modules: a data acquisition module leveraging external sensors and sensors directly embedded in machine-tool components; an artificial intelligence module combining physical models, statistical models and machine-learning algorithms capable of monitoring individual health and supporting multiple assets and dynamic operating conditions; a secure integration module connecting the platform to production planning and maintenance systems via a private cloud and providing additional safety, self-healing and self-learning capabilities and a human interface module including production dashboards and augmented reality interfaces for facilitating maintenance tasks.

The project consortium includes three end-user factories, three machine-tool suppliers, one leading component supplier, four innovative SMEs, three research organizations and three academic institutions. Together, the team intends to validate the platform across a broad spectrum of real-life industrial scenarios (low volume, high volume and continuous manufacturing) and demonstrate the platform’s direct impact on maintainability, availability, work safety and costs to document results in detailed business cases for widespread industry-wide dissemination and usage.

IMPACT

Business impact. Predictive maintenance solutions are a key driver of the Industry 4.0 revolution. Manufacturers are seeing maintenance as a strategic business function as they seek to reduce maintenance costs and downtime, and increase asset lifecycles. The primary objective of the PreCoM solution is to increase in-service machine-tool efficiency.

Knowledge impact. By merging knowledge from different areas of expertise (sensors, statistics, maintenance, production planning, artificial intelligence, augmented reality), the PreCoM project aims to create new global knowledge of Predictive and Cognitive Maintenance.

Publications

Workshop on Factories of the Future for the Automotive Sector:
B. Strée, «Predictive cognitive maintenance decision-support system», Factories of the Future for the Automotive Sector, Brussels, 28 February 2018.
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The PYCSEL project aims to develop and demonstrate highly innovative fingerprint sensors based on TOLAE technology. This involves combining an innovative active thermal sensing frontplane, using PVDF-based pyroelectric material, with an IGZO TFT backplane on a plastic flexible foil. This system offers high resolution and a large surface area compliant with FBI standards as well as multiple fingerprint capture for easy integration, ergonomic use in future innovative cost-efficient fingerprint identification and conformability-based grip recognition systems targeting governmental and automotive applications.

https://www.pyssel-project.eu/
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CEA-Leti in PYCSEL

The outcomes provided by the two CEA institutes involved in the project (CEA-Liten as coordinator and CEA-Leti as contributor).

Specifications, design and manufacturability
CEA has contributed to the mask layout of the three prototypes: PYCSEL1 is a basic test vehicle for process development, PYCSEL2 is an intermediate prototype capable of single finger acquisition and PYCSEL3 is the final 4-finger sensor. CEA has been the main contributor of thermal active sensing and has performed all the thermal simulations with COMSOL to predict the charges generated and the expected contrast between ridges and valleys, depending on layer organization and thicknesses, and injected thermal power.

Sensor process flow and reliability
CEA manufactures the frontplane section of the sensor located above the backplane IGZO-based TFT array made by TNO using printing-based technologies. The specific pyroelectric layer is composed of PVDF-TrFE. CEA has also checked the frontplane reliability: the sensor must resist environmental changes and chemical and mechanical constraints as the fingers are contacting.

System integration
CEA is participating in the system architecture design using inputs from thermal simulations conducted in WP1. It is also characterizing the results for comparison with simulations.
Objectives

The PYCSEL project development combines a printed pyroelectric organic sensor with active matrix TFT arrays on a mechanically-robust plastic foil. It focuses on user requirements in terms of easy system integration, conformability, ergonomics, large area acquisition and high resolution (Fingerprint Acquisition Profile plain 4-fingers - FAP60: 1600x1500 pixels @500 ppi).

The system involves integrating a printed pyroelectric Poly(vinylidene difluoride) (PVDF)-based sensor layer on a flexible Indium Gallium Zinc Oxide (IGZO) active matrix TFT foil to give a thin conformable fingerprint sensor without the need for any optical bulky and/or costly additional components. It offers differentiating properties for the portable governmental market since it provides a breakthrough in terms of mechanical robustness and conformability: advantages which also increase fingerprint sensor penetration into automotive (personalized human-machine interfaces or HMIs), machine-tool (user-restricted HMI), building (access control) and consumer (PCs) markets.

IMPACT

This is the first very large (4-finger) thermal active fingerprint sensor on a IGZO-based TFT active matrix using PVDF as the pyroelectric layer.
The REDFINCH project involves building three fully-integrated, PIC-based, chemical sensor demonstrators for:

- Process gas analysis at refineries
- Gas leak detection at petrochemical plants
- Liquid sensing for protein analysis in the dairy industry.

**Keywords**

- Photoacoustic
- Photonic Integrated Circuit (PIC)
- Quantum Cascade Lasers (QCL)

Photoacoustic (PA) spectroscopy is among the most sensitive methods used to monitor chemical emission or detect gas traces. In the mid-infrared, where most gases of interest have their strongest absorption lines, this technique takes advantage of the high optical power and room temperature operation of Quantum Cascade Lasers (QCLs). We have recently demonstrated that centimeter-size PA cells can compete with bulky commercial systems for gas sensing without any compromises on performances. This year, CEA-Leti has taken a new step towards cost reduction, extreme integration and mass deployment of such PA sensors with a miniaturized silicon PA-cell fabricated on standard CMOS tools.

This new sub-centimeter PA cell built on a silicon platform has been designed, fabricated and characterized. Initially, the component was designed using a detailed physical model accounting for viscous and thermal losses and metamodel-based optimization techniques. It has subsequently been fabricated on CEA-Leti’s 200 mm CMOS pilot line. Several wafers have been released and diced. Single chips have been assembled with commercial capacitive microphones; these have been characterized on the CEA-Leti reference gas bench. The results of the photoacoustic simulations and acoustics experiments agree closely and the tiny PA cell exhibits a sensitivity down to ppm level for CO2 at 2300 cm⁻¹ and for CH4 at 3057 cm⁻¹, even in a gas flow.

Heterogeneous integration of QCL sources on silicon is starting to stabilize. The main objective is to reduce the cost of these sources to ensure wide availability of their intrinsic qualities. Basically, one can relate the cost of MIR lasers to the costs associated with 1) epitaxy, 2) manufacturing yield and 3) packaging. CEA-Leti has fabricated several wafers on its CMOS pilot line. Thousands of QCL sources have been characterized and have exhibited excellent fabrication yield and state-of-the-art performance.
Objectives

Mid-infrared photonic integrated circuits (mid-IR PICs) are the subject of increasing interest due to the large number of sensing applications in the 2–20 µm wavelength range. Most molecules exhibit absorption fingerprints in the mid-IR range corresponding to their rotational/vibrational energies. Tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy thus allows detection and concentration measurements of many biological and chemical species. This is of crucial interest for many societal applications including health monitoring and diagnosis, detection of biological compounds, monitoring of toxic gases or of greenhouse gas emissions responsible for global warming. However, state-of-the-art sensing systems are large and delicate, which greatly hampers potential applications.

The REDFINCH project involves hybrid and monolithic integration of III-V diode and Interband Cascade/Quantum Cascade materials with silicon to create high-performance, cost effective sensors based on Photonic Integrated Circuits. Integration creates extremely robust systems, in which discrete components are replaced by on-chip equivalents, prompting simultaneous improvement in ease of use and reduced cost. Silicon photonics leverages the advantages of high-performance CMOS technology, offering low cost mass manufacturing, high fidelity reproduction of designs and access to high refractive index contrasts enabling high-performance nanophotonics.

Publications


The two outcomes of the REDFINCH project represent major steps towards dissemination of MIR technologies. Regarding photoacoustics, they have been obtained thanks to close cooperation with the Fraunhofer Institute’s teams and may be exploited by mirS and EH. The REDFINCH website, conference communications and press releases have made it possible to establish preliminary contacts with industrials such as BP, BAE systems, Thorlabs and the US Naval Research Laboratory.

Impact

The two outcomes of the REDFINCH project represent major steps towards dissemination of MIR technologies. Regarding photoacoustics, they have been obtained thanks to close cooperation with the Fraunhofer Institute’s teams and may be exploited by mirS and EH. The REDFINCH website, conference communications and press releases have made it possible to establish preliminary contacts with industrials such as BP, BAE systems, Thorlabs and the US Naval Research Laboratory.
SAFESTRIP aims to integrate new sensor and communication technologies into low-cost, integrated strip markers on the road. This system will provide personalized in-vehicle messages for all road users at reduced maintenance cost. It incorporates full recyclability and real-time predictive road maintenance functions.

Keywords
Adherence
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Road embedded sensors
Road safety
Smart sensors

CEA-Leti’s contribution to the SAFESTRIP project has been specifying general project sensors and developing on-road sensors.

Sensor specifications have been drawn up to fulfil the need expressed in the use case scenarios defined by project end users. These specifications are for road sensors but also for all other sensors that cannot be installed on the road and need to be connected to the main infrastructure network platform.

The main contribution of CEA-Leti has been the specifications, development, testing and integration of the «On-Road Unit» (ORU), the central part of the «On-Road Platform», which allows acquisition of on-road sensor measurements.

The ORU has been designed to collect data from the project partners’ sensors. It is connected to a nano-based gas sensor developed by CNR and a dynamic vehicle detection unit developed by CERTH.

The ORU has been designed to collect and transmit data from other sensors as well as humidity and temperature data based on a Bluetooth Low Energy transmission protocol implemented in a very low power, low profile system.

The combined on-road data allow this global SAFESTRIP system to improve road safety through car localization and speed and friction measurements for the global external conditions.

SAFESTRIP merges data from on-road sensors with data from all other system and displays it to end users via a dedicated vehicle on-board unit.
Objectives

**Project Aim 1.** Development of a novel micro/nano sensor system called SAFESTRIP, which is integrated into road pavement tapes/markers, to provide advanced safety functions to all road users at a fraction of the cost of existing I2V/V2I nodes and roadside equipment (VMS, VDS, etc.).

**Project Aim 2.** Support for predictive infrastructure maintenance through dynamic road embedded sensor input.

**Project Aim 3.** Provision of road infrastructure (mainly highways and interurban roads but also ring-roads and some rural roads) that is self-explanatory (personalized own language information and preferred system format for each driver/rider) and forgiving (key I2V/V2I information provided to vehicle cooperative system, e.g. dynamic speed limit, friction coefficient factor) for all vehicle types.

**Project Aim 4.** Extension of this concept to parking areas and key intermodal nodes, e.g. railway level crossings, port loading/uploading areas, logistics facilities and, above all, work areas.

**Project Aim 5.** Order-of-magnitude reduction of infrastructure operating (VMS/VSL information and toll collection functions), installation and maintenance costs, making infrastructure almost energy autonomous and its modules fully recyclable.

**Project Aim 6.** Provision of key information on road, weather and upcoming traffic conditions to C-ITS-equipped and autonomous vehicles to support dynamic trajectory calculation and optimization.

**Project Aim 7.** Support for a wide range of added value services (information “pushed” to driver/rider) and facilitating of SAFESTRIP rapid market deployment and sustainability through efficient business models.

**Project Aim 8.** System appraisal in a controlled environment (test beds in Spain and France and two closed test tracks in Italy) and in real life conditions at two locations (highways in Greece and Italy) using four cars and 3 PTW demonstrators. Performance validation, user interface evaluation and acceptance aspects, and finally, assessment of system impacts on safety, mobility, the environment and European industrial competitiveness.

---

**IMPACT**

Project scientific impacts include:

- Micro and nano sensors in road applications
- Easy and cost effective dynamic information-based infrastructure monitoring
- Much more accurate hybrid estimation of road friction
- New V2X communication possibilities through deployment of latest 802.11p wireless network infrastructure hardware.

Project safety impacts include:

- Support for driver in most critical and dangerous conditions in a highway environment
- Enhanced on-board security functions through friction coefficient calculation.

---

TRL
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The SARMENTI project makes soil nutrient analysis and gaseous emission monitoring available by developing a portable, Cloud-connected, low-power, multisensor system to provide decision-making support to farmers through real-time monitoring of soil quality.

**Keywords**
- Decision support
- Edge computing
- Gaseous emission
- In situ
- IoT node cyber-security
- Real-time measurement
- Selectivity
- Soil nutrients at ppm concentration
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**CEA-Leti in SARMENTI**

CEA-Leti is project coordinator and is contributing to the following activities:

- System integration and functional testing, in which it is responsible for testing plans and tests on the whole system
- Optimization of electrochemical sensors for measuring nutrients (K, P, N) in the soil
- Development of a passive pump, which will extract water from the soil before measuring nutrient concentration
- End-to-end cyber-security.
Objectives

The SARMENTI project is developing and validating a cost effective, portable, low-power, multisensor system, connected to the Cloud, for conducting in-situ soil nutrient analysis and for decision-making support to farmers through real-time monitoring of soil fertility. In tandem with measurement of local environmental conditions, especially environmentally harmful gas production just above the ground, SARMENTI provides farmers with digitized data for performing suitable, timely fertilization operations; these will have a direct impact on crop growth and yields, the environment, soil and water quality, and fertilization cost reduction. In addition to soil nutrients in farming, other digitizing applications developed by SARMENTI include water quality monitoring of surface, ground and drinking water.

IMPACT

Such a system is a «must have» for assisting farmers in managing fertilization applications, especially with regard to European nitrate directives.

Publications

SARMENTI: Smart multisensor embedded and secure system for soil nutrient and gaseous emission monitoring, S. Lesecq, et al., Smart system Integration Conference, SSI, Barcelona, Spain, 2019.
The SILENSE project is researching acoustic technologies and is developing concepts to activate and control devices by gesture, data communication and indoor positioning based exclusively on these innovative technologies. These concepts can be used in different domains including wearables, automotive and smart home applications.

CEA-Leti is focusing on reducing the electronic power consumption in three ways:
1/ at the interface level through combined design of transducers and electronic interface using physical transducer models),
2/ at the analog-to-digital interface using event-driven conversion and beamforming and,
3/ processing of received information (CEA-Leti is designing the architecture of an adaptable ultra-low power processor based on advanced neuromorphic processing methods.

Humans communicate mainly through speech and physical gestures. The technologies being developed in the SILENSE project take the way we communicate naturally one step further: from communication between humans to communication between humans and objects. This process will become increasingly important in an IoT-dominated world. Application of the project-developed technologies in multiple domains will offer many benefits to the general public, ranging from enhanced user experience to improved health and safety. Specific examples include:

- Intuitive user interfaces in mobile and wearable devices; these interfaces are currently one of the major mobile market differentiators. Audio sensing allows touchless activation and control of mobile devices. Moreover, dirty touch screens will become a thing of the past so user experience and hygiene will be enhanced
Objectives

The SILENSE project is developing and improving smart acoustic technology blocks on different levels – hardware, software and system – to build multiple applications.

SILENSE is lowering the cost and energy consumption, while improving the performance (directivity, fractional bandwidth, dynamic range, frequency range, sensitivity and efficiency) of micro-acoustic transducers.

The project is developing package and assembly technology. More specifically, heterogeneously and monolithically integrated arrays of micro-acoustic transducers with their supporting electronics and is also providing dedicated low-power IC design.

It is developing smart algorithms for acoustic data communication and sensing based on combining voice/speech, digital sound modulation and gesture control using the same transducer(s).

Publications

- Additional publications: https://silense.eu/outcomes/deliverables

- Improved hygiene by touchless control: implementation of technologies enabling touchless control of objects can lead to improved hygiene conditions in buildings, hospitals and the home
- Enhanced safety by touchless control: sound/voice activation/control of systems in cars (e.g. navigation, entertainment and climate control) and control of machinery in industrial applications
- Enhanced security by gestural authentication: based on today’s needs for stronger authentication processes, gestural identification represents a new factor in increasing the diversity and hence the robustness of authentication scenarios
- Enhanced quality of life for disabled persons or the elderly unable to move could also take advantage of audio and gesture recognition. Persons suffering from hearing/speech impairment could benefit from sign language interpretation.

Dominique Morche
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3nFERRO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BeforeHand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BigClouT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAIN-IoT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEMETER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoF2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOS-QUITO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My-CUBE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEURAM 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEUROTECH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuCube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMINDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPOG-3D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPERAI2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMPO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The 3eFERRO project involves developing memories based on a newly discovered material. This material consists of an ultra-thin (10nm) ferroelectric $\text{HfO}_2$ oxide layer, in which information can be stored in a highly energy-efficient way for future low power IoT devices.

At CEA-Leti, we have successfully integrated the $\text{HfZrO}_2$ CMOS-compatible ferroelectric material from NaMLab into our 200mm pilot line. For the first time, it has been demonstrated that this material is fully Back-End Of the Line (BEOL) compatible with state-of-the-art performance for FeRAM memory applications, such as 30ns operating speed, together with outstanding $>10^{11}$ cycling capability and promising data retention, even at 125°C.

Based on first demonstrator run output and memory electrical characteristics obtained at single cell level, 16kbit arrays have been designed at CEA-Leti for optimized 1T-1C FeRAM functionality. Electrical readout is expected by mid-2020.

Energy Efficient Embedded Non-Volatile Memory & Logic Based on Ferroelectric $\text{Hf(Zr)O}_2$

CEA-Leti in 3eFERRO

At CEA-Leti, we have successfully integrated the $\text{HfZrO}_2$ CMOS-compatible ferroelectric material from NaMLab into our 200mm pilot line. For the first time, it has been demonstrated that this material is fully Back-End Of the Line (BEOL) compatible with state-of-the-art performance for FeRAM memory applications, such as 30ns operating speed, together with outstanding $>10^{11}$ cycling capability and promising data retention, even at 125°C.

Based on first demonstrator run output and memory electrical characteristics obtained at single cell level, 16kbit arrays have been designed at CEA-Leti for optimized 1T-1C FeRAM functionality. Electrical readout is expected by mid-2020.
**Objectives**

Edge computing requires highly energy efficient microprocessor units (MCU) with embedded non-volatile memories (eNVM) to process data at the source, the IoT sensor node. eFLASH technology is limited by low write speed, high power and low endurance. Alternative fast, low power and high endurance eNVM could greatly enhance energy efficiency and allow flexibility for "finer grain" logic and memory. FeRAM has the highest endurance of all emerging NVMs. However, perovskite-based eFeRAM is incompatible with Si CMOS, does not easily scale and has manufacturability and cost issues.

We have introduced new ferroelectric material Hf(Zr)O₂ to make FeRAM a competitive NVM candidate for IoT. HfO₂ compatibility with Si processing will facilitate integration, improve manufacturability and allow better scaling. Different cell architectures based on capacitors or ferroelectric FETs will give unprecedented flexibility for "fine-grain" logic-in-Memory (LiM) circuits allowing data storage close to logic circuits, reducing the energy cost of data transfer and allowing smart gating for "normally-off" computing.

The project embraces four goals: i) Optimization of materials, ii) LiM design & architecture, iii) Integration of Hf(Zr)O₂-based NVM arrays and iv) Memory testing, validation & benchmarking.

**IMPACT**

3eFERRO aims to meet the urgent needs of European integrated device manufacturers and key microelectronics manufacturers and will help them to confirm their leading position in the IoT market (innovative MCU component products). The project should place European stakeholders in “pole position” in the race for a universal memory combining a high storage density medium with high speed. This could bridge the gap in performance between processors and memories and contribute to future development of data-centric computation systems.

**Publications**

The aim of the ASCENT project is to provide access to universities in Europe (80%) and worldwide to some of the most advanced devices, technologies, models, electrical and physical characterization tools developed or available at three CEA-Leti, IMEC and Tyndall laboratories to further knowledge and research collaboration.

**Keywords**
- Nanowires
- Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI)

The ASCENT project has enabled CEA-Leti to develop or establish new collaborations with universities in Australia, Belgium, Germany, Greece, India, Ireland, Korea, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Spain and Sweden.

The main demands have involved (1) SOI wafers or data to develop DC, Noise, RF, ...models, (2) access to CEA-Leti models for design bench building, (3) access to advanced electrical and physical characterization tools to study university-developed new materials, devices and structures. The ASCENT project has enabled CEA-Leti to develop or establish new collaborations with universities in Australia, Belgium, Germany, Greece, India, Ireland, Korea, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Spain and Sweden.

Some examples of projects:
- Modelling of short channel effects on Nanowires FDSOI devices with University of Mittelhessen (Germany).
- Testing and modelling of 1/F noise on Nanowires FDSOI with University of Sejong (Korea).
- Study of high frequency linearity of FDSOI with Indian Institute of Technology Gandhinagar (India).
- Fabrication of a new concept of laser using PolySi with ultra small roughness with University of Cork (Ireland).
- Cryogenic test of FinFet for SPICE modelling with EOLAS Design (Ireland).
- Mobility spectrum in Nanowire SOI using magnetotransport by University of Western Australia.
- Study of ceramic nanoparticles with Transmission Electron Microscopy by University of Aveiro (Portugal).

8 publications have been accepted to date and others are planned.
Objectives

The ASCENT consortium provides access to advanced nanoelectronics spanning finFET, Fully Depleted Silicon-On-Insulator (FDSOI) and flexible nanofabrication facilities. By delivering test structures and characterization data previously inaccessible to Europe’s academic modeling and characterization community, ASCENT provides access to the latest nanoelectronics technologies.

The objective is to accelerate the development of advanced technology computer aided design models and tools through access to electrical characterisation facilities and data, that are validated and predictive for scales extending down to just a few nanometers in critical dimensions.

The project will also enable the systematic characterisation of physical and processing effects arising on length scales at and below 10 nm, and to develop design capabilities for technologies at these length scales.

Finally, ASCENT will make all project outputs (nanoelectronic test structures, electrical characterisation access and data, TCAD models, compact models) easily accessible to the nanoelectronics community through a single access portal and openly available.

IMPACT

Project impact has been to develop new collaborations within and outside Europe to offer universities the opportunity to access the most advanced technologies and characterization tools.

Several active collaborations have been directly or indirectly established:

- Direct example: fabrication of a new concept of laser using PolySi with ultra small roughness with University of Cork (Ireland).

- Indirect example: Modelling of short channel effects on Nanowires FDSOI devices with University of Mittelhessen (Germany).

The latter excellent relationship has opened further discussions for a collaboration on organic transistors with CEA-Liten.

Publications

- "Williamson-Hall analysis in estimation of lattice strain in Bi1.34Fe0.66 Nb1.34 O6.35 prepared by the sol-gel method", S. Devesa, A. Rooney, M. Graça, D. Cooper, L.-C. Costa; submitted to Materials Science and Engineering B.

Olivier Faynot

olivier.faynot@cea.fr
The aim of the BEFOREHAND project was to develop chalcogenide-based heterostructures for processing and storage devices for embedding in automotive Internet of Things (IoT) smart systems.

Keywords
- Memory
- Multilayers
- Phase change

The role of CEA-Leti has been to:
- Develop a single cell vehicle to enable the electrical characterization of multilayered structures developed by BEFOREHAND partners
- Define and transfer to partners PDI, CNR-IMM, URTOV, UGRO the most promising multilayer stacks on a 200 (or 300 mm) deposition tool. Composition and morphologic characterization will be carried out on deposited stacks (RBS, WDXRF, XRD, FTIR, TEM) and resistivity vs temperature will be used to characterize crystalline to amorphous transition
- Fabricate the final demonstrator, integrating an optimized Phase Change Memory (PCM) heterostructure into CMOS wafers (130 nm node) above Metal 4 level. CEA-Leti plans to use its Memory Advanced Demonstrator platform to enable the fabrication of single devices as well as 1T1R and kbit up to Mbit arrays.

Results
During the first year of the project, CEA-Leti has developed the single cell vehicle with Partner IMM. This involved fabricating small TiN-based heaters using e-beam lithography, reactive ion etching and chemical mechanical polishing. Heaters as small as 40nm in diameter were fabricated on 200mm wafers and delivered to the BEFOREHAND consortium for subsequent multilayer deposition. Complete devices are now under electrical testing.
Objectives

The project aim has been to establish the foundations of new technology to be implemented in Electronic Smart System (ESS) networks exploiting the capability of phase-change materials to process and store data in the same physical location, specifically focusing on automotive applications. The ESS of the future should be able to sense its environment, store locally and process information as well as communicate with other objects in a network. The BEFOREHAND project targets production of processing/storage devices by developing new material combinations with the best material trade-off and benchmarked for automotive applications. A test vehicle will be used to compare the different materials. After assessment of the best material combination, a demonstrator with processing/storage capability will be implemented. Full appraisal of the demonstrator is planned on completion of the project. Integration in an embedded chip environment for automotive applications, along with scalability and reliability issues, will be evaluated. The project outcomes will be made public and used to schedule the first chip with embedded state-of-the-art technology to be implemented in the automotive sector; a direct impact on the Internet of Things (IoT) market is expected. BEFOREHAND will ensure practical realization of such a novel technological computing paradigm. It is a project that deeply involves material development, device preparation and functionality in relation to memory devices as well as data processing devices.

IMPACT

Strengthening of Europe leadership towards the development of PCM for automotive applications. Chalcogenide heterostructures developed in the BEFOREHAND project for processing/storage devices for embedding in automotive IoT smart devices have a disruptive future innovative potential, which may lead to breakthroughs at different technology levels from basic research beyond the state of the art to products themselves.

Marie-Claire Cyrille
marie-claire.cyrille@cea.fr
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Schematic cross view of MAD test vehicle and example of Leti’s ReRAM integration. © CEA-Leti
The BIGCLOUT project provides a unified urban data platform allowing quick and easy access to a variety of city-based data sources (IoT devices, legacy platforms, data generated by citizens, etc.) and a toolbox for analyzing collected big data, extracting high-level information and providing customized recommendations.

Keywords
- Big data
- Edge processing
- Europe
- Internet of Things (IoT)
- Japan
- Smart city
- Smart tourism

CEA-Leti is coordinating the European side of the project. On the technical level, the Institute is providing its IoT data collection and processing platform, sensiNact. This comprises a software platform for collecting, processing and redistributing IoT data related to improving people's quality of life via various applications provided by domains such as smart city, smart home, smart transport, etc. It provides programming interfaces allowing different ways to access data (on-demand, periodic, historic, etc.) as well as application development and deployment for quickly and easily building innovative applications on top of the platform.

The platform has been used in the project as an enabler for accessing heterogeneous data collected by sensors and legacy data platforms. It is enhanced with self-management properties and intelligence at gateway level by additional local processing techniques proposed by the project. It is being implemented in a local pilot use case in Grenoble; this involves providing useful information (mobility, restaurants, events, etc.) and recommendations to employees of the city’s Inovallée industrial area. CEA-Leti is also contributing its IoT service creation tool, sensiNact Studio, and is complementing this tool with a dependability property to allow IoT applications to be reliably and securely developed.

In parallel with the other pilot deployments in European partner cities and in Japan, the project is demonstrating a global smart city platform concept in relevant environments, which will enhance its TRL level.
Objectives

The world is facing a number of critical challenges including global warming, economic crisis, security threats, inequality, natural disasters and aging societies. Urban areas are particularly affected, given that the world population is increasingly concentrated therein. ICT solutions have the potential to change the world and enhance the quality of life and security of its inhabitants. The IoT, the Cloud and Big Data are today's key enablers for increasing efficiency of shared urban infrastructure, economic and natural resources.

The overall concept of the BIGCLOUT project is to provide a city with an analytic mind by creating distributed intelligence that can be located throughout the urban networks. The unprecedented number of connected things and their relevant big data raise new technical challenges in terms of interoperability, scalable and online data processing, actionable knowledge extraction, self-management, security and privacy. The BIGCLOUT project is drawing together the necessary resources and knowledge provided by prestigious European and Japanese institutions for tackling these challenges. BIGCLOUT has been leveraging the results of the CLOUT project to advance them by several steps, especially through added distributed intelligence based on edge computing principles, big data analytic capability and self-awareness property.

The BIGCLOUT platform is being deployed and validated in four project pilot cities, namely Grenoble, Bristol, Tsukuba and Fujisawa. The project is granting special importance to the involvement of citizens during the entire project life through use case definitions to validation. It also has the ambitious aim of creating a community of external end-users building their own applications/business on top of BIGCLOUT tools and its platform. This includes keeping this community alive during the project and beyond to ensure the sustainability of CLOUT and BIGCLOUT outcomes.

IMPACT

• Technical: providing the foundations (generic architecture and its reference implementation) of an urban data platform.

• Societal: improving the quality of life of citizens and tourists in four project pilot cities, namely Grenoble, Bristol, Fujisawa and Tsukuba.

• Economic: providing a data-driven business model adapted to a multi-stakeholder context such as the urban environment.

• Global: reinforcing global collaboration in the smart city domain by creating the Urban Technology Alliance: www.urbantechnologyalliance.org.
The BRAIN-IoT project is ensuring interconnection of several Internet of Things (IoT) platforms, while enforcing privacy and data ownership. Development of model-based tools and methods, together with open semantic models, is facilitating development of innovative, tightly integrated IoT and Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) solutions.

**Keywords**
- Cyber Physical Systems
- Cyber-Security
- Internet of Things
- Smart Cities

CEA-Leti’s sensiNact platform is based on and open source software model that creates developer ecosystems for different application domains at national and international levels. It accompanies relevant stakeholders (small and large industries, cities, etc.) in their digital transformations. sensiNact is an open source project within the Eclipse Foundation, which brings together a large, active worldwide community of developers, especially in the IoT domain. On top of sensiNact, CEA-Leti has created an IoT application development, deployment and management tool that can connect to IoT platforms and provide resources for building services and applications by mashing up IoT device level services. The Institute is promoting the platform for usage by a large portfolio of public, private, national and international partners. The BRAIN-IoT project provides added value to the platform through services and features that are promoted through the Institute’s industrial partners. More specifically, BRAIN-IoT enriches sensiNact with security and dependability properties, which are essential in the IoT context. The goal is to make IoT applications reliable and secure through design.

- Correct construction methodology builds sensiNact applications using a model-driven verification method.
- BRAIN-IoT integrates decentralized security and privacy capabilities including authentication, authorization and accounting for the overall distributed fog environment and end-to-end security for IoT data-flows. A cross-platform framework facilitating adoption of privacy control policies is also being developed in BRAIN-IoT.
Objectives

BRAIN-IoT is establishing a framework and methodology that support smart, autonomous, cooperative behaviors of heterogeneous IoT platforms, which are closely interacting with Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). BRAIN-IoT implements strongly dynamic federations of heterogeneous IoT platforms, mechanisms enforcing privacy and data ownership policies along with open semantic models enabling interoperable operations, exchange of data and control features. The project will also offer model-based tools to facilitate development of innovative, tightly integrated IoT and CPS solutions.

The BRAIN-IoT project is mainly targeting impacts from the two areas of application:

- **Smart water management**: 5% reduction of water lost in leaks, 5% reduction in overall water consumption, 5% more efficient energy usage for water pumping, etc.
- **Service robotics in factory warehouses**: greater warehouse security by reducing accident rates by 10%, reduced delivery time by 15%, autonomous transportation of goods without carbon and fuel, etc.

In addition, the BRAIN-IoT project is contributing to standardization organizations such as OSGi Alliance, W3C Web of Things, OMG MARTE 2.0, among others.
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The DECENTER project will provide a collaborative environment, in which multiple stakeholders (Cloud and Internet of Things providers) can securely share and harmoniously manage resources. DECENTER is deploying resources, such as innovative decentralized Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms and models, across multiple tiers of its infrastructure and federated clouds.

**Keywords**
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- Cross-border applications
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- Europe
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**CEA-Leti in DECENTER**

The DECENTER project provides the opportunity for CEA-Leti’s Internet of Things (IoT) platform, sensiNact, to be leveraged by innovative, beyond SOTA, technical features such as distributed orchestration of edge devices and intelligence in the edge approach. It gives sensiNact the opportunity to validate those features within project pilots in close to real-life conditions from various application domains such as smart home and smart city, thus increasing its maturity (e.g. TRL) level. The platform validation results will help CEA-Leti to determine the robustness of the approach and to clarify issues related to social acceptance, economical context, technical challenges, target activity sectors, etc. CEA-Leti will commercially exploit the platform with its industrial partners. The core of the sensiNact platform is provided as open source, while the tools and libraries for bringing intelligence and the IoT service creation tool, sensiNact Studio, are value added extensions. In addition, CEA-Leti will exploit the project results within the relative initiatives such as the Urban Technology Alliance, a smart city-related testbed-oriented consortium, which it is leading with its European, Japanese and Korean partners.
Objectives

The emerging spring of Artificial Intelligence (AI) will enable innovative applications exploiting the myriad of connected sensors and appliances embedded in every corner of modern life. Currently, AI requires high computational resources only available in high-performance data centers. Designing an architecture capable of securely processing this unprecedented amount of remotely sensed and potentially sensitive data, and conveying timely responses to pervasive configurable actuators is a non-trivial endeavor requiring the cooperation of multiple parties.

To address these challenges, the DECENTER project aims to build a robust Fog Computing platform, covering the whole Cloud-to-Things Continuum, that will provide AI application-aware orchestration and provisioning of resources. The project enriches existing Cloud and IoT solutions with advanced capabilities to abstract features and process data closer to where it is produced. DECENTER is establishing a collaborative environment, in which multiple stakeholders (Cloud and IoT providers) can securely share and harmoniously manage resources in dynamically created multi-cloud/edge federated environments. Cross-border infrastructure federation is ensured by Blockchain-based Smart Contracts defining customized Service Level Agreements used to commit execution of verified workloads across multiple, potentially remote administrative domains. Through such novelties, DECENTER will unlock the potential of innovative decentralized AI algorithms and models by deploying them across multiple tiers of the infrastructure and federated clouds.

The project follows a lean implementation methodology and validates its concept with real-world pilots executed in urban, industrial and home environments. With its approach, DECENTER targets the emergence of innovative digital businesses, thus providing a competitive advantage to EU and Korean industry and fostering cross-border collaboration.
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Societal Impact

- DECENTER will strength adoption of Edge and Cloud computing both in Europe and Korea. As pointed out in the EC Cloud computing strategy, increased adoption of the Cloud will lead to significant increases to European DGP, job creation and energy efficiency.
- DECENTER will try to complete target use cases derived from societal challenges related to safe home and around. DECENTER will propose an advanced decentralized computing structure supporting distributed AI based on constraints in terms of time (i.e. acceptable latency), resource availability (network, computing) and privacy. Data will be collected from a variety of heterogeneous sensors and cameras.
- DECENTER will foster the adoption of the IoT model that, combined with the Cloud model, will support European and Korean business growth and success.

IMPACT

Project Impacts
- Concrete implementation of interoperable and reliable combined cloud/IoT solutions to support robust AI applications.
- Credible demonstrations based on cross-border business and/or societal AI applications on the cloud platform developed.
- Joint contributions to international standardization and/or forum activities.

Business and Industrial Impact
- DECENTER will take advantage of existing IoT and Cloud platforms, extending their functionalities and improving their response time.
- DECENTER will go beyond the state of the art of current technologies and offerings to provide a next generation platform for improving industry solutions.
- DECENTER will propose new business models that will be entirely applicable to the current market situation in order to exploit the full potential of the proposed solution.
- DECENTER will prompt emergence of innovative digital businesses in the global market, thus providing a competitive advantage to the European and Korean companies that will follow its vision and adopt its platform.
- DECENTER aims to facilitate integration by proposing a highly decentralized infrastructure, in which the processing and storage capabilities of the cloud are moved closer to the things, by means of the fog computing approach that the project is willing to embrace.

SensiNact platform validation results in DECENTER helps CEA-Leti to determine its robustness, social acceptance, economical context and target activity sectors.
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The DEMETER project is focusing on two principal design areas involving digital integrated circuits for use in aggressive environments: 1/ design of a prototype of the next generation rad-hard FPGA for space applications and, 2/ analysis and proposal of novel architectures for system-on-chip avionics.
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Deep Submicron System-on-Chip for Harsh Environment Applications using European Technologies

The DEMETER project is focusing on two principal design areas involving digital integrated circuits for use in aggressive environments: 1/ design of a prototype of the next generation rad-hard FPGA for space applications and, 2/ analysis and proposal of novel architectures for system-on-chip avionics.

CEA-Leti in DEMETER

CEA-Leti contributions to the DEMETER project are centered on enabling efficient multiprocessor chip-based systems for avionics and, in particular, the key challenge of best using available computing power, while ensuring the necessary time criticality.

Several existing proprietary and third party IPs have been initially assessed in relation to the avionic context. In particular, the feasibility of implementing the project partners’ IPs has been verified and place-and-route trials of a 64-bit RISC-V processor have been conducted in FDSOI 28nm technology. These have revealed 1+GHz performance without any specific need for optimization.

This work has been complemented by in-depth analysis of time predictability issues in the interconnection IPs of modern cluster-based, multiprocessor chip-based systems via theoretical studies and models including network calculus. A novel approach has been proposed to curtail uncertainties in guaranteed maximum execution time boundaries. This relies on a double-buffered approach that de-correlates processing in local memories from dedicated DMA data exchanges between memories.

A support for mixed criticality has also been proposed with the design of a specific IP able to work as a classical cache for “best effort” workloads and as a local memory for time-critical tasks. This IP is configurable and its memory space can be split into these two modes to support mixed critical workloads. Integration of this IP into a 16-processor (4-cluster) platform has provided a 40% improvement in execution time for a Haar transform algorithm compared to a conventional cache approach.
Objectives

DEMETER offers a new systems-on-chip platform for systems capable of operating in aggressive environments. The platform enables ASIC, ASSP and FPGA research and development. The demonstrators are simplified radi-hard (radiation-hardened) FPGAs and multiprocessor platforms for avionics involving ARM and RISC-V cores.

There is state-of-the-art production capability in Europe for equipment and wafer fabrication, but many Integrated Circuits (ICs) used on the old continent are developed and manufactured elsewhere or use non-European fabrications. In space and aggressive environment markets, e.g. avionics, Europe can and must compete with American suppliers (Honeywell, BAE, Aeroflex, Actel and Xilinx). However, with the proposed framework in place, European IC technology can expand to global level.

Aggressive environments represent a niche market, but they can lead to new or emerging technologies. It is important to note that, based on ever smaller semiconductor process technologies, applications become increasingly sensitive to radiation and other constraints and therefore fall progressively into the aggressive environment category.

The aeronautics market enables applications, such as space, avionics, transport and energy systems, to be developed with different levels of hardening. Finally, automotive market can also benefit from this trend and it contributes the level of reliability associated with its multi-million unit production levels.

Concentrating mainly on digital IC, the DEMETER project aims are to support development of the next generation of advanced rad-hard FPGAs (NG-FPGA-ULTRA) in 28nm or beyond and to anticipate the avionic certification issues involving multi-core architectures.

IMPACT

DEMETER is one of several projects targeting the design of the next product generation to replace current 65nm FPGAs. The project prototype allows assessment of sub-block performance characteristics. Regarding avionic chip-based systems, the DEMETER project has allowed identification of showstoppers in currently available ARM-based architectures and has proposed several realistic developments of conventional multiprocessor architectures for adaptation to avionic constraints. However, no European industrial has positioned itself on this market to date.
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The IoF2020 project is dedicated to accelerating adoption of IoT for securing sufficient, safe, healthy food and to strengthening competitiveness of farming and food chains in Europe. It will consolidate Europe’s leading position in the global IoT industry by fostering a symbiotic ecosystem of farmers, food industry, technology providers and research institutes.
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**CEA-Leti in IoF2020**

CEA-Leti is providing its IoT data collection and processing platform, sensiNact, which allows interoperable services and applications to be developed in the smart farming field. SensiNact is an open source eclipse platform, which is currently used and investigated by several European, Korean and Japanese projects such as ACTIVAGE, DECENTER, BIGCLOUT, etc. The platform’s usefulness has already been confirmed in various application scenarios in these projects including, but not limited to, smart home, smart city and smart transport fields. The IoF2020 project is offering us the chance to validate this European platform in the smart farming fields through its large-scale deployment.

The sensiNact platform is being used to aggregate data from several IoT devices deployed in five vineyards and four wineries in the Bordeaux area of France. A wide variety of physical devices, such as weather and metering stations, have been connected to a central LORA low-power server and wide area networking protocols (LORAWAN). SensiNact is ensuring steady measurement collection and redistribution by maintaining an MQTT-based connection to LORA server. Data is being redistributed via a dedicated REST API. Finally, all measurements are being safely stored in a Cassandra database and are accessible by sensiNact’s REST API.
Objectives

The IoF2020 consortium of 73 partners, led by Wageningen UR and other core partners of previous key projects such as FIWARE and IoT-A, is leveraging the ecosystem and architecture that was established in those projects. The heart of the project is formed by 19 use cases grouped into 5 trials with end-users from the arable, dairy, fruit, vegetable and meat verticals and IoT integrators, which are demonstrating the business case involving innovative IoT solutions in multiple application areas.

A lean multi-player approach focusing on user acceptability, stakeholder commitment and sustainable business models is boosting technology and market readiness levels, and advancing end-user uptake to the next stage.

This development is being enhanced by open IoT architecture and an infrastructure of reusable components based on existing standards along with a security and privacy framework.

In anticipation of extensive technological developments and emerging challenges for farming and food, the 4-year project remains buoyant through dynamic budgeting and adaptive decision-making by an implementation board made up of representatives from key user organizations. A 6 M€ mid-term open call will allow for testing intermediate results and will extend the project based on technical solutions and test sites.

A coherent dissemination strategy for use case products and project lessons supported by leading user organizations is ensuring high market visibility and a steeper learning curve.

The IoF2020 project is paving the way for data-driven farming, autonomous operations, virtual food chains and personalized nutrition for European citizens.

IMPACT

- Technical: providing the foundations of an interoperability framework in the IoT with reference implementations for protocols such as MQTT. The new generation of farmers are taking advantage of user-centric devices integrated into their workflow (e.g., smart phones and tablets) as well as significantly increased usage of cyber physical systems such as service robots for professional usage.

- Societal: IoT potentials are promising disruptive innovations and contributions to the key challenges confronted by society: e.g., how to avoid waste, enhance consumer health and maximize productivity in a world that is suffering from land and especially water shortage.

- Economic: providing a data-driven business model, which increases the efficiency of agricultural production and improves product quality and safety.
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The main aim of the Mont-Blanc 2020 project is to develop processor architecture for use in high-performance computing systems in Europe. This architecture will target a high number of operations per second and low power consumption.

**Mont-Blanc 2020**

The main aim of the Mont-Blanc 2020 project is to develop processor architecture for use in high-performance computing systems in Europe. This architecture will target a high number of operations per second and low power consumption.

**CEA-Leti in MB2020**

In the Mont-Blanc 2020 project, CEA-Leti is mainly working on integrating the processor SoC and demonstrating processor architecture performance.

CEA-Leti is hosting and leading validation and demonstration activities on its hardware emulator. Hardware emulation offers the opportunity to assess the design on a large number of application test-cases, while reducing the total time taken in RTL simulation. This methodology is key to verifying the Mont-Blanc 2020 components and deducing its related performance. The project is strengthening CEA-Leti’s position in the European ecosystem of processor design for Exascale computing.

CEA-Leti is also contributing to the low-power IP design, definition of the SoC power management strategy and analysis of solutions for 2.5D integration including SoC partitioning and floorplanning.

During the first year of the project, CEA-Leti has developed a clock generator with IR-drop detection and prevention capabilities.

The second year of the project is focusing on designing a die-to-die link for 3D short-range communication including self-calibration capabilities. With regard to emulation, integration of the first IPs has started; the objective is to be initially capable of injecting the application traces generated from a simulation platform, thereby stressing the on-chip network to allow assessment of memory hierarchy performance. CEA-Leti is also proposing and on-die power supply solution to support the global power management strategy.
Objectives

The MB2020 project is paving the way towards a future low-power European processor for Exascale computing (50 GFlops per watt at package level, including compute System on Chip (SoC), memories and NIC interface) with a second generation planned in 2022. This is being achieved by:

• Designing low-power system-on-chip architecture targeting Exascale
• Implementing new critical building blocks (IPs) and providing a blueprint for first generation implementation
• Delivering an initial proof-of-concept demonstration of its critical components in real-life applications
• Investigating how to re-use building blocks to provide markets other than HPC with methodologies that ensure better time predictability, especially for mixed-critical applications, in which guaranteed execution and response times are crucial.

The three key challenges to achieving desired performance at low power are:

• A processing unit that provides efficient, exploitable compute capabilities
• An innovative on-die interconnect that can supply enough bandwidth to the processing units with minimum energy consumption
• A high-bandwidth and low power memory solution with sufficient capacity and bandwidth for Exascale applications.

IMPACT

The processor is the central component of all systems but Europe is currently purchasing all its processors from non-European companies. This complete dependency on extra-European companies is placing a huge burden on the European economy. The Mont-Blanc 2020 project is developing the technological basis for follow-up commercial processors targeting HPC, Big Data and other markets. The European Processor Initiative (EPI) project is leveraging the technology developed by Mont-Blanc 2020.
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The MOSQUITO project took one of the most promising approaches to quantum computing and implemented it on an industrial CMOS platform. The first important step was accomplished within 3 years: building the first CMOS-based qubit, which is the basic building block of a quantum computer.

CEA-Leti in MOS-QUITO

On the MOSQUITO project, CEA-Leti’s role was to fabricate linear arrangements of Gate-defined Quantum Dots along Si nanowires to demonstrate spin quantum bits on a CMOS platform. A full mask set (19 DUV levels and 4 EBeam databases) was coupled to a process flow, closely derived from an SOI NanoWire FET fabrication sequence, to deliver a batch of 300mm wafers with multiple-gate test devices. A new patterning strategy, relying on misalignment-tolerant hybrid DUV-EBeam lithography, was developed simultaneously to i/ achieve 65nm Gate pitch with good dimensional control, ii/ save EBeam writing time, and iii/ respect the density rules compatible with Back-End-Of-Line processing in an industrial fabrication facility. This high throughput approach allowed provision of more than a hundred thousand testable devices in a given batch. Our devices were tested at cryogenic temperatures by the consortium partners to control coherently the spin state of the elementary charges confined by the Quantum-Dot-defining Field-Effect Gates. This led to the first demonstration of a hole spin qubit in silicon and to the first experimental demonstration of all-electrical control of single electron spins in silicon. Furthermore, single-shot readout schemes, based on Gate reflectometry, were implemented for fast detection (~1µs) of charge state variations in Quantum Dots. In summary, the main outcome of this project was establishing a design and fabrication platform for prototype devices, which are simultaneously competitive with academic state-of-the-art semiconductor spin qubits and compatible with CMOS foundry processing.
Objectives

A qubit device embeds a quantum two-level system that encodes an elementary bit of quantum information. Our type of qubit relies on a spin degree of freedom of an electronic or nuclear type. It was recently shown that a spin in silicon can hold a bit of quantum information for very long periods. This made it an attractive option for building a quantum computer. A number of silicon-based spin qubits had already been proposed and had been experimentally demonstrated in academic research laboratories. The main aim of this project was to show that such high-fidelity spin qubits can be manufactured in silicon using industry-standard CMOS processes at a large-scale nanofabrication facility. Our approach was based on a single, versatile building block, which could be tuned to operate under different regimes to give up to five different qubit productions in one device. The performance of these different qubits was benchmarked against key criteria such as fidelity, speed and suitability for large-scale integration.

Design and modelling was implemented alongside measured performance metrics to identify optimum large-scale architectures, while control tools were developed for application to scaled qubit arrays. We also developed a toolkit of CMOS-based conventional devices (low noise amplifiers, RF generators and multiplexers) for use as low-temperature peripheral electronics to ensure better control and readout. Sharing the same CMOS technology, qubits and peripheral electronics could even be positioned close to each other on the same chip. This unique opportunity could be particularly helpful for developing fast readout circuits.

Summary of main project goals:
- Fabrication of spin qubit devices using 300-mm SOI technology
- Implementation and comparison of different qubit layouts
- Optimization of qubit design for large-scale integration
- Development of a quantum control toolbox suitable for large-scale integrated qubits
- Development of low-temperature peripheral electronics for better qubit control.
The MYCUBE project aims to offer, for the first time, a powerful viable technological solution to intensive memory-based computation. It is based on new nano-functionalities created by proximity of silicon nanowire transistors and non-volatile resistive memories integrated in 3D. Research work is cross-disciplinary and ranges from application to technological implementation including circuitry. A typical «In-Memory-Computing» accelerator circuit will be designed and manufactured at CEA-Leti, enhancing energy performance by a factor of 20 compared with a state-of-the-art Von-Neumann circuit.

Since project launch, CEA-Leti has developed technological modules enabling integration of stacked nanowire transistors coupled with non-volatile memories. Moreover, junctionless transistors have been fabricated and characterized electrically, highlighting their capacity as drivers of oxRAMs. Finally, a bicell layout has been designed with suitably sized transistors. These preliminary results effectively pave the way towards demonstrating functional arrays in 2021 along with circuit design studies in 2020. The thesis of one of our PhD students involves working on a circuit architecture compatible with In-Memory-Computing and leveraging the developed technology.
Objectives

Historical scaling of Complementary-Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (CMOS) devices is no longer a cornerstone of integrated circuits capable of leveraging the future “data deluge” from the Cloud and cyber-physical systems. At system level, computing performance is now strongly power-limited and the majority of this power budget is used by data transfers between logic and memory circuit blocks in widespread Von-Neumann design architectures. An emerging computing paradigm solution that overcomes this “memory wall” involves processing the information in situ through In-Memory-Computing (IMC).

Today’s memory technologies are ineffective for In-Memory-Computing, which will process billions of data items just like the human brain. Things may change with the emergence of three key enabling technologies: non-volatile resistive memory, new energy-efficient nanowire transistors and 3D-monolithic. My-CUBE will leverage these technologies to produce a functionality-enhanced system involving close entangling of logic and memorization. Only this type of technology is capable of supporting the IMC concept’s scalability.

Based on a holistic approach from system to material, My-CUBE’s unique solution relies on a new class of nano-technology, combining at fine-grain level the high capacity of non-volatile resistive memory with new junctionless nanowire transistors, 3D-interconnected at low-temperature, to perform data-centric computations. A 3D IMC accelerator circuit will be designed, manufactured and measured. This targets a 20x reduction in (Energy x Delay) Product vs. Von-Neumann systems. This technology, which adds smartness to memory/storage, will not only be a game-changer for artificial intelligence, machine learning, data analytics or any data-abundant computing systems but, more broadly, will also be a key computational kernel for upcoming European low-power, energy-efficient ICs.

IMPACT

MYCUBE takes advantage of Europe’s current momentum in technology/circuit innovative solutions. This project proposes differentiating nano-technology to the benefit of the semiconductor industry, fabless circuit design companies and academics. CEA-Leti will ensure design and fabrication as a direct add-on for existing CMOSs to be fully optimized for the new IMC computing paradigm. This technology, which adds smartness to memory/storage, is not only suitable for data-abundant applications but, more broadly, is the kernel of ultimate low-power, energy-efficient integrated circuits in Europe.
The NEURAM 3 project partners have fabricated a mixed-signal analog/digital chip based on neuromorphic architecture that supports state-of-the-art machine learning and spike-based learning mechanisms. In architecture terms, this chip features an ultra-low power, scalable and highly configurable neural architecture that can deliver a gain of a factor 50x in power consumption on selected applications compared to conventional digital solutions. The project also made progress towards developing monolithically integrated 3D technology in Fully-Depleted Silicon on Insulator (FDSOI) based on 28nm design rules with integrated Resistive Random Access Memory (RRAM) synaptic elements.

**Keywords**
- Fully-Depleted Silicon on Insulator
- Neural architecture
- Resistive memories
- Synapses
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**CEA-Leti in NEURAM 3**

- CEA-Leti has presented the first complete integration of a SNN combining analog neurons and RRAM-based synapses. The implemented topology was a perceptron designed to perform hand-written digit classification (MNIST database). Measured classification accuracy was 84% with a 3.6 pJ energy dissipation per spike at synapse and neuron level (up to 5x lower than similar chips using formal coding).

- First demonstration of integration of a full 3D CMOS over CMOS CoolCubeTM with two 1T1R. One 1R was connected to the top transistor and the other to the bottom MOSFET. The top level was integrated with state-of-the-art high-performance FDSOI (Fully-Depleted Silicon On Insulator) process requirements such as High-k/metal gate and raised source and drain.

- CEA-Leti has designed and fabricated of a resistive memory-based Content Addressable Memory (CAM) [2]. The proposed CAM cell was largely insensitive to the resistive memory resistance ratio and variability. This circuit allows routing implementation (i.e. sending spikes among neurons) in reconfigurable neuromorphic hardware. This solution offers a smaller area requirement (2 transistors and 2 resistive memories) than conventional solutions (12 transistors) and it is non-volatile (no static power consumption).
Objectives

NeuRAM3 has developed complementary technologies that address the full spectrum of applications from mobile/autonomous objects to high performance computing co-processing, by developing, (1) a technology to implement on-chip learning using native adaptive characteristics of electronic synaptic elements and, (2) a scalable platform to interconnect multiple neuromorphic processor chips for building large neural processing systems.

The neuromorphic computing system has been developed in conjunction with advanced neural algorithms and computational architectures for online adaptation, learning and high-throughput on-line signal processing. This delivers:

- An ultra-low power, massively parallel, non-Von Neumann, computing platform with non-volatile nano-scale devices that support on-line learning mechanisms
- A programming toolbox of algorithms and data structures tailored to the physical architecture’s specific constraints and opportunities
- An array of fundamental application demonstrations materializing the basic classes of signal processing tasks.

The neural chip validates the concept and represents an important first step towards developing a European technology platform spanning ultra-low power data processing in autonomous systems (Internet of Things) to energy-efficient large data processing in servers and networks.

Publications


• «Mapping of local and global synapses on spiking neuromorphic hardware», A. Das, Y. Wu, K. Huynh, F. Dell’Anna, F. Catthoor, S. Schaafsma, 2018 Design, Automation & Test in Europe Conference & Exhibition (DATE).


IMPACT

A new EU ICT RIA project (#871371) to advance the NeuRAM3 outcomes has been approved and was started in January 2020. This focuses on memory technologies with multi-scale time constants for neuromorphic architectures (MeM-Scales).
The NEUROTECH project is assembling and curating a coherent collection of educational resources relating to all aspects of Neuromorphic Computing Technologies (NCTs) with the aim of sharing core educational events to disseminate curricula to other communities and to promote NCT among decision makers.

**Keywords**
- Biologically-inspired computing
- Machine Learning
- Neuromorphic Computing Technologies

CEA-Leti is contributing to workshops and on-line meetings aimed at drafting statements on ethical issues and the threats of Artificial Intelligence (AI) enabled by NCA.

**NEUROTECH at a glance**

**NEUROTECH**

https://neurotechai.eu/

**48 months**

**EC Programme**
ERC consolidator grant

**Project Coordinator**
Yulia Sandamirskaya INI UZH (CH)

**Partners**
- **BE:** Interuniversitair Micro-Electronica Centrum vzw
- **CH:** Research GmbH Switzerland, University of Zurich
- **DE:** Bielefeld University, Heidelberg University
- **FR:** CEA-Leti, University of Bordeaux, Thales
- **GB:** University of Hertfordshire, University of Manchester
- **IT:** Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Instituto Italiano di Tecnologia Italy

**Total budget**
€ 0.2 m. + 22 person/months

**EC Contribution**
€ 0.5 m.

**Contract Number**
824103
Objectives

Neuromorphic engineering is a ground-breaking approach to designing computing technology that draws inspiration from powerful, efficient biological neural processing systems. Neuromorphic devices are able to carry out sensing, processing and motor control strategies based on ultra-low power performance. Today’s neuromorphic community in Europe is leading the state of the art in this domain. It boasts ever more laboratories working on the theory, modelling and implementation of neuromorphic computing systems implementing conventional VLSI technologies, emerging memristive devices, photonics, spin-based and other nano-technological solutions. Robust, sustainable communication between research laboratories and stakeholders is required to ensure technological uptake and meet the needs of real world applications in future task solving products in industry, healthcare, assistive systems and consumer devices. NEUROTECH focuses on, (1) creating a comprehensive online platform integrating data on all parties involved, reflecting the state of the art and showcasing latest technological progress to strengthen the NCT community and enhance its impact and visibility, (2) actively reaching out to industrial stakeholders to secure their involvement in shaping future research and to facilitate uptake of existing technology, (3) promoting public interest in NCT by showcasing key technologies and, (4) designing educational resources in this interdisciplinary field to target students of different backgrounds. Coordination and Support Action (CSA) will be the link to consolidation and dissemination of state-of-the-art neuromorphic technology, to creating a roadmap for future progress to unleash the power of NCT in future smart technologies.
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QuCube project leaders from CEA-Leti, INAC and Néel fundamental research institutes are deploying their teams’ strengths to build a quantum processor, which integrates at least a hundred quantum bits (qubit), thereby demonstrating a first functional logic qubit; a truly decisive step towards a future quantum computer.

**Silicon based quantum accelerator**

On a technical level, the QuCube project is original and a cornerstone in several ways. CEA-Leti is providing its unique know-how in 3D integration processes, including smart-cut and wafer-bonding methods [Fou00], semiconductor epitaxy [Wid14], ground-breaking Cool-Cube™ and high density technologies [Vin16, Viv17] for vertical integration of functional devices (e.g. transistors and memories) with unprecedented alignment accuracy (<5nm). The QuCube project will use 300-mm SOI wafers with an isotopically purified 28Si device layer, currently being grown at CEA-Leti. In addition, CEA-Leti’s and CEA-Inac’s extensive skills in device modeling and simulation [Niq16] (Y.-M. Niquet’s teams) are ensuring highly valuable guidance in designing and optimizing qubit devices.

CEA-Leti and its partners have demonstrated 99% fidelity in spin read-out [urd19] in 2019. Our teams have ensure the migration of the qubit technology to immersion lithography with a 20 nm critical dimension and a 80nm pitch, and have fabricated 28Si qubit test structures for low temperature characterization. A Trans Impedance Amplifier (TIA) has been designed [leg19] to increase throughput under these conditions. This relies on low a compact low temperature FDSOI model calibrated using an accurate low temperature technology characterization [paz19].

[leg19] L Le Guevel et al, submitted at IEDM19
[paz19] B Paz et al, submitted at IEDM19
Objectives

Originally conceived to describe the microscopic world of atoms and elementary particles, theoretical quantum mechanics was eventually used to predict macroscopic phenomena, e.g. semiconductor electrical and optical properties, resulting a wide range of technological applications that have changed our lifestyle. However, foundational properties such as quantum superposition and entanglement have remained essentially unexploited. Their use may allow us to achieve computation powers that are inaccessible to conventional digital computers, thereby offering unprecedented opportunities.

In a quantum computer, the elementary data bits are encoded on two-level quantum systems called qubits. Since qubits interact with the uncontrolled degrees of freedom of their environment, changes in their quantum states can quickly become unpredictable, leading to reduced qubit fidelity. In topological quantum computing schemes, e.g. the surface code, lower fidelity is compensated by using decoherence-free logical qubits composed of a many (~10^3) entangled physical qubits. An effective quantum processor should therefore accommodate millions of qubits, at least. Although dauntingly large, this number is still small compared to the number of transistors in modern silicon microprocessors.

QuCube is leveraging industrial-level silicon technology to build a quantum processor containing hundreds of spin qubits confined to a two-dimensional array of electrostatically defined silicon quantum dots. To overcome the challenge of addressing the qubits individually, we have adopted a 3-dimensional architecture designed to accommodate, on separate planes, the charge sensing devices required for qubit readout and the metal gate lines for electrical control and measurement. The gate lines are operated on a multiplexing basis to provide a scalable wiring layout. Fault-tolerant logical qubits and quantum simulations of complex Hamiltonians will be implemented.

Publications
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Through its fabrication and operation of quantum processors integrating at least a hundred qubits, the aim of the QuCube project is to break ground towards large scale qubit integration. When available, the targeted quantum processors will provide a sizable test bench for testing and optimizing system-specific quantum correction algorithms and for evaluating the best upscaling strategy. In principle, the proposed qubit architecture is designed to be scalable up to millions of qubits, but alternative scaling routes may be investigated based on the outcome of this project (e.g. architectures based on fairly small qubit arrays operating as logical qubits, well separated from each other and connected by long range quantum buses; these have not been produced but may soon become available). We are not aware of any alternative qubit platform offering large scale qubit integration (millions of qubits would seem necessary for a useful fault-tolerant quantum processor). In this sense, the QuCube project has a clearly high-risk/high-gain profile. The know-how and IP generated by QuCube could contribute to the development of a European spin-off company ensuring industrialization and subsequent commercialization.
The aim of the REMINDER project is to develop an innovative embedded DRAM solution by removing the capacitor, which normally stores information in a standard DRAM structure. This is called a 1T-DRAM. It uses a device built on SOI substrate to enlarge the FDSOI platform offer. Following development of electrical characterization, simulation, compact modeling and design enablement tools, the ultimate objective is to manufacture a functional memory matrix of some Mbits.

Keywords
Internet of Things (IoT)
Memory
Ultra low power

• Technology
  > An A2RAM cell comprising an SOI transistor with a silicon film (approx. 25nm) thicker than CMOS applications. The film is divided into a top section used to store information and a bottom section is used to read information. The bottom section is a buried doped layer (a bridge) that short-circuits the source and drain.
  > Objective:
    • Demonstrate that a nanowire structure can improve A2RAM performance and scaling
    • Demonstrate that a heterostructure between the storage region (SiGe material) and the bridge (Si material) can improve A2RAM performance.
  > Process flow definition of A2RAM devices using CEA-Leti nanowire exploiting Coolcube technological developments to build the bridge:
    • A2RAM structure definition by finite element simulation (TCAD): determining target film thicknesses, bridge doping and thickness, gate length and Ge quantity in the SiGe storage region
    • S/D implanting and annealing steps defined by TCAD
    • Bridge implanting and annealing steps defined by TCAD.
  > Successful fabrication of nanowire-based A2RAM in a CEA-Leti clean room.

• Electrical characterization
  > Experimental demonstration of nanowire-based functionality of A2RAM devices:
    • Demonstrating bridge presence using capacitive measurements
    • Demonstrating memory effect: ‘1’ and ‘0’ states can be programmed and read.

• Simulation
  > TCAD environment developed for Z2FET device simulation and shared with REMINDER partners:
    • Z2FET device is a partially gated PIN diode on SOI usually dedicated to ESD applications but used here as a 1T-DRAM structure.
    • In-depth knowledge of Z2FET device, especially DC hysteresis,
Objectives

RENDER develops an embedded DRAM solution optimized for ultra-low-power consumption and variability immunity, specifically focused on Internet of Things cutting-edge devices. The objectives of RENDER are:

- investigation (concept, design, characterization, simulation, modelling), selection and optimization of a Floating-Body memory bit cell in terms of low power and low voltage, high reliability, robustness (variability), speed, reduced footprint and cost;
- design and fabrication in FDSOI 28nm (FD28) and FDSOI 14nm (FD14) technology nodes of a memory matrix based on the optimized bit-cells developed. Matrix memory subcircuits, blocks and architectures are carefully analysed from the power-consuming point of view.

In addition, variability tolerant design techniques underpinned by variability analysis and statistical simulation technology are widely considered;

- demonstration of a system on chip application using the developed memory solution and benchmarking with alternative embedded memory blocks,

The eventual replacement of Si by strained Si/SiGe and III-V materials in future CMOS circuits would also require the redesign of different applications, including memory cells, and therefore we also propose the evaluation of the optimized bit-cells developed in FD28 and FD14 technology nodes using these alternative materials.

The fulfillment of the objectives above also implies the development of:

- new techniques for the electrical characterization of ultimate CMOS nanometric devices. This allows us to improve the CMOS technology by boosting device performance;
- new behavioural models, incorporating variability effects, to reach a deep understanding of nanoelectronics devices;
- advanced simulation tools for nanoelectronic devices for state of the art, and emerging devices;
- extreme low power solutions.

The consortium supporting this project is ideally balanced with 2 industrial partners, 2 SMEs, 2 research centers and 3 universities.

When functional, the 1T DRAM matrix demonstrator will be a first demonstration of a 1T DRAM matrix on SOI. Close cooperation has been set up between partners Granada University, Glasgow University and Grenoble’s IMEP-LAHC laboratory, especially for TCAD simulation and electrical characterization.

Impact

Through extensive TCAD simulations, forming the basis of Z2FET compact model development:
- TCAD simulation to calibrate the Z2FET compact model
- TCAD supporting technological development involving nanowire-based A2RAM fabrication.

- Modelling
  - Compact model development of Z2FET for project final demonstrator design: 1T-DRAM matrix using Z2FET devices.
  - Z2FET compact model includes:
    - DC behavior with hysteresis
    - Memory operation (write, erase and read)

- Other
  - Workshop organization for 1T DRAM solutions at EuroSoI-ULIS 2019 conference in Grenoble.

Publications

- MDORAM, A2RAM and Z²-FET performance benchmark for 1T-DRAM applications, J. Lacord et al., SISPAD 2018.
- Evidence of fast and low-voltage A2RAM “1” state programming, F. Tcheme Wakam, SISPAD 2018.
- Doping profile extraction in thin Si film: Application to A2RAM, F. Tcheme Wakam, EUROSOI 2018.
- A comprehensive model on field-effect pnpn devices (Z²-FET), Y. Tao, SSE 2017.
- Ultra-low power 1T-DRAM in FDSOI technology, M. Parhar et al., ESSDERC 2017.
- The mystery of the Z²-FET 1T-DRAM memory, M. Bawedin et al., EUROSOI 2017.
- Z²-FET as Capacitor-Less eDRAM Cell For High-Density Integration, C. Navarro et al., ED 2017.
-Extended Analysis of the Z²-FET Operation as Capacitorless eDRAM, C. Navarro et al., TED 2017.
- Insight into carrier lifetime impact on band-modulation devices, M. Parhar, SSE 2017.
- Z²-FET memory matrix in 28 nm FDSOI technology, M. Parhar, EUROSOI 2018.
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The SIPOB 3D project is addressing 3D high-density technologies and System-in-Package (SiP) technologies for compact system integration, which is needed for smart city applications. The aim of SIPOB 3D is to develop the next level of design methodology for 3D integrated systems, including not only chip and package, but also board domain.

Keywords
3D
Co-design
System-in-Package
TSV

CEA-Leti’s goal in the SIPOB 3D project is to develop and promote a system level design methodology to explore, define and design 3D circuits. Moore’s Law effectively limits further scaling of many systems at reduced cost. Today’s 3D technology allows integration of different die layers to build a multi-layer stacked circuit. 3D technology offers the possibility of designing heterogeneous circuits using different core technologies (logic, analog, memories, MEMs, etc.) and to offer a full scope of new architectures. Various challenges are raised, such as system performance estimation, power delivery and thermal dissipation due to potentially higher power density. 3D technology offers a wide variety of options (Die2Wafer, Wafer2Wafer, TSVmiddle, μ-bumps, Face2Face, Face2Back, etc.), which open the door to a broad range of potential architectures. System design is becoming increasingly complex, prompting definition of co-design methodology using appropriate CAD tools.

In this context, CEA-Leti is contributing on the following tasks:

• Development of 3D performance assessment models by taking into account 3D technology parameters and design parameters such as system communication protocols. The final goal is to assist system partitioning based on early system performance assessments
• Evaluation and optimization of 3D system thermal effects based on the whole system from accurate fine grain objects (TSVs) to multiple layers, package and full board aspects (Fan, Thermal Sink, etc.). The aim is to study thermal effects within a 3D system and to optimize various parameters: design-related (floorplan estimation, power location), technology-related (materials) and system-related (packaging options, heat sink)
• Development of a co-design methodology based on existing CAD tools and formats, which will enable joint investigation and optimization of the 3D circuit, its package and final board. Compared to previous design methodology, in which each object was separately defined, co-design allows us to investigate together the increasing options and high-level complexity of 3D systems (hundreds of thousands of micro-bumps)
• Ensuring a development method for 3D power delivery network design and estimation. In 3D technology, the complex power delivery network (power and ground) must be investigated, estimated and designed
• Provision of a system level representative demonstration as an architecture test-case to set up, apply and validate newly developed design methodologies. The proposed test-case represents a massive 3D chiplet-based system providing a multi-core for High Performance Computing (HPC) applications.

In achieving these objectives, CEA-Leti is cooperating with STMicroelectronics, various Fraunhofer Institutes and Mentor Graphics.
Objectives

More-than-Moore (MtM) technologies, 3D high-density technologies and SiP technologies are prerequisites for compact system integration, which is needed for smart city applications. The project consortium is investigating a methodology for mapping the best technology available in companies with the aim of designing the optimum SIPOB 3D device faster, better and cheaper; expensive “trial and error” loops must be avoided. The physics behind the technologies and materials of a compact SIPOB 3D device must be understood, when designing a compact system, hence emphasis must be placed on hardware assessment implementing advanced technologies. SIPOB 3D is a holistic approach, which includes investigation and simulation of the models included in a design library; the design methodology considers multi-physics and the capabilities involved in setting up an optimum system as a whole. Data transfer between different domains needs to be investigated and optimized, especially among board suppliers and packaged chip suppliers. A global optimum, on-chip package and on-board level need to be achieved. SIPOB 3D is projected to exploit the CoSiP backbone to enable chip/package and board (PCB) co-design for footprints and connectivity. New SiP design rules and checks are essential and are being integrated into the design environment. A world-leading consortium has been formed: European semiconductor suppliers Infineon Technologies and STMicroelectronics, both major producers in Europe, are cooperating with Continental and Symeo, companies working on subsystem on-board development, EDA vendor CST and the three small companies (Hofmann LP, Schöller-Electronics and Hitex); these three are providing input on the PCB interface. The above corporate partners are supported by four leading European research institutes. The SIPOB 3D project outcomes are shorter time to market and support to Europe in managing the complexity and diversity involved in establishing compact 3D integral systems including chip, package and board.

Publications


The SIPOB 3D project has enabled CEA-Leti to develop an advanced design methodology, mostly with respect to thermal simulation and 3D circuit-package co-design. This work has been performed in active cooperation with Mentor Graphics. Unlike other SIPOB3D project partners, which have promoted 3D technology at packaging level (SiP), CEA-Leti is promoting and developing 3D at circuit level for further system integration with an HPC context. The 3D design methodologies developed show that Europe can be fully autonomous in terms of 3D design and that this knowledge can be applied to designing future European 3D circuits such as those addressed by the European Processor Initiative (EPI) H2020 program.

IMPACT

The SIPOB 3D project has enabled CEA-Leti to develop an advanced design methodology, mostly with respect to thermal simulation and 3D circuit-package co-design. This work has been performed in active cooperation with Mentor Graphics. Unlike other SIPOB3D project partners, which have promoted 3D technology at packaging level (SiP), CEA-Leti is promoting and developing 3D at circuit level for further system integration with an HPC context. The 3D design methodologies developed show that Europe can be fully autonomous in terms of 3D design and that this knowledge can be applied to designing future European 3D circuits such as those addressed by the European Processor Initiative (EPI) H2020 program.
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In the SUPERAID7 project, the variability induced by different sources of process variation has been investigated in relation to the performance of Gate-All-Around Stacked-Nanosheet MOSFET. After fabricating devices, the CEA-Leti-NSP model was developed, validated and calibrated using experimental data. Subsequently, the extracted variability-aware compact models demonstrated how different process parameters can affect different aspects of circuit behavior, which is a key issue for future advanced CMOS technology nodes.

CEA-Leti first described and summarized a very detailed database of morphological/electrical results from Trigate nanowire devices, including a wide range of NW widths (8 nm ≤ W ≤ 10 µm), NW heights (6 nm ≤ Hfin ≤ 24 µm) and transport orientations (along [110] and [100] direction). Electron and hole transport was described for both unstrained and (tensile/compressive) strained Si and SiGe channels.

CEA-Leti then designed and specified the Gate-All-Around (GAA) stacked nanowire devices including inner spacers and SiGe source-drain (S/D) stressors. The Precession Electron Diffraction (PED) method was applied for the first time at nm-scale accuracy. It was used to quantify deformation and provide useful information on strain fields at different fabrication stages. Two major challenges facing development of stacked wire technology were addressed, specifically inner spacers and strain engineering in 3D integration processes.

Finally, a comprehensive study ranging from integration of 3D Gate-All-Around stacked nanowire MOSFET devices to SPICE modeling was conducted. Devices were successfully fabricated on SOI substrates using a replacement high-K metal gate process and self-aligned contacts. Backbiasing was efficiently used to highlight a drastically improved electrostatics in the upper GAA Si channels. Advanced electrical characterization of these devices enabled CEA-Leti to calibrate a new version of the physical compact model (CEA-Leti-NSP) to assess the performance of GAA FET ring oscillators.
Objectives

Process variability is ever more critical among the physical limitations that curb progress in nanoelectronics for aggressively scaled More-than-Moore systems. The effects of different sources of process variation, both systematic and stochastic, influence each other and lead to variations in the electrical, thermal and mechanical behavior of devices, interconnects and circuits. Correlations are of prime importance because they drastically affect the percentage of products that meet specifications. Although comprehensive experimental investigation of these effects is largely impossible, modelling and simulation (TCAD) offers the unique possibility of predefining process variations and tracing their effects on subsequent process steps and on manufactured devices and circuits simply by changing the relevant input data. This major requirement for and capability of simulation are, among other needs, highlighted in the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS).

SUPERAID7 builds upon the successful FP7 SUPERTHEME project, which focused on advanced More-than-Moore devices. It is aimed at establishing a software system for simulating the impact of systematic and statistical process variations on advanced More-than-Moore devices, circuits and especially interconnects down to the 7 nm node and below. This requires better physical models and extended compact models. Device architectures addressed in the benchmarks include TriGate/ΩGate FETs and stacked nanowires including alternative channel materials. The software developed can be benchmarked using CEA-Leti background and sideground experiments. Main areas of usage include software commercialization through partner Synopsis and support for device architecture activities at CEA-Leti.

Publications

- «Top-down fabrication and electrical characterization of Si and SiGe nanowires for advanced CMOS technologies», S. Barraud, B. Previtali, V. Lapras, R. Claprad, C. Miroz, J.-M. Hartmann, M. Cassé, Submitted to Semiconductor Science and Technology.

IMPACT

The project has been implemented, kept up-to-date and in use for internal and public information since March 2016. To date, 40 research papers have been published on the strength of the SUPERAID7 project: half of them as Gold Open Access and the remainder as Green Open Access. SUPERAID7 has been strongly represented, especially at SISPAD, IEDM and other conferences. In addition to two co-organized workshops associated with SISPAD 2016, the SUPERAID7 reporting period workshop foreseen in the Description of Action was organized in association with ESSDERC / ESSCIRC 2018. Finally, the CEA-Leti-NSP model has been proposed and discussions are ongoing for international standardization via the Compact Model Coalition.

TRL
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When deploying Artificial Intelligence (AI), specific hardware solutions capable of assimilating multiple data from different sensors (radar, lidar, camera) must be developed within the specified constraints of reduced time, low latency, low power consumption and high resolution. The aims of the TEMPO project were to design and combine performing transistors and new emerging memories to build novel neural networks capable of analysing complex situations such as object detection in real time (automotive, space, health and multiple applications).

Keywords
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During the TEMPO project, CEA institutes Leti and List contributed right from novel design to hardware implementation, in CEA-Leti’s 300mm cleanroom dedicated to Spiking Neural Network (SNN) applications, mainly in support of a VALEO ambitious user case implementing a LIDAR sensor. CEA-Leti designed new “neuromorphic” structures to evaluate 1T-1R (one transistor – one resistive element) on top of advanced CMOS logic; their production, based on 28 nm FDSOI technology, being supported by ST Microelectronics (Crolles, France). Following development and implementation of the specific memory module in the CEA-Leti 300mm cleanroom, we finalised the interconnections to allow testing, part of which was supported by CEA-List (Saclay, near Paris) using so-called “N2D2” hardware. The TEMPO project enabled benchmarking of different memories, so CEA-Leti can now evaluate PCRAM and OxRAM resistive memories for a suitable design targeting SNN applications.

CEA-Leti in TEMPO

During the TEMPO project, CEA institutes Leti and List contributed right from novel design to hardware implementation, in CEA-Leti’s 300mm cleanroom dedicated to Spiking Neural Network (SNN) applications, mainly in support of a VALEO ambitious user case implementing a LIDAR sensor. CEA-Leti designed new “neuromorphic” structures to evaluate 1T-1R (one transistor – one resistive element) on top of advanced CMOS logic; their production, based on 28 nm FDSOI technology, being supported by ST Microelectronics (Crolles, France). Following development and implementation of the specific memory module in the CEA-Leti 300mm cleanroom, we finalised the interconnections to allow testing, part of which was supported by CEA-List (Saclay, near Paris) using so-called “N2D2” hardware. The TEMPO project enabled benchmarking of different memories, so CEA-Leti can now evaluate PCRAM and OxRAM resistive memories for a suitable design targeting SNN applications.
Objectives

The TEMPO project brought together the three premier European RTOs, industrial fabrication facilities and leading application partners in the field of neuromorphic computing, which is subject to intense global competition in view of upcoming intelligent machines. The underlying concrete aims of the TEMPO project were to:

- Enable joint development of participating European RTOs, foundries and leading application development companies in identifying emerging semiconductor technologies that best fit neuromorphic hardware and address relevant applications
- Evaluate current concepts for implementing neuromorphic hardware based on Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) at device, architecture and application levels, including power consumption, silicon area/cost, latency, energy for a given application task, memory bottlenecks, manufacturing challenges and operating frameworks
- Extend the technology roadmap driven by Integrated Circuits (ICs) designed specifically for AI and Machine Learning (ML) applications by evaluating and demonstrating the applicability of emerging technologies able to provide scalable power, performance and area benefits
- Exchange wafers between foundries and participating RTOs to facilitate demonstration of functional neuromorphic chips, thereby allowing the use of the extensive know-how of European R&D organizations for future products, while maintaining contamination-free high volume production
- Quantify the capability of the most prevalent neuromorphic hardware implementations by targeting a broad algorithmic spectrum and isolating the critical sections of each algorithm; this would include Deep Learning (DL) inference (e.g. CNNs) and SNNs
- Enable the European semiconductor industry to maintain its position at the cutting edge of neuromorphic chip development.

IMPACT

The TEMPO project has had a strong impact because it provided hardware suitable for supporting complex situations specified by industrial partners in different fields (automotive, space, health, food, industrial, etc.). Different types of memory (magnetic, ferroelectric, resistive) can be benchmarked not only for demonstrators, but also for providing a scorecard for the ecosystem and for paving the way towards facilitating future recommendations for new applications. These actions will associate the best memory hardware solution to a given requirement based on different criteria in terms of power consumption, latency, resolution, etc. The TEMPO project partners also aligned their different assets, in terms of hardware equipment and processes, to their mutual benefit in long term cooperation especially by the three prime Research, Technology and Organisation (RTO) stakeholders, namely CEA-Leti and the Imec and Fraunhofer institutes. From a long-term perspective, the TEMPO project opened up affordable, fast-track access for European SMEs and systems houses, which will have a key impact on European ecosystem sovereignty.
PHOTONICS DEVICES
The COSMICC project’s objective is to build cheap, low power optical communication systems. The project is therefore developing silicon microchips embedding photonic integrated circuits, which can send or receive high data volumes at very high speed conveyed by light in optical fibers.

CEA-Leti is contributing to the COSMICC project by developing novel devices and integrated optical transceiver circuits capable of meeting the requirements of datacenter optical communication links based on Coarse Wavelength Division Multiplexing (CWDM).

The Institute has successfully completed technological developments to upgrade its 200 mm R&D Silicon Photonics platform with the introduction of a new SiN guiding layer integrated above the Si layer along with an intermediate SiO2 spacing layer. SiN material combines several benefits: 1) it is transparent across a broad range of wavelengths due to a refractive index lower than silicon (1.88 at 1310 nm wavelength), 2) it is less prone to fabrication defects thus reducing propagation losses and, 3) its refractive index is, by an order of magnitude, less sensitive to temperature than that of silicon, which makes it particularly attractive for building low-loss athermal devices.

CEA-Leti has developed a low temperature (300 °C)-deposited SiNx material to reduce mechanical stresses and ensure compatibility with doped active components such as high-speed modulators and photodetectors in the underlying Si guiding layer. Propagation losses of monomode SiN waveguides are as low as 0.8 dB/cm compared with 3.5 dB/cm for their Si counterparts. In addition, the transition between Si and SiN layers has been optimized to ensure losses of less than 0.1 dB.

This additional low-loss SiN layer has enabled CEA-Leti to develop several key components for CWDM (Coarse Wavelength Division Multiplexing) optical transceivers including a 4-wavelength athermal (de)multiplexer (1271, 1291, 1311 and 1331 nm) and a broadband hybrid SiN/Si fiber grating coupler over 80 nm.

CEA-Leti is also designing and integrating hybrid III-V lasers on the SiN-enhanced silicon photonics platform to manufacture fully integrated, uncooled, high-speed silicon photonics transceivers operating at 100 Gb/s per fiber.
Objectives

The COSMICC project partners are key, global industrial and research leaders in the fields of silicon photonics, CMOS electronics, printed circuit board packaging, optical transceivers and datacenters. They share a strong vision that mass commercialization of Si-photonics-based transceivers can now start by upgrading the existing photonic integration platform of project partner STMicroelectronics.

COSMICC is developing on-board optical transceivers and, by combining CMOS electronics and Si-photonics with innovative high-throughput fiber attachment techniques, the developed solutions can be scaled to meet future data transmission requirements in datacenters and super-computing systems. The targeted demonstrator features a high aggregated data rate of up to 2.4 Tb/s based on 12 fibers conveying 200 Gb/s per fiber, low power consumption of less than 2 pJ/bit and low cost (approximately 0.2/ bit).

Performance characteristics improved by an order of magnitude compared with current VCSEL transceivers and early establishment of a new value chain means that COSMICC technology can potentially satisfy massive market needs at a target cost per bit unmatched by conventional WDM transceivers.

IMPACT

CEA-Leti has developed a state-of-the-art library of Si and SiN photonic devices that can be used to build photonic integrated circuits for Datacom applications. These developments have prompted creation of start-up SCINTIL Photonics and diversification towards new applications in LIDAR for automotive, High-Performance Computing (HPC) and quantum cryptography.

Publications

Emerging applications based on augmented reality are increasing the need for compact, very bright, energy efficient displays. The HILICO project is closely developing the future technologies required for this and its specific outcome will benefit the field of avionics by providing the next generation cockpit display system.
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At the project halfway point, progress has been good in relation to most of the technologies required for manufacturing LED microdisplays.

- Fully optimized, blue LED epilayers have been grown by Novagan to provide a 10µm-pitch matrix using micro-LEDs exhibiting an external quantum efficiency that exceeds 9% at 3V and an emission wavelength variation reduced by a factor of 3 (±4 nm). Both these performance characteristics are closely in line with application requirements for reaching the expected brightness of 1Mcd/m².

- While more complex than expected, the CEA-Leti-developed architecture of the CMOS backplane circuit is now ready for building the tape-out circuit.

- Coupling of the LED and CMOS has been demonstrated on the CEA-Leti technological platform. As a proof of concept, the Novagan-supplied GaN epilayer has been transferred to an 8” Si wafer and 8µm pixel/10µm pitch LED arrays have been successfully processed.

- Different light conversion strategies have been assessed, paving the way to efficient light converters:
  - 2D conversion layers: blue-to-green conversion layers based on InGaN/GaN Quantum Wells (30 x QW) have been grown on sapphire substrates by Novagan. Blue absorption of 1% per QW means that light trapping architecture will be required at pixel level. Similarly, AlInGaP QW, blue-to-red conversion layers have been successfully transferred to sapphire substrates. While optical measurements on a CEA-Leti dedicated optical bench have indicated blue-to-red down conversion, the observed strong light guiding effect suggests dedicated light extraction structures to be implemented at pixel level (under investigation at CEA-Leti).
  - Quantum dots: as an alternative approach, photo-patterned resin layers containing 2D nanoscale platelets (NPL) have also been considered. More absorbent, stable core-shell NPLs have been successfully synthesized at NEXDOT and first photo-patterning of red NPL/resist composite has been demonstrated on the CEA technological platform with pixel pitch resolution down to 10µm.
Objectives

There is growing market demand for high quality information displays in multiple application fields. This is particularly true in commercial avionics, in which high luminance displays capable of displaying readable information in a very bright environment are required. Today’s technologies do not permit manufacturing of compact displays of the required brightness combined with very low power consumption. The purpose of the HILICO project is to develop a new generation of monochrome and full color emissive GaN micro-displays offering 1920 x 1200 pixel resolution (WUXGA), 8-µm pixel pitch, very high brightness (> 1MCd/cm²) and good form factor capabilities for designing a ground-breaking, compact, see-through system for next generation avionics applications.

The project is taking up the following challenges:

- Development of high-quality, GaN-based, LED epilayers designed to fulfill targeted demonstrator performance characteristics
- Design and fabrication of an active matrix based on advanced, complementary, metal oxide semi-conductor (CMOS) technology to control each pixel
- Coupling of the LED structure and the CMOS to build a monolithic structure, on which high-precision LED arrays can be manufactured to build monochrome, active matrix, high-resolution GaN microdisplays
- Addition of color converters (quantum dots and 2D Multi-Quantum Wells layers) on blue emitting devices for manufacturing bi-color and full-color display demonstrators
- Design and manufacturing of the electronics followed by testing and assessment of the completed microdisplay device.

First demonstrators will be qualified for future commercialization.

The project consortium brings together an RTO, a major manufacturer and two SMEs. It has received a grant of 4,091,583 € with an effort of 283 person-months (PM).

IMPACT

The technology developed within the HILICO project is contributing to greater European competitiveness through rapid, massive deployment of innovative products on the microdisplay market along with head-up displays, head-mounted displays and smart eyewear devices.
Cheap, high-speed photonic components are required to cope with today’s boom in data communications, especially optical communications at Data Centers. The MASSTART project’s aim is to transform holistically the assembly and characterization of high-speed photonic transceivers, thereby drastically reducing their mass production cost. This will guarantee European leadership in the photonics industry for the next decade.

MASSTART at a glance
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MASSART

Mass Manufacturing of Transceivers for Terabit/s era

Cheap, high-speed photonic components are required to cope with today’s boom in data communications, especially optical communications at Data Centers. The MASSTART project’s aim is to transform holistically the assembly and characterization of high-speed photonic transceivers, thereby drastically reducing their mass production cost. This will guarantee European leadership in the photonics industry for the next decade.

CEA-LETI in MASSTART

CEA-LETI’s main objectives within the MASSART project are to:

• Provide access to its Photonic Device Library (Design Kit) for other project partners in order to build PICs using CEA-LETI’s building blocks
• Control the resulting designs and proceed with lithographic mask procurement
• Perform wafer manufacturing of SOI photonic circuits and on-wafer characterization using state-of-the-art testing equipment
• Participate in common project activity such as specifications, standardization, dissemination and technical discussions on design and assembly.

https://masstart.eu/
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Objectives

The MASSTART project is focusing on holistically transforming the assembly and characterization of high-speed photonic transceivers to reduce their mass production cost to 1/Gb/s or even less. This is being achieved by using enhanced scalable methods, specifically i) glass interface-based laser/Photonic Integrated Circuit (PIC) and fiber/PIC coupling and leveraging glass waveguide technology to obtain spot size and pitch converters for dramatically increasing optical I/O density, while facilitating automated assembly processes, ii) 3D packaging (TSV) enabling backside connection of high-speed PIC to an Si carrier, iii) a new generation of flip chip bonders with enhanced placement in a full assembly line compatible with Industry 4.0 to guarantee a sixfold improvement in throughput and, iv) wafer-level evaluation of assembled circuits using novel tools to reduce characterization time by a factor of 10 (down to 1 minute per device). This process flow will be assessed through fabrication and characterization of four different demonstrators, which will address the medium term requirements of next generation transceivers required by Data Center operators for inter- and intra-Data Center applications. The demonstrators are: i) a 4-channel, PSM4 module in QSFP-DD format with a 400G aggregate bit rate, ii) an 8-channel, WDM module in a QSFP-DD format with a 800G aggregate bit rate, iii) a 16-channel, WDM on-board module delivering a 1.6Tb/s aggregate line rate and, iv) a 600Gbs, tunable, single-wavelength, coherent transceiver based on the DP-64QAM modulation format on a 64Gbaud/s line rate. Finally, MASSTART is aiming for close interaction with international bodies to ensure developed technology compliance and standardization with other proposed packaging.
The aim of the MESMERISE project is to detect drugs ingested by smugglers. A dedicated method implementing a photon counting multi-energy detector have allowed us to detect such packages subject to minimum radiation exposure. Experimental results have demonstrated the system's capacity to reveal drug packages inside the human body.

CEA-Leti in Mesmerise

The project aim was achieved by using a X-ray photon counting multi-energy detector. This new technology developed by CEA-Leti and transferred to spin-off MultiX provides valuable information for an optimised radiation dose.

CEA-Leti had knowledge of the detector and the know-how for using the multi-energy information for a specific security application (airport luggage control). But the existing algorithms were unsuitable for very low dose conditions and initial images were too noisy.

We had to imagine, develop and test a dedicated «multiscale decomposition» method, which is suited to human body inspection.

This method was initially developed using the simulation tools available at the CEA-Leti laboratory. It was then validated experimentally on CEA-Leti’s test bench; this confirmed the system’s capacity to reveal the presence of drug packages ingested by smugglers. A scanning gantry was built, incorporating 10 multi-energy detectors (ME 100) supplied by MultiX, for system validation using pig carcasses and corpses.
Objectives

MESMERISE has enabled new technologies to be developed and tested (ultra low dose Multispectral X-ray transmission and Infrasonic interrogation) for non-intrusive scanning. The ultimate aim was to detect automatically and identify internally and externally concealed commodities entirely independently of human operator interpretation and training.

A novel x-ray detector featuring higher imaging resolution captures 256 channels of X-ray spectroscopic information, prompting a step change in material identification. Crucially, this resolution level allows enhanced detection of narcotics and explosives concealed in the body; a highly complex issue with currently available equipment.

A second subsystem for detecting externally concealed items based on new, intrinsically safe, technology (infrasound near-field acoustic holography) is entirely new to security screening. Low-frequency MEM micro-technology is implemented to ensure an automated no-contact pat-down function.

The two subsystems operate independently or together to provide complementary information and enhance detection of externally concealed objects. Automated algorithms for each subsystem and data fusion techniques for the combined system identify chemicals, recognize patterns and detect anomalies in any part of the body, including prosthetic elements or plasters, above a 100g threshold.

A clear exploitation route is ensured by a major body scanner manufacturer, several SMEs, universities, R&D centres, end-users and a diverse, high-quality external advisory board offering broad international input and a direct link to US counterparts.

Acceptance by society has been promoted by communications highlighting MESMERISE’s contactless nature and non-requirement for operators to view explicit images. The system is intrinsically respectful of personal dignity and privacy.

IMPACT

This project fell within the scope of CEA-Leti’s promotion of the multi-energy technology transferred to MultiX. MESMERISE developments have demonstrated the contribution of this technology to body scanning. If customs authorities (consortium members) validate the concept, this project could lead to Adani’s integration of the MultiX detector into its body scanning gantries.
The MILEDI project aims to develop ultra-small displays based on micrometer scale red, green and blue LED pixel arrays. These displays are projected to be integrated into car dashboards to provide efficient, luminous, interior screens.
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CEA-Leti's contribution to the MILEDI project involves developing blue, micro-LED arrays, preparing them for quantum dot layer coating and laser patterning, and assessing their corresponding color conversion efficiency.

During the initial project period, CEA-Leti has mainly taken color conversion measurements on luminescent materials provided by the different project partners to select the best candidate for producing red or green pixels. Several QD compositions have been tested (Cd-based and Cd-free nanoparticles) and preliminary aging has been performed to assess the material stability under luminous flux.

Micro-LED array manufacturing has also started. The main concern has been to remove the GaN growth sapphire substrate to provide high-contrast pixelated blue LED arrays. A number of trials has been conducted on mechanical samples (at chip and wafer levels) and their results will soon be reproduced on functional LED arrays.

Upcoming project work will be dedicated firstly to implementing a laser patterning technique on these LED arrays to grow locally red and green quantum dots within a polymer host matrix deposited on GaN and secondly to directly obtaining red-green-blue micro-displays.
Objectives

The MILEDI project is targeting fabrication of micro light-emitting diodes (mQDL) and micro organic light-emitting diodes (mQDO) using direct laser or electron beam patterning of nanometer scale Quantum Dots (QDs) to write the Red-Green-Blue (RGB) arrays for display production.

The main idea underpinning the project is to form the colored, green-red, light-emitting QDs directly over a matrix of blue, emitting micro QDL/QDO arrays such that the QDs act as frequency down-converters and constitute an RGB microdisplay. Both direct writing technologies will be fully developed to optimize the QD light emission spectrum of the display and its stability. Patterning resolution is expected at micrometric scales, depending on the laser spot areas and particle beam dimensions and operation. These methods, in conjunction with direct QD formation, will ensure highly flexible, simple manufacturing processes based on few steps and low chemical impact. The MILEDI approach for micro QDL and QDO RGB displays manufactured by direct laser/electron beam QD patterning will be validated by building a final prototype of Rear Projection display through the existing project supply chain.

IMPACT

The expected outcome of the program will be to enable European manufacturers to:

- Market highly competitive products by integrating wearable visualization for systems and user-centric services in business cases involving personal health care, lifestyle, sports, smart cities, smart home and 5G connectivity
- Build a Europe-centered value chain by strengthening domestic manufacturing of optical and semiconductor components and software for typical telecom, medical, sports and eyewear systems.
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The urgent need to provide miniaturized optical components has been driving the exponential growth of the micro-optics market over the last decade based on an increasing need for free-form micro-optics to address the challenges of the photonics market over the coming five to ten years.
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Aim of the project is to set up a self-sustainable pilot line for designing and manufacturing FMLA solutions and for integrating them into high added-value products.

With its unique photolithography platform, CEA-Leti is contributing to the pilot line operation processes by offering its knowledge of designing and limiting processes so as to define and validate, in conjunction with the industrial partner, the best technology for the master origination process.

One of the first applications identified with CEA-Leti’s MICROOLED partner is Si-etching-based origination for manufacturing masters, then performing chip-to-wafer integration of the final free-form lenses on the microdisplay to improve light extraction.

For other new cases, the procedure is as follows:

- Define methods for selecting and supporting pilot cases
- Provide subsidized support of up to 20 pilot cases using the €3M Pilot Case Fund, thereby mitigating the early adoption risk
- Validate the PHABULOUS pilot line open-access business model and services.

The outcome of this work will be published and presented to the scientific and industrial community to isolate new business cases compatible with PHABULOUS pilot line technologies.
Objectives

Industrial demand for Free-Form Microlens Arrays (FMLAs) is a market reality today. However, high access barriers to pre-commercial production capabilities in Europe have prevented companies, especially SMEs, from commercially exploiting FMLA technology. The aim of the PHABULOUS project is to set up a self-sustainable pilot line for designing and manufacturing FMLA solutions and for integrating them into high added-value products. The project consortium is translating urgent, high-impact industrial needs into industrially relevant predictive software packages, manufacturing tools and processes, and characterization methods for in- and off-line quality inspection and integration schemes; these developments are all necessary to successful demonstration involving pre-commercial production runs. More specifically, the PHABULOUS project aims are to:

1. Mature FMLA manufacturing processes and functionalities from current technology readiness level TRL 5 to TRL 7 and to raise the pilot line’s overall level of manufacturing readiness from MRL 5-6 to MRL 8-9 by:
   1/ adapting predictive algorithms to simulation packages,
   2/ optimizing different ultra-precision micromachining technologies for manufacturing high-quality FMLAs,
   3/ optimizing high-throughput UV imprint technologies,
   4/ integrating a surface coating technique portfolio and,
   5/ optimizing the metrology procedure

2. Implement six industrial use-cases demonstrating pilot manufacturing in their operational environment

3. Establish an open-access, sustainable, distributed pilot line infrastructure with a single entry point

4. Validate the pilot line services through implementation of 20 industrial pilot cases.

Ultimate aim of PHABULOUS is to create the infrastructure for pilot manufacturing of FMLAs, which can accelerate their market introduction and unlock multiple applications. The ecosystem represented by PHABULOUS is a particularly strong, comprehensive value chain of material suppliers, technology providers, RTOs, pilot line facility providers and product integrators/end-users.
The aim of the PICTURE project is to develop on-chip technology capable of generating light, encoding data at very high speed and emitting and collecting this light through optical fiber.
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## CEA-Leti in PICTURE

**CEA-Leti contribution to the PICTURE project**

- Enhancement of its 200 mm silicon photonics platform by implementing a new III-V on-silicon hybrid bonding scheme using a thin oxide bonding layer to produce optimized hybrid active devices such as hybrid III-V on Si lasers. These offer improved power efficiency and thermal behavior, very efficient, low-power consumption, III-V on Si hybrid capacitive modulators and photodiodes.

- Patterning, encapsulation and planarization of silicon photonics devices has been successfully optimized to obtain a high bonding yield in 20 mm on thin oxide (~20nm) as shown in the scanning acoustic microscope image, in which the black areas represent successfully bonded interfaces.

- The newly developed planarization steps involve a sequence of chemical and mechanical polishing and thin oxide deposition optimized to ensure high uniformity and selectivity above the silicon on insulator waveguides.

- Multi-die bonding technology was also developed to use expensive III-V material only where it is necessary for active devices and to use III-V epitaxial stacks based on QW or QD active layers separately optimized for the laser, the modulator and the photodetector.

The entire fabrication process of III-V on Si photonic integrated circuits is expected to be demonstrated on CEA-Leti’s 200 mm CMOS platform by the end of the project to confirm industrial manufacturability. In addition, CEA-Leti’s know-how in designing efficient, low-voltage, low-power consumption modulators has been implemented to co-design hybrid III-V on Si modulators with the project partners. Characterization of all the passive and active building blocks up to 67 GHz operation on its Automatic Prober stations is planned for when the first devices become available.
Objectives

The PICTURE project is developing photonic integration technology by bonding multi-III-V-dies of different epitaxial stacks to SOI wafers with a thinner, uniform dielectric bonding layer. This heterogeneous integration platform is expected to give higher performance lasers and photo-detectors based on the optimized III-V dies. Moreover, the thinner bonding layer could lead to outstandingly performant MOSCAP III-V/ Si modulators and to a new generation of wavelength tunable, distributed feedback lasers. The overall process including the SOI process, bonding, III-V and back-end process is being developed on a 200mm R&D CMOS line to give higher yield, smaller footprint and lower cost PICs. Two types of PICs with a total capacity of 400Gb/s are currently being developed and will soon be packaged and validated in system configuration. The PICTURE project is also developing direct growth of high-performance quantum dot lasers and selective area growth on bonded templates for the future generation of high-density PICs.

The project is coordinated by III-V Lab and its partners include the University of Southampton, CEA, University College London, Imec, Tyndall, Argotech and Nokia Bell Labs. This consortium is highly complementary and embraces all the skills required to fulfill the project objectives: growth of semiconductor materials, silicon process and III-V process, PIC design and characterization, PIC prototyping and assessment in high-bit-rate digital communication systems.

Beyond the consortium’s capacity to fulfill the project objectives, its partners have the potential to set up a comprehensive supply chain for future usage of project results either “in house” or by establishing suitable partnerships.

Publications


IMPACT

Photonic integration technology developed in the PICTURE project will allow mass production, high yield, small footprint and low cost for a new generation of PICs jointly exploiting the advantages of III-V and silicon materials. This technology will demonstrate short-reach WDM PIC, requiring high volume manufacturing and long-reach coherent PIC targeting a smaller market. The consortium is ready to supply PICTURE-based PICs to the market, therefore contributing to strengthen the Europe’s position as a market leader for the most advanced, chip level, integrated solutions.
«Photonic packaging» is a generic term that embraces all the domains needed to materialize the link between components and systems. The PIXAPP project aim is to develop a platform grouping together partners with different expertise to provide solutions to packaging problems that cannot be solve by one supplier alone.

In this project, CEA-Leti intends to develop and transfer an innovative method for self-aligning micro-lens arrays on PIC wafers. This will lead to low cost and mass production compatible optical assembly of photonic devices for various applications (from optical fiber high-speed modules to biosensors). These developments will enable accurate alignment (<1µm) of micro-lenses used to collimate or refocus the output beam.

Assessment of the proposed technology has started through groundwork on micro-lenses and PIC to ensure the best assembly. Micro-lens wafers sourced from a PIXAPP partner are post-processed to obtain pads specifically sized for self-alignment, while microbumps are grown on PIXAPP reference PIC wafers processed by IMEC. After performing this work, an assembly process is developed using self-alignment to ensure micro-lens array placement with an accuracy of less than 1µm, a perfectly clean optical surface and homogeneous underfilling to minimize optical losses. This process is controlled by physical analysis to characterize residual misalignment; optical characterization is then performed to analyze the output beam and validate the micro-lens optical design.

At development stage, this assembly process is performed on SET sub-micron alignment equipment. The accuracy of this equipment allows evaluation of the maximum acceptable initial misalignment before reflow that can be rectified by self-alignment. This parameter will determine the placement speed of micro-lens arrays on PICs for mass production.

Once the technique has been demonstrated on reference and demonstrator chips, it will be transferred to the PIXAPP partners and proposed as an available assembly method on the PIXAPP platform.
Objectives

The PIXAPP project has established the world’s first open access, Photonic Integrated Circuit (PIC), pilot assembly and packaging line. It combines a strong interdisciplinary team of Europe’s leading industrials and research organizations. PIXAPP is providing Europe’s SMEs with a unique one-stop shop, enabling them to exploit the breakthrough advantages of PIC technologies. PIXAPP bridges the «valley of death» by providing SMEs with an easy access route to taking R&D results from laboratory to market and giving them a competitive advantage over global competition. Target markets include communications, healthcare and security, which are of major socio-economic importance to Europe. PIXAPP’s manufacturing capabilities can support over 120 users per year across every manufacturing stage from prototyping to medium scale production. PIXAPP bridges gaps in the value chain from assembly and packaging to equipment optimization, testing and application demonstration. In achieving these ambitious objectives, PIXAPP has fulfilled the following actions:
1) Combining a group of Europe’s leading industrials and research organizations at a pilot line facility ensuring advanced PIC assembly and packaging
2) Developing an innovative pilot line operational model that coordinates activities between consortium partners and supports easy user access through a single entry point
3) Establishing packaging standards that provide cost-efficient assembly and packaging solutions, enabling transfer to full-scale industrial production
4) Mobilizing the highly skilled workforce required to manage and operate these industrial manufacturing facilities
5) Developing a business plan to ensure pilot line sustainability and a route to industrial production. PIXAPP delivers significant impacts to a wide stakeholder group, highlighting how industrial and research sectors can cooperate to address emerging socio-economic challenges.

IMPACT

The PIXAPP project is developing the first European photonic packaging platform offering customers mature solutions for photonic system design, development and manufacturing. CEA-Leti’s cooperation involves developing technological blocks as future solutions to specific customer requirements (e.g. mass production effective optical assembly using reliable materials within the project scope), allowing the PIXAPP platform to continue offering up-to-date solutions in the coming years.
The VIZTA project objectives are to develop innovative technologies in the field of optical sensors and laser sources for short- to long-range 3D-imaging and to demonstrate their value in several key applications in the automotive, security, smart building, mobile robotics for smart cities and Industry 4.0 sectors.
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CEA-Leti occupies a central role in the VIZTA project through its:

• Support to ST Microelectronics in achieving industrial maturity of a new generation of single photon avalanche diodes and indirect time-of-flight pixels for short-distance 3D-imaging. TCAD studies, pixel simulation and design, testing, characterization and assistance in specific technological steps have been conducted in CEA-Leti cleanrooms

• Study and silicon-based validation of complex RGB+Z pixel architectures for multimodal 2D/3D imaging. Architectures based on lock-in or SPAD pixels for depth sensing (including rolling or global shutters for the RGB imager) based on monolithic or 3D integrations using a depth sensing pixel in place of a green pixel or a full Bayer have been considered. CEA-Leti is also in charge of full color image reconstruction, i.e. interpolation of missing color components along with edge detail conservation, artefacts and noise reduction

• Simulation, design and 12+ wafer fabrication of the optical stacks including microlenses (gapless, diffractive and inner microlenses) and filters for the 3D and multi-modal innovative imagers fabricated during the project

• Investigation of new 3D integration schemes including Face-to-Back and the opportunity to include small-size TSV connections (typically 1 µm diameter)

• Research related to optimization of a silicon photonics integrated circuit offering an optical phase array function for medium-range automotive Lidars

• Development of 1D and 2D MEMS micromirrors with a new actuation system for long-range automotive Lidars.
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Objectives

The key, differentiating, 12" silicon sensing technologies developed in the VIZTA project embrace:

- Innovative sensors for SPAD and lock-in pixel for time-of-flight architecture
- On-chip solutions involving unprecedented, cost-effective NIR and RGB-Z filters
- Complex RGB+Z pixel architectures for multimodal 2D/3D imaging
- Advanced VCSEL sources including wafer-level GaAs optics and associated high-speed driver for short-range sensors.

These differentiating technologies allow development and validation of innovative 3D imaging sensor products using the following highly integrated prototype demonstrators:

- High resolution, time-of-flight ranging sensor module with integrated VCSEL, drivers, filters and optics
- Very high resolution (VGA min) depth camera sensor with integrated filters and optics.

With regard to medium- and long-range sensing, VIZTA also addresses new LiDAR systems with dedicated sources, optics and sensors. Technological development of sensors and emitters is conducted by leading semiconductor product suppliers (ST Microelectronics, Philips, III-V Lab) with the support of equipment suppliers (Amat, Semilab) and CEA-Leti RTO. The VIZTA project also features development of six demonstrators for key applications in the automotive, security, smart building, mobile robotics for smart cities and Industry 4.0 sectors based on a strong combination of industrial and academic partners (Ibeo, Veoneer, Ficosa, Beamagine, IEE, DFKI, UPC, Idemia, CEA-List, ISD, BCB, IDE, Eurecat and FCC). The VIZTA consortium brings together 23 partners from 9 European countries: France, Germany, Spain, Greece, Luxembourg, Latvia, Sweden, Hungary, and the United Kingdom.

IMPACT

The VIZTA project represents a prime opportunity for establishing Europe as a leader and worldwide supplier of advanced 3D imaging sensors and systems. This is being achieved through total control of the entire value chain from Si technologies and heterogeneous integration to system equipment makers. VIZTA is strengthening the innovation and competitiveness of its partners, in particular by enabling large volume production of high-end imaging sensors based on STMicroelectronics' wafer production capacity in Crolles, France.
POWER ELECTRONICS
Electric cars represent one of the most enhanced applications of the most recent technological innovations. Despite all the benefits, complexity and cost have also risen and their success has been limited. 3Ccar focuses on making car components simpler, more robust and affordable, spanning the entire technology from battery cells to motors.
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The main aim of the 3Ccar project is to establish a cooperative environment among almost fifty European research teams with shared visions and objectives. Such a large project is naturally divided into ten subprojects, each addressing a specific subject. Thus, three teams from CEA, CEA-Liten and CEA-Leti have been working on the following three topics:

- The aim of the Smart Battery Cell activity is to build a 48V battery module demonstrator using Smart Li-ion Cells with embedded electronics to measure cell properties, ensure safe operation and communicate with the external BMS. A CEA-Liten team has designed the best architecture and algorithms for embedded Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS), which provides an image of the internal cell condition.

- The entire vehicle powertrain falls within the scope of the Integrated Powertrain activity. CEA-Liten and CEA-Leti engineers have designed and simulated an electric motor with a built-in power controller based on GaN transistor technology.

- The Smart Semiconductors for Fuel Cell activity has addressed all the elements and devices composing a Smart Fuel Cell system. In this connection, a CEA-Liten team has developed a prototype of a DC/DC liquid cooled power converter with characteristics suitable for range extender applications and a 10-15 kW power output.

Outcomes:
- A full Smart Battery Module has been assembled in cooperation with the partners.
- CEA-Liten and CEA-Leti engineers have designed and simulated an electric motor with a built-in power controller based on GaN transistor technology.
- Simulation has proved that GaN is an affordable, reliable alternative.
- A DC/DC power converter, designed to be integrated into the top of a standard fuel cell, has been fully developed, tested at different electrical loads and given satisfactory results in terms of efficiency, output voltage stability and input current ripple.
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Components for Complexity Control in affordable electrified CARs

CEA-Leti in 3Ccar

The main aim of the 3Ccar project is to establish a cooperative environment among almost fifty European research teams with shared visions and objectives. Such a large project is naturally divided into ten subprojects, each addressing a specific subject. Thus, three teams from CEA, CEA-Liten and CEA-Leti have been working on the following three topics:

- The aim of the Smart Battery Cell activity is to build a 48V battery module demonstrator using Smart Li-ion Cells with embedded electronics to measure cell properties, ensure safe operation and communicate with the external BMS. A CEA-Liten team has designed the best architecture and algorithms for embedded Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS), which provides an image of the internal cell condition.

- The entire vehicle powertrain falls within the scope of the Integrated Powertrain activity. CEA-Liten and CEA-Leti engineers have designed and simulated an electric motor with a built-in power controller based on GaN transistor technology.

- The Smart Semiconductors for Fuel Cell activity has addressed all the elements and devices composing a Smart Fuel Cell system. In this connection, a CEA-Liten team has developed a prototype of a DC/DC liquid cooled power converter with characteristics suitable for range extender applications and a 10-15 kW power output.

Outcomes:
- A full Smart Battery Module has been assembled in cooperation with the partners.
- Results of design and simulation work for an electric motor powered by a GaN-based inverter have been encouraging. GaN technology is expected to soon replace SiC transistors, which are very expensive to produce. Simulation has proved that GaN is an affordable, reliable alternative.
- A DC/DC power converter, designed to be integrated into the top of a standard fuel cell, has been fully developed, tested at different electrical loads and given satisfactory results in terms of efficiency, output voltage stability and input current ripple.
Objectives

The 3Ccar project provides highly integrated Components for Complexity Control in thereby affordable electrified cars. New semiconductors for complexity management (through its control and reduction) offer the next level of energy efficiency in transportation systems. 3Ccar’s impact is to maximize pragmatic strategy, i.e. use semiconductor technology-based innovations to manage functionality and increased complexity. This leads to cheaper, more efficient, robust, comfortable, reliable and usable automotive systems, strengthens Europe as a whole (OEM, Tier1, Semiconductor) by generating economic growth and new jobs. 3Ccar’s impact is driven vertically by innovations and horizontally by promoting growth and deployment in industry based on perceived European values. European engineers are recognized as developers, who ensure highest efficiency, convergence and manageable complexity. Our society values long-life products since they curtail waste. Fifty partners and a 55 M€ budget offer the overwhelming majority for innovative products, such as functional integrated powertrains and smart battery cells, unique selling features that enable Europe to advance towards global leadership. An important feature of the project has been to recognize and exploit synergies with other EU projects to allow rapid innovation cycles between aligned projects. The 55 M€ budget and 10 B€ impact generate an R&D expenditure ratio of 200, which is ten times higher than the semiconductor average and represents very strong innovation potential for transfer to the car and semiconductor industries. The technologies developed in the 3Ccar project are intended for worldwide commercialization, while promoting European OEMs wishing to manufacture in Europe. 3Ccar involves the standardization needed to ensure the setting up of large vertical supply chains. 3Ccar proves that cooperation between industry, research institutes, governments and customers is pivotal to excellence in Europe.

IMPACT

CEA research teams at CEA-Liten and CEA-Leti institutes have acquired additional knowledge in the development of e-motors and inverters. This has prompted take-up of new projects involving e-vehicles, in which CEA is designing and developing a new generation of GaN-based inverters in cooperation with industrial partners. The 3Ccar project has led to new cooperative research at European level ranging from battery-powered mobility to new e-vehicles.
Federating European Electronics Ecosystems for Competitive Electronics Industries

5E is a coordination and support project to federate European electronics ecosystems. It aims to describe and federate three European electronics sectors, namely nanoelectronics, flexible and wearable electronics, and electronic smart systems.

CEA-Leti in 5E

CEA-Leti’s main contribution to the 5E project involves supervising the joint vision of the three electronics areas by:

- Describing a unified landscape for the three electronics areas and their interfaces (nanoelectronics, flexible and wearable electronics and electronic smart systems)
- Identifying white spots at these interfaces
- Developing a joint vision for competitive electronics industries in Europe
Objectives

European decision makers acknowledge the challenges that the electronics industry faces within a context of fierce global competition. Launching large-scale investments and supporting actions, including ECSEL, PENTA and IPCEI, for driving innovation are an important step towards strengthening this key economic sector. Europe needs long-term visions and strategies for its entire electronics industry in order to maintain a competitive edge and foster value creation. Revision of the EC electronics strategy represents a major ongoing contribution and this will be taken into account in the project. Simultaneously, industrial and societal digitization is a megatrend that urgently requires electronics for the hardware building blocks that complement and interact with other areas such as software, communications, computing, robotics and photonics.

The 5E project is underpinning digitization and is specifically supporting the electronics industry in seizing opportunities by federating (not merging) the three European electronics ecosystems. This will be achieved by developing a joint vision based on the state of the art and by focusing on interfaces and opportunities for collaboration and cross-fertilization. A technology and application meta-roadmap has been drawn up and implemented in the three electronics areas as well as in application sectors, digitization areas and on both European and regional policy levels. Dedicated actions are planned to reinforce cooperation and outreach across Europe - in all relevant value chains, sectors, areas and target groups – and at the international level. Targeted actions are reaching out to EU projects, major industry, SMEs, start-ups, demand-side users and the wider public; they include a toolbox, digital library and showcase as well as a contest. Seven influential partners with deep technological and methodological expertise have joined forces and are supported by 37 associate partners (industry, demand-side, digitization, and regions).

IMPACT

On the European scale, the 5E project is creating and developing a broad-based community and network of research partners to generate new research ideas and innovation.

A common roadmap for European electronics sectors is also being drawn up.
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ModulED

Modular Electric Drivetrains

The ModulED project is researching and building a new powertrain for 3rd generation electric vehicles based on mass production and lower cost requirements.

CEA-Leti in ModulED

CEA-Leti is coordinator of the ModulED project.

- CEA-Leti is involved in developing the power electronics for ModulED along with a >100 kW, gallium nitride (GaN) semiconductor-based inverter for automotive applications dedicated to a new generation of multiphase high-speed motors (up to 22,500 rpm). Using GaN devices reduces the inverter volume and increases its efficiency due to low on-state resistance and unrivalled switching performance.

- CEA-Leti is working on parallelization of discrete components to increase the current capability of the GaN inverter (up to 4 parallel discrete devices achieved). This increased current capacity will increase torque and hence vehicle acceleration. The Institute has successfully performed parallelization for 2 discrete devices (tested at 300 V, 90 A). It has also performed parallelization with 4 discrete devices (up to 200 V / 60 A) and is continuing work on this configuration.

- CEA-Leti is addressing mechanical integration inside the motor housing to ensure optimum system compactness (motor + transmission + gearbox + inverter + cooling). To achieve this, the Institute is cooperating closely with a European partner for integration of the power electronics as close as possible to the motor (inside the housing) along with the related fluid cooling system.

- CEA-Leti is also involved in the local control and communication interface between the power part, the control part and the driver. This interface, also located within the motor housing, is designed to detect failures, high temperatures, bad commands and system switching to safety mode. The main objectives are to first protect the driver in the car and then protect the mechanical, electrical and magnetic equipment in the system.
Objectives

Electrification of passenger cars and light-duty vehicles will have a knock-on effect on reducing greenhouse gas emission from the transport sector, which remains the highest emitter due to fossil fuel-powered engines. However, the maturity of electrical drives and electrical engines needs a final push to achieve better performance, comfort and lower cost to prompt mass adoption of electric vehicles in Europe and beyond. ModulED is aimed at developing a new generation of modular electric engine based around a buried-permanent magnet motor with limited use of rare earth metals and an electric drivetrain for various configurations of Full and Hybrid Electric Vehicles (taking into account cost, environmental impact, efficiency and mass production readiness). The multiphase e-motor will integrate the latest GaN inverter for power electronics, advanced control with higher fault tolerance and advanced cooling features based on reduced sizing and higher efficiency. It will be coupled with a performance electrical drive and transmission adapting new regenerative braking strategies. The project takes into account industrial and user requirements as well as environmental impacts, through life cycle analysis, to gear activities towards full vehicle design and production of each component and the entire powertrain. New virtual models will be developed for reliable design and simulation of all component features. Demonstration on a BMW i3 or similar vehicle will be performed on project completion to validate the high-performance powertrain. ModulED associates nine cutting edge partners from automotive, power electronics and powertrain specialists with three research centers, three Tier-1 suppliers and SMEs.

IMPACT

The GaN inverter will be the world’s first to be integrated into an automotive application and into a motor housing. The ModulED project will demonstrate the relevance of GaN technology for automotive applications and the reality of its challenge to SiC technology (same breakdown voltage, 650 V and lower voltage), which is mature and currently used by industry.

Publications
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CEA-Leti European Activities Report 2018-2019
The aim of the NENUFAR project is to produce a complete, innovative, battery system designed to reduce weight, increase power density and ensure a high safety level for aeronautic applications. The system architecture integrates a Li-Ion battery coupled with a battery charger and a battery controller to ensure optimum energy usage. The Li-Ion battery and charger design focuses on technologies enabling a major reduction in overall system weight. This project is conducted by different European entities including CEA-Liten, Friedrich-Alexander University, CEA-Leti, Arkema, TTech and with the close cooperation end-user TAES.
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The original project program was to develop an isolated bidirectional charger that couples the LV battery and LVDC bus. The system architecture defined in 2018 (defined in 2018) now requires development of a unidirectional isolated converter that couples the LV battery and LV bus with the aircraft’s 3-phase AC main supply. This AC/DC converter is called the LV converter.

Work achieved
In the main, 2018 was used to define the system architecture with CEA-Leti’s contribution being the final choice.
In parallel, CEA-Leti drafted the specification for the LV converter specification, which was delivered in December 2018. Its architecture, shown in Figure 3, is based on a 2-stage topology.
In 2019, CEA-Leti designed the LV converter’s first RUN for first mock-up early in 2020.

This included:
- A theoretical study to define the right topology
- Design and the fabrication of the LV converter
- First tests of the converter to provide inputs for the second RUN leading to the prototype.
Objectives

The combined challenges facing European aviation due to continuous traffic growth, rising fuel costs, stricter emission and noise targets set by the FlightPath 2050 goals and ever greater global competition require development of new breakthrough technologies.

The specific challenge of building more efficient, cost effective green aircraft by the year 2050 highlights the need for breakthrough innovations to support the transition from existing fuel-based energy sources, including hydraulic and pneumatic, to electrification, while increasing availability, reliability and maintainability. However, despite the stakeholders’ strong desire to build the electrical plane, the community remains conscious of the major electrical aviation challenges, specifically:

• Energy storage capacity. The increase in power consumption due to expanding airline customer needs has resulted in a major problem: current equipment systems that supply, generate, distribute, transmit and consume power result in inefficient use of on-board power.
• Weight reduction. Electrical energy technologies are often heavier than conventional solutions, which perpetuated weight reduction in this sector.
• Safety level. Reliability and safety levels are very high in aeronautics compared with other sectors. Safety is a dominant criterion in choosing a technical solution and this makes reliability and safety two fundamental research issues.

IMPACT

The aim of the NENUFAR project was to optimize battery system architecture in terms of performance and safety for the next generation of aircraft using Li-ion batteries. This was achieved thanks to close cooperation with TAES spanning specifications to final prototype through ensuring key choices such as overall electrical architecture, battery technology and converter topology. On the CEA-Leti side, the converter allows us to merge the battery charger and the LV bus power supply into a single converter. This has a major impact on the power density of the complete system.

Publications


2. Univ. Grenoble Alpes, CEA, Liten, DEHT F-38054 Grenoble, France.

MEA (More Electrical Aircraft) 2019, 6th and 7th of February.
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The 3D-MUSE project embraces research and development of smart sensor interfaces using 3D sequential technology. This allows 2 layers of electronic devices to be stacked and «systems-in-cube» to be built based on digital/analog, fine-grained partitioning using a very high 3D interconnect density.

During the first two years of the 3D-MUSE project, 2 prime contributions have been made in the fields of 3D sequential technology and Process Design Kit (PDK) development.

The milestone in process integration is validation of analog layer stability. This means that CEA-Leti CoolCube™ technology is now compatible with analog or digital partitioning and MOS analog device specification is achieved.

The milestone in PDK development is availability of a complete Electronic Design Automation (EDA) environment for designing proof-of-concept technological and application test vehicles. This environment has been deployed across all our partners involved in the test chip design.

The attached figure shows the 3D sequential technology stack and the design environment for the 3D-MUSE proof of concept.
Objectives

The Internet of Things (IoT) is composed of connected devices that are characterized by their interaction with the environment via a plethora of sensors and actuators. The trend is towards ever more complex interactions and therefore more sensors of different types integrated into the same product, which requires, in turn, the processing capability to handle all the sensors. At the same time, these systems are expected to continue performing at an ever lower power budget, preferably as low as to be able to operate purely from power scavenging. The cost also needs to be moderate. The electronics at the heart of such a system needs to be mixed-signal electronics interfacing with analog sensors and actuators but it must also supply the necessary digital processing power.

3D-MUSE is spearheading the progression from what we refer to as ‘systems-in-stack’ to true ‘systems-in-cube’ enabled by monolithic/sequential 3D integration. The former is defined as a 3D system characterized by locating functional blocks within a single plane in the typically parallel/wafer-bonding 3D integration stack, while the latter offer freedom of interconnect density in the third dimension of sequential 3D integration by implementing functional blocks in a volume of multiple tiers. We have demonstrated this concept by designing novel architectures for micro-circuits in a volume using a two tier, 3D sequential integration process. We have identified mixed-signal circuits as a major bottleneck in functional performance scaling of sensor nodes and smart sensors in IoT and cyberphysical systems. But they are also excellent candidates for beneficial trade-offs, when implemented as circuits in a volume by using two specialize tiers, one for analog device options and the other for optimal digital designs. We refer to such a technology as ‘multiprocess’ sequential 3D integration.

Publications


IMPACT

Multiple actions have been undertaken to disseminate and promote 3D sequential (CoolCube™) technology developed by CEA-Leti; a number of keystone publications are listed below. CEA-Leti has take, part in several conferences and workshops and has published technical and survey articles. Several world leaders in the semiconductor field (IDM, fabless, EDA vendors, etc.) have been contacted.
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The 5G-ALLSTAR project paves the way to 6G with 3D super connectivity. It demonstrates multiple access, combining cellular and satellite access technologies, to ensure high service availability, service continuity and network reliability over a wide area.
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In addition to ensuring 5G-ALLSTAR project coordination, CEA-Leti is:

- Investigating algorithms, which will be developed at the physical layer, for the terrestrial part of a 5G multi-access system. Their purpose is to mitigate the spectrum interference that occurs when several access systems share the same or adjacent bands. Interference may come from other terrestrial systems like 4G or WiFi or from satellite systems. The studies include not only time and frequency filtering as an option for decreasing out-of-band rejections, but also interference cancellation algorithms. The 5G NR physical layer (release 15), i.e. CP-OFDM (Cyclic Prefix Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing), serves as a basis for the work

- Contributing to the Proof of Concept. The aim of the project is to ensure technology demonstration of the feasibility of mmWave-based 5G access networks capable of providing broadband and low-latency 5G services. Demonstration requires CEA-Leti to produce a real-time FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array)-based Layer 1 modem, operating in the millimeter wave band, featuring an embedded light MAC (Medium Access Control) hosted on the ARM processor of the digital board. High speed Analog to Digital and Digital to Analog Converters will be used to transmit and receive in Intermediate Frequency for the tests with a channel emulator. Off-the-shelf Radio Frequency front-end and off-the-shelf antennas will be used for airborne transmission. This approach allows the previously designed layers to be evaluated under real conditions.

5G-ALLSTAR at a glance

36 months
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Objectives

5G Communication Networks are today mature enough for developing key enabling technologies that allow for extended Proof of Concepts (PoC). Although standardization of 5G is yet to be finalized, 5G players have already reached general agreement on key enabling technologies, architecture and deployment scenarios for 5G networks. The 5G community is now looking to translate 5G use cases, vertical industry requirements and 5G adoption ambitions into viable business cases. However, support of 5G new services and seamless connectivity across various vertical industries and highly diverse use cases still requires integration of multiple access technologies. 5G-ALLSTAR builds on the outcomes and the cooperation experience of the 5GCHAMPION project to design, develop, evaluate and trial multi-connectivity based on multiple access, combining cellular and satellite access technologies to support seamless reliable and ubiquitous broadband services. The project aims to validate system interoperability, to provide global connectivity and support mission critical applications of interest in European and Korean regions. To this end, 5G-ALLSTAR is developing selected technologies and targeting a set of PoCs to validate and demonstrate in a heterogeneous real setup, i) a 5G cellular mmWave access system for broadband and low-latency 5G services, ii) new radio-based feasibility of satellite access for broadband and reliable 5G services, iii) multi-connectivity support based on cellular and satellite access, iv) spectrum sharing between cellular and satellite access. The project is also actively contributing to, v) global 5G standardization including 3GPP and ETSI, focusing on multi-RAT interoperability and New Radio-based satellite access, vi) creation of cross-regional lasting synergy for 5G research, innovation and commercialization through value proposal assessment for vertical industries.

IMPACT

The 5G-ALLSTAR project positions Europe as a major player in 3GPP New Radio (5G) standardization via the inclusion of satellite connectivity in releases 16 and 17. Moreover, the project fosters close interaction between European and Asian ecosystems on 5G and beyond.
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Radio connectivity is key to higher levels of vehicle autonomy, while increasing safety and providing entertainment. Maintaining connectivity and automated mobility across borders is a challenge. The 5G CARMEN project will deploy 5G cells for extensive testing in the Bologna-Munich corridor.
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5G for Connected and Automated Road Mobility in the European Union

Radio connectivity is key to higher levels of vehicle autonomy, while increasing safety and providing entertainment. Maintaining connectivity and automated mobility across borders is a challenge. The 5G CARMEN project will deploy 5G cells for extensive testing in the Bologna-Munich corridor.

CEA-Leti in 5G-CARMEN

Connected mobility can be envisaged in two ways.

Firstly, each vehicle estimates its own position/speed/acceleration, heading, etc. from raw GPS data, an inertial unit, an odometer/wheel speed counter, etc. It is assumed that the vehicle estimates error statistics characterizing the uncertainty associated with this information. Positional data and related error statistics are then transmitted via V2X (possibly over multiple hops) at regular intervals or in an event-driven way. The goal is to find the best compromise between:

- Transmitted data size/rate, data availability/latency, coverage/depth of cooperation (e.g. number of hops)
- Confidence in neighbors’ predicted trajectories.

More data and/or more frequent transmissions imply more accurate trajectory/intention predictions on the time horizon but also more transmission errors due to increased channel load.

Secondly, each vehicle elaborates and updates a local car-centric map of its physical environment, e.g. a Lidar-based occupancy map (with positions of not only neighboring vehicles, but also passive obstacles). Using V2X, the maps are shared so that each vehicle receives maps (possibly in a compressed form) from neighboring vehicles and/or from fixed infrastructural elements. Finally, each vehicle can merge the received information (using a state-of-the-art data fusion algorithm) to obtain a refined local map that goes beyond its immediate physical sensing capabilities (in terms of coverage), while increasing its resolution/reliability. As in the previous case, the quantity of exchanged data, their refreshment rate and the size of the covered zone impact on the quality of the map to be assessed.

CEA-Leti’s goal is to use its simulation tools (automotive traffic simulator and radio V2X simulator including realistic propagation models) to evaluate these two approaches in scenarios such as “changing lane” on a highway.
Objectives

European mobility is changing in extraordinary ways: growing urbanization, environmental considerations and safety are just a few of the key indicators of current trends. Road infrastructures and vehicles are blending with the digital world, becoming always-connected, automated and intelligent, delivering optimum experiences to passengers, addressing societal goals (emission and accident reduction) and economic needs (vehicles as smart-living environments). In this respect, the European Union is pushing for large-scale collaborative cross-border validation activities involving cooperative, connected and automated mobility. 5G CARMEN addresses these challenges by harnessing the concept of “Mobility Corridors”. Key European industries, academics and innovative SMEs are committing to a world-wide impact by conducting extensive trials on a major corridor (measured by people/goods traffic volume) from Bologna to Munich, which embraces 600 km of roads connecting three European regions (Bavaria, Tirol and Trentino/South Tyrol) across three countries. Vehicle maneuver negotiation (at various levels of automation), infotainment and emission control in sensitive areas are the cross-border use cases targeted by 5G-CARMEN managers to maximize the project’s commercial, societal and environmental impact.

The project aim is to build a 5G-enabled corridor for conducting cross-border trials with a mixture of 5G micro- and macro-cells deployed for ubiquitous C-V2X connectivity. The 5G New Radio supports latency sensitive and/or bandwidth hungry services and applications. The project leverages a distributed mobile edge cloud from the vehicle itself to the centralized cloud. Multi-tenancy and neutral host concepts are implemented to deliver a final platform capable of enabling new business models. 5G-CARMEN uses C-V2X, complemented by LTE and C-ITS technologies, for targeting interoperability and harnessing a hybrid network.

IMPACT

Development of connected cars and autonomous driving is one of Europe principal ambitions. CEA-Leti’s wishes to contribute to its success by defining innovative cooperation schemes between vehicles and infrastructure via exchanges of information such as awareness data and/or vehicle environment maps.
The 5GCHAMPION project was launched in June 2016 as one of three first projects within the cooperation framework between MIST (Korean Ministry of Science) and the European Commission. Its ambition was to develop key enabling technologies for a proof-of-concept environment to be showcased at the 2018 Winter Olympics in PyeongChang, Korea.

CEA-Leti was the project coordinator. In addition to management, dissemination and communication activities, the Institute’s contributions focused on designing electronically steerable antennas and implementing algorithms for high capacity mmWave backhauling/fronthauling. CEA-Leti was also involved in defining and implementing the test bed dedicated to an NB-IoT over satellite channel, including PHY layer definition, testing and validation using a channel emulator.

CEA-Leti developed electronically reconfigurable Transmitarray antennas for backhauling and fronthauling at 28 GHz and designed RF impairment compensation algorithms resistant to high order modulation. It also investigated solutions for jointly using high order modulation and spatial multiplexing and for signal transmission in highly time-variant channels. Finally, it investigated advanced mobility management solutions based on the C/U plane split.

CEA-Leti proposed and compared various waveform candidates for meeting the requirements of 5G NB-IoT, such as critical applications. Waveforms in existing or coming standards under the 3GPP framework were considered (e.g. LTE category-M, LORA, Sigfox, NB-IoT). The 5G-like waveform (e.g. filtered multicarrier) was adapted to the specific requirements of low cost, low power consumption and satellite constraints (RF characteristic/performance, satellite channel characteristics). CEA-Leti investigated enhanced waveforms to lower PAPR as much as possible, while maintaining reasonable complexity on the transmitter side. New or improved waveforms were proposed on the basis of this.

CEA-Leti took part in integrating the 5G CHAMPION proof of concept for the backhauling solution. It implemented the specified experimentation satellite access test bed using an existing flexible hardware platform (dedicated hardware design with possible hardware in-the-loop component) and its in-house channel emulator. Finally, it took part in validation and the demonstration activities.
Objectives

The 5GCHAMPION project ensured maximum visibility for available technology two years ahead of 2020, the year of 5G’s official launching. 5GCHAMPION provided an efficient Korean/European cooperation framework, established new research and business relationships among consortium partners and guaranteed continued cross-fertilization and thought leadership after the project lifetime. Its success was strategic for Korea and Europe in terms of maximizing impact through a common Korean/European position. Joint forces would introduce the novel technologies to global standards and regulation bodies, such as 3GPP, ETSI, IETF, ITU, etc., to thereby maximize impact through a common Korean/European position. Technical key contributions included, i) a complex 5G set-up operating inside and close to the PyeongChang Olympic venue, which addressed indoor and outdoor propagation channels in mmWave and below in the 6GHz spectrum, ii) high-speed broadband connection via mmWave high capacity backhaul in the 24-28 GHz spectrum using novel antenna arrays for wireless back/front-hauling, enabling >2Gbps, iii) advanced evolved packet core solutions for efficient system management with virtualization through NFV/SDN in a secure backhaul architecture as well as novel SDN-based IPsec tunnel architecture, iv) novel accurate positioning solutions (<1m accuracy) using mmWave combined with GNSS PPP, v) direct UL/DL communication between satellites and 5G User Equipment ‘as is’ and establishment of a corresponding first proof of concept, vi) improved mobility support through a novel small cell architecture and hybrid adaptive beamforming. The overall project goal was to achieve a highly energy efficient system approach: a key requirement and challenge for 5G.

The major contribution of the 5GCHAMPION project was to prove the concept of a full 5G test bed including indoor and outdoor backhaul links and a core network. This PoC was demonstrated in Gangneung on February 20 - 22, 2018. Its technical results have been published and presented in over 37 accepted conference contributions and 13 accepted journal papers. A special issue of the ETRI journal was published, more than 40 press releases were issued and a 5G workshop was held in Seoul.

IMPACT

The major contribution of the 5GCHAMPION project was to prove the concept of a full 5G test bed including indoor and outdoor backhaul links and a core network. This PoC was demonstrated in Gangneung on February 20 - 22, 2018. Its technical results have been published and presented in over 37 accepted conference contributions and 13 accepted journal papers. A special issue of the ETRI journal was published, more than 40 press releases were issued and a 5G workshop was held in Seoul.

Publications

- First intercontinental 5G trial begins at winter Olympics: the 5G Champion project shows off a 5G link between South Korea and Finland, IEEE Spectrum, 21 Feb. 2018.
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CEA-Leti European Activities Report 2018-2019
The 5G-CONNI project is investigating and demonstrating how 5G can enhance industry by creating Smart Factories, in which private 5G networks can be deployed. Network and cloud technologies are being developed and showcased through a multi-site testbed. Parallel private network deployment strategies and new business models are being investigated.
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CEA-Leti’s expected outcomes of the 5G-CONNI project are:

1. Increased know-how in connectivity for the “Factories of the Future” (FoF)
2. Definition of private 5G factory network requirements and evaluation methodology
3. Design of lower layers of 5G to accommodate Ultra Reliability, Low Latency Communications (URLLC) for FoFs
4. Joint optimization of VNF deployment and cloud resource allocation based on distributed AI mechanisms.
Objectives

The fifth generation of mobile communication networks (5G) is foreseen as key enabling technology for the industrial revolution’s fourth stage, commonly called “Industry 4.0”. Future Smart Factories envisaged in this context will leverage Industry 4.0 and 5G technology to increase flexibility and efficiency of manufacturing processes, thereby ensuring global competitiveness of industrial manufacturing. While 5G technologies, such as network slicing, may accommodate industrial applications in public networks, Private 5G Networks, operating locally and highly optimized towards specific applications, are a disruptive emerging approach to meeting the specific demands of industrial use cases. Building on the premise of Private 5G Networks, the 5G-CONNI project aims to provide an integrated end-to-end 5G test and demonstration network for industrial applications, leveraging current results from standardization and related research projects. Major contributions of the project consist in defining new Private 5G Network architectures and operator models, measurements and tools for application specific network planning, tuning, monitoring and developing innovative technologies and enabling components in the context of URLLC radio communication, mobile edge computing, core network design and joint optimization of these components. Two interconnected industrial trial sites at manufacturing facilities in Europe and Taiwan are being set up. Selected use cases will be tested at these sites and integrated into an end-to-end industrial Private 5G Network demonstrator. This will be used for technology verification and in-depth KPI analysis. The project results will be fed back to the relevant standardization bodies and industry forums, and used as input for the use of regulatory institutions in Europe and Taiwan in shaping private network operating requirements.

IMPACT

The project was launched at the end of 2019. Its expected impacts are:

• Proving feasibility of private 5G networks, while defining new operator models and developing planning tools and edge cloud technologies for efficient deployments
• Contributing to understanding and transferring knowledge of how to plan, deploy, operate and maintain a private 5G network in a factory
• Demonstrating industrial applications in real-world 5G trial systems, potentially with global interconnectivity
• Contributing to triggering and facilitating rapid adoption of 5G-CONNI key concepts by industrial players
• Contributing to standards and regulations aiming at private industrial 5G for working towards harmonized spectrum and numbering regulation.
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The 5G-GaN2 project is aimed at developing new industrial technologies to enable faster data transfers for 5G wireless networks by using higher operating frequencies. To achieve this, efforts have focused on material development (gallium nitride), packaging design (heat dissipation) and circuit design based around new architectures.

Keywords
5G
GaN
RF
System in Package

The first project contribution involves demonstration of CMOS-compatible 200 mm GaN on Si epitaxy and subsequent Ka band (26.5 to 40 GHz) transistor processing:

- Epitaxy: GaN epitaxy on HR (High Resistivity) silicon substrates has been fine-tuned to reduce RF losses from 2.5 db/mm to 0.8 dB/mm. This is sufficient for current transistor integration work, but further improvement (<0.4 dB/mm) is required to demonstrate high performance transistors
- Ohmic contact brick: high performance, innovative and CMOS-compatible, ion-implanted ohmic contacts have been demonstrated (0.06 Ohm.mm)
- Transistor: transistor and test structure have been designed and corresponding mask set ERIS, combining optical and e-beam lithography, has been completed. CMOS compatible Ka-band transistor process flow has been defined (Au-free, lift-off free).

The second project contribution involves a System in Package (SiP) solution for mm wave devices:

- Advanced packaging solutions: fan-out wafer level packaging (FOWLP) in chip first face down configuration has been selected for 5G base transceiver station (BTS) applications. This solution includes an innovative molding opening for thermal dissipation
- Thermal simulation for material and design optimization
- SIP design of the first demonstrator dedicated to 5G BTS @26-28 GHz
- SIP building block development: use of CEA-Leti’s 200 mm clean room facility for the FOWLP solution and a subcontractor for molding compound removal by laser
- Moisture protection barrier layer at wafer level: work is ongoing to select the best coating material for withstanding 85°C / 85% RH for 1000h under bias
- Design and simulation of highly linear 45nm RF SOI T/R switch for 39-GHz FEM SiP: RF simulated performance of the switch approaches performance found in silicon state of the art with ~2 dB insertion loss, ~20 dB isolation and adequate matching in both TX and RX modes. The IP1dB is +32.5 dBm.
Objectives

A new generation of communication infrastructures is currently being developed. Fifth generation (5G) communications technologies will provide internet access to a wide range of applications spanning billions of low data rate sensors to high resolution video streaming. The 5G network is designed to scale across these different use cases and is expected to use different radio access technologies for each use case.

To support very high data rates, 5G is projected to use wide bandwidth spectrum allocation at mm-wave frequencies. The bandwidth provided at mm-wave frequencies (above 24 GHz) is more than 10 times as broad as that in the lower bands (sub 6 GHz). However, the move to mm-waves comes with a drawback, specifically increased path loss. This makes it extremely challenging to provide coverage at mm-wave frequencies.

A partial remedy is to use beamforming to direct radio energy to a specific user. In some deployment scenarios, beamforming is insufficient and output power must also be increased. A major challenge is to bring affordable, high-performance mm-wave active antenna arrays into production. At present, there is market demand for these systems but there is still a capability gap.

The main objectives of the “5G_GaN” project are to lower substantially cost and power consumption and to increase the output power of mm-wave active antenna systems. Advanced Gallium Nitride (GaN) technology has been retained to achieve maximum output power and energy efficiency. High-volume, low-cost packaging and integration techniques developed for digital applications are being considered to achieve the cost and integration targets.

A number of application-driven demonstrators are planned for highlighting the capabilities of the developed technology. Their role is to guide the technology development towards maximum impact and take-up in the post-design phase. The consortium embraces the complete value chain including wafer suppliers, semiconductor fabrication and system integrators. Key universities and research institutes are guaranteeing academic excellence throughout the project.

IMPACT

- Development of CMOS compatible technology on GaN/Si substrates will facilitate transfer to partner XFAB (GaN device foundry). Ion-implanted Ohmic contact is a promising alternative to the more complex technique used by the majority of stakeholders in this field.

- FOWLP technology, including a thermal management solution, will allow development of low-cost, high-performance FEM components, circuits and SiPs for mm waves, 5G and SatCom applications in the 28 GHz, 39 GHz and 80 GHz range of frequencies.
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5G-HEART project addresses 5G wireless communication and its evolution across different activity sectors such as health, transport and aquaculture. The overall objective is then to define and validate the cost efficient 5G converged network concepts that will an intelligent hub supported by multiple vertical industries.

http://5gheart.org/
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CEA is contributing to two use cases:

- Healthcare and Transport
  The issue at stake is to localize people wearing an LPWA (Low Power Wide Area, such as LoRa, 4G or 5G Nb-IoT) tag (e.g. victims of cardiac arrest) and possibly defibrillators. The objective is to assess the robustness of this technique in non-line-of-sight situations in both indoor and outdoor conditions.

- Transport
  The objective for CEA-Leti is to study cooperation between vehicles sharing local maps to obtain an extended view of the surroundings. The CEA-Leti will simulate and evaluate the trade-off between, for example vehicle position refreshment rates, map resolution and warning message latency under various operating conditions (e.g. car traffic density and speed). A higher position refreshment rate leads to improved map quality at the expense of possible radio traffic overload, which can lead to packet losses and eventually a reduction in map quality.
Objectives

Healthcare, transport and food verticals are hugely important in Europe in terms of jobs, turnover (together exceeding €3 trillion) and export trade. Moreover, they are vital from a social perspective in relation to better healthcare outcomes, safer transportation and safer, more sustainable, food production. 5G is important for these verticals in terms of improvements ensuring utility, efficient processes and safety for others.

5G-HEART validation trials focus on these vital vertical use cases in healthcare, transport and aquaculture. In the health area, 5G-HEART will validate pillcams for automatic screening detection of colon cancer and vital sign patches with advanced geo-localization as well as 5G AR/VR paramedical services. In the transport area, 5G-HEART will validate autonomous/assisted/remote driving and vehicle data services. Regarding food, the project will focus on 5G-based transformation of aquaculture sector (worldwide importance for Norway, Greece and Ireland).

The infrastructure shared by these verticals will host important innovations: slicing as a service, resource orchestration in access/core and cloud/edge segments with live user environments. Novel applications and devices (e.g. underwater drones, car components, and healthcare devices) will be developed. On-site trials will be held at 5G-Vinni (Oslo, Norway), 5Genesis (Surrey, UK), 5G-EVE (Athens, Greece) and at Oulu (Finland) and Groningen (Netherlands). Their results will be integrated to create a powerful and sustainable platform, on which slice concurrency will be validated at scale.

The project consortium includes major vertical players, research/academic institutions and SMEs. The partners have proven know-how in 5G, vertical applications, standardization, business modelling, prototyping, trials and demonstrations.

5G-HEART KPI validation will ensure improved healthcare, public safety, farm management and business models in a 5G market to stimulate massive business opportunities within and beyond the project scope.

IMPACT

In the healthcare use case, 5G-HEART will be of great assistance in locating people awaiting rescue using low cost radio devices. In the transport use case, cooperation between cars and/or between cars and infrastructure is an issue currently considered in ETSI. Assessment of cooperation benefits in terms of local dynamic maps could accelerate their standardization in ETSI.
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The 5G MiEdge project is designing very high speed wireless services based on integrating two novel technologies: millimeter wave communications, which provide the access to multiple previously unused resources, and mobile computing, which allows very fast signal processing next to end users.
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In the 5G MiEdge project, CEA-Leti has developed new solutions involving millimeter wave communications and mobile edge cloud technologies. The Institute has expanded its system level simulator to characterize and assess future mobile networks.

CEA-Leti’s specific outcomes of 5G MiEdge are:

- Contributing to defining the 5G ecosystem, its management and operation
- Contributing to defining possible use cases, scenarios and system architecture in 5G MiEdge
- Investigating joint beam steering and beam forming mechanisms to improve user data rate and minimize co-channel interference in a mmWave access network
- Investigating stochastic geometry-based solutions to mathematically modelling network performance with respect to deployment parameters such as base station density, transmission power and antenna gains
- Designing learning mechanisms to draw up real-time context aware maps describing available communication and computation resources
- Designing clustering techniques aimed at finding a suitable clustering of communication and computation nodes
- Assessing proposed mechanisms through system level simulations
- Co-organizing dissemination at international conferences and scientific events. CEA-Leti is also supporting active links with other current projects involving CEA such as 5G Champion and Speed 5G
- Disseminating 5G MiEdge results through conferences and journal papers.
**Objectives**

**Project Aim 1.** To research, develop and prove the 5G based MiEdge concept, whose viability is evaluated by detailed theoretical and numerical analysis and prototyped for proof of concept.

**Project Aim 2.** To develop transmission schemes and protocols of mmWave access/backhauling designed to assist the mobile edge cloud in caching/prefetching and thereby ensuring ultra-high speed, low latency service delivery resilient to network bottlenecks, such as backhaul congestion, user density and mission-critical service deployment based on three target scenarios: a stadium, an office and a train/station.

**Project Aim 3.** To develop novel ultra-lean and inter-operable control signaling over 3GPP LTE to provide liquid ubiquitous coverage in 5G networks based on acquisition of context information and forecasting of traffic requirements, thereby enabling proactive orchestration of mmWave edge cloud communication/computation resources.

**Project Aim 4.** To develop user/application-centric orchestration algorithms and protocols to adapt mmWave edge cloud radio and computation resources to 5G networks using traffic forecasting provided by liquid RAN C-plane. This will enable self-organized and proactive resource reservation and satisfy low-latency service requirements.

**Project Aim 5.** To develop a joint 5G test bed integrating mmWave edge cloud, liquid RAN C-plane and user/application-centric orchestration to foster 5G MiEdge’s effective impact in Europe and Japan, and especially in preparing the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games. The 5G MiEdge test bed is actively liaising with the other EU/JP consortium focusing on the network side to leverage synergies between alternative 5G concepts.

**Project Aim 6.** To contribute to defining 5G mobile communications standards in 3GPP and IEEE as well as in open forums, such as NGMN, Small Cell Forum and the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) Industry Specification Group MEC, in relation to mmWave access, liquid RAN C-plane and protocols for user/application-centric orchestration through coordination between its European and Japanese partners.

**IMPACT**

The 5G MiEdge project is an important vector in 5G and beyond because it highlights the importance of millimeter-wave communication technologies in the new generation of mobile networks. Moreover, the project fosters close interaction between European and Asian ecosystems in relation to 5G and Beyond.

**Publications**
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The 5G MonArch project team is investigating the technologies for enhancing the flexibility and robustness of future mobile networks in relation to meeting the heterogeneous requirements of the services foreseen in the 5G use cases.
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In 5G MonArch project, CEA-Leti has developed new solutions involving network virtualization, network slicing and 5G multiple radio access technologies. Most of these studies have focused on integrating artificial intelligence (AI) principles into 5G mobile networks. CEA-Leti has contributed to disseminating the work in the ETSI ENI ISG.

More specifically, CEA-Leti’s specific contributions to 5G MonArch are:

- Contribution to 5G MonArch management
- Contribution to design of 5G MonArch architecture
- Investigation of cross slice resource orchestration mechanisms, which consider slice farness and priorities and increase 5G system elasticity through reinforcement learning
- Investigation of stochastic geometry-based solutions to model mathematically slice-aware load balancing across multiple coexisting radio access technologies
- Development of orchestration and RAN function extensibility in the 5G MonArch architecture with particular focus on elasticity aspects
- Design of mechanisms adapting network function placement in a hybrid cloud infrastructure to available computational resources and network load
- Design of unsupervised learning techniques that enable clustering of new service demands and existing network services such that the resources required by the new services are minimized
- Co-organization of dissemination events at international conferences and scientific events
- Dissemination of 5G MonArch results through conference and journal papers.
**Objectives**

5G Monarch is built around five objectives.

1. Detailed specification and extension of the 5G architecture
2. Extension of architectural design with three key enabling innovations enabling operation of sliced 5G networks and specific functional extensions
3. Development of novel functional innovations demanded by two key technologies necessary to identified use cases
4. Deployment and experimental implementation of the architecture in two use cases
5. Evaluation, validation and verification of architecture performance.

**Publications**


**IMPACT**

Integration of 5G MonArch technologies in the 5G ecosystem will increase revenues by introducing new mobile services. Many of these new services will be tailored to the individual customer requirements so they are likely to be higher value (income/GB) business-to-business (B2B) services for verticals.

Furthermore, 5G MonArch technologies prompt lower cost per GB by providing a wide range of services from a single multi-service network.
A Factory of the Future (FoF) is connected. Sensors provide information to be exchanged between machines or transmitted to a decision center. These sensors are wired at present. The aim of the CLEAR5G project is to investigate how 5G can help transform wired into wireless communication in this context.

**Clear5G at a glance**

- **30 months**
- Sept. 2017 > Feb. 2020

**EC Programme**

H2020

**Project Coordinator**

University of Surrey (UK)

**Partners**

- **FR:** CEA-Leti
- **GR:** Wings ICT Solutions Ltd
- **NL:** Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Research
- **TR:** Argela, Turk Telekom
- **TW:** Adlink Technology Inc., Institute for Information Industry, National Taiwan University, Toshiba Research Europe

**Total budget** € 3.5 m.

**EC Contribution** € 2.5 m.

**Contract Number** 761745

---

**Converged Wireless Access for reliable 5G MTC for factories of the future**

CEA-Leti has performed a state-of-the-art review of the sensitivity of 3G, 4G and the first standardized version of 5G NR (Release 15) to jamming attacks. CEA-Leti has reviewed the work of Technical Specification Group TSG-SA3, in charge of security issues, with a focus on the security of messages exchanged over the air interface (SUPI encryption, data confidentiality and integrity) and vulnerability to attacks by a quantum computer. CEA-Leti has focused on using AES-256 as a cryptographic algorithm for the FoF. The approach’s main characteristic is that it is assumed that the adversary knows neither the plaintext nor the ciphertext, which is a usual assumption in conventional side channel attacks. A simulation environment was developed to validate the efficiency of the attack based on a message-passing algorithm. Its performance was established and it was shown to be theoretically efficient. The attack was implemented on a hardware item. However, careful characterization of information leakage showed that leakage in some operations could be exploited but was too weak in other operations required to run the message-passing algorithm. It was therefore impossible to certify the feasibility of the attack. A combination with other techniques (template attack or deep learning attack) should be investigated in response to this issue.

**Heterogeneous Radio Access**

Use of multiple heterogeneous radio access technologies and spectrum bands brings new challenges to MAC design. For example, how to select and switch between multiple radio access technologies is key to both resource utilization and individual performance in terms of throughput and latency. CEA-Leti has studied the performance and limitations of two Low Power Wide Area (LPWA) solutions, namely Turbo-FSK and LoRa, in terms of reliability, scalability, spectral efficiency, energy consumption and flexibility. The second step was to propose a dual technology network, in which LPWA technologies are used implemented with a 5G beacon for time synchronization. CEA-Leti has investigated how a scheduled version of LoRaWAN with an optimized allocation of its spreading factors (SFs) can outperform random SF allocation and increase the number of devices that can be simultaneously served.
Objectives

Clear5G’s aim is to design, develop, validate and demonstrate an integrated convergent wireless network for Machine Type and Mission Critical Communication (MTC/MCC) services for Factories of the Future (FoF). Clear5G will deliver technical solutions addressing the challenges of mass deployment of connected devices, security, ultralow latency and ultra-high reliability in FoF applications including remote maintenance and closed loop control systems. The requirements of these complex scenarios will be met through convergence of different wireless technologies enabled by the protocol and architecture enhancements proposed by Clear5G.

Clear5G focuses on providing PHY, MAC and architectural enhancements to meet the strict requirements of FoF applications in terms of KPIs: latency, reliability, connection density, spectrum and energy efficiency and the project therefore contributes to ITU-R objectives (e.g. 1000-fold connection density) for the next generation mobile network.

The Clear5G team comprises a combination of successful, innovative, well-known, major European and Taiwanese corporations and SMEs along with research and academic institutions. The partners have proven know-how in architecture, resource management, protocol enhancements, standardization, prototyping and demonstration. Proof of concepts will be tested on Europe’s 5GIC testbed, while final system demonstration of close integration and cooperation of the manufacturing sector and the Clear5G enhanced network will be implemented on Taiwan’s III testbed.

Clear5G brings together a strong and diverse set of European and Taiwanese partners including partners from the FoF sector. The complementarity of team, skills and expertise brings added value to 5G research on both sides and will deepen international cooperation, serving as a showcase of 5G empowering vertical industries. The partners will contribute to relevant standardization in both the communication and the manufacturing domains.

IMPACT

CEA-Leti has evaluated a novel side channel attack on AES-256 that could be used in the context of the Factory of the Future. It effectiveness has been established based on simulation. Practical implementation of the attack could not be certified because the leakage extraction procedure was inefficient. Other leakage extraction techniques should be investigated to evaluate the vulnerability of hardware devices connected through 5G NR links. This work has not yet been published but could have an impact on the security of factories using 5G NR connections between devices.

CEA-Leti has developed new MAC layer functionalities, ensuring compatibility with the LoRaWAN standard MAC commands. Assuming an external beacon, CEA-Leti has developed an optimized SF allocation algorithm for LoRa uplink data packets. This new scheme allows an increase in the number of devices that can be simultaneously served compared with the conventional random SF allocation.
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EnABLES

European Infrastructure Powering the Internet of Things

The ENABLES project brings together the main European research institutes in the field of microsources of energy applied to the Internet of Things. It enables academic researchers or SMEs to access a unique level of skill. The objectives are to disseminate the solutions and build a European ecosystem.

Keywords
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CEA-Leti in EnABLES

CEA-Leti has taken part in establishing a “powering the IoT” community with a change in mindset on how parts and systems are developed. CEA-Leti is now part of a strong network stimulating new collaborations.

As a member of the selection committee for transnational access enquiries, CEA-Leti has extended its knowledge of needs and solutions in the area of energy microsources.

CEA-Leti is involved in two approved enquiries from Russia and the United Kingdom. Specific key building blocks (thin film lithium layers, microbattery stacking process) developed at CEA-Leti are tested within the scope of these actions.

In parallel with Trans National Access actions, CEA-Leti is working on new building blocks to enhance its offer and portfolio in the area of powering the IoT. A specific positive electrode characterization methodology has been developed for use in solid-state lithium microbatteries. Raman spectroscopy was used on a layer cross section to map the different crystalline phases of the material within the electrode layer. This process has also provided a map at different battery charge states. This has enabled correlation of electrical performances with specific characteristics of the material and correlations with manufacturing parameters.
Objectives

EnABLES integrates key European research infrastructures in powering the Internet of Things (IoT). Six research institutes and five knowledge hubs of excellence are focusing on long-term energy management for the self-powered smart sensor systems required by IoT innovation. The key challenge in developing truly ‘invisible’, unobtrusive, self-powered (autonomous) wireless devices is to bridge the gap between capturing energy supply from energy harvesting sources (EH), integrating new devices for energy storage (ES) and taking into account the micro-power management (MPM) requirements for miniaturized system operation. In providing access to unique infrastructure, world-leading expertise, advanced equipment and state-of-the-art technologies, EnABLES is mobilizing several hundred academic researchers and technologists to develop energy harvesting, storage and micropower management solutions for integrated design and deployment of miniaturized autonomous sensors. Access ranges from materials and models to devices and systems and its providers are working with the user community to accelerate adoption and innovation in real-life applications. EnABLES project integration offers a paradigm shift in building an infrastructure network that links new scientific knowledge with application-driven research. Specifically for energy management solutions, this represents a change in mindset to ensure earliest, synchronous, collaborative development of system-optimized IoT devices. This is a unique opportunity for Europe to maintain its global leadership in microsystem energy management and its position at the heart of IoT innovation at a pivotal moment.

IMPACT

Networking and clustering labs involved in Energy Storage, Energy Harvesting and Power Management. Transnational Access Actions have prompted two new collaborations between CEA-Leti and European SMEs involved in development of energy storage solutions. This organization is an efficient tool for reducing study costs on a first proof of concept and promotes the value of CEA-Leti know-how.
The scope of the EnSO project has encompassed energy solutions for powering “smart” objects in Smart Society, Smart Health and Smart Energy key applications. EnSO has developed micro-batteries with energy harvesting and power management for powering autonomous Smart Objects.

Energy for Smart Objects

The EnSO project has prompted major CEA-Leti contributions in the field of micro energy sources. Specific energy storage solutions based on thin film solid state lithium architecture have been developed.

The first component family featured vacuum deposition and advanced patterning methods such as photolithography band laser ablation, which allowed very tiny components (10s of mm²) to be manufactured with high energy densities (150 Wh/l was achieved and 300 Wh/l is imminent). Within the scope of the EnSO project, these components are embedded in advanced medical devices (dental, Pacemaker and hearing aids).

The second component family featured more standard lithium battery manufacturing techniques such as the slot die. In this case, breakthrough came from a new solid-state polymer electrolyte and specific ultra-thin packaging. The manufacturing process is well suited for applications, in which cost is a major concern while surface requirements are not overly demanding (> cm²).

Developments made during the project enabled us to achieve TRL8 level on a first generation of PVD microbatteries by transferring the manufacturing processes to a dedicated pilot line. In parallel, TRL 4-5 has already been obtained for the following generations and a TRL6 level is expected by the end of the project.

The batteries developed were integrated into Autonomous Micro Energy Sources with Energy Harvesters and Power Management before being delivered to end-user partners (15 application cases) for prototype manufacturing and testing.
Objectives

The goal of EnSO was to develop and consolidate a unique European ecosystem in the field of Autonomous Micro-Energy Sources (AMES) to support the European electronics industry in developing innovative products especially for IoT markets. EnSO multi-Key Enabling Technologies (KET) objectives:

- To demonstrate the competitiveness of EnSO energy solutions for targeted key Smart Society, Smart Health and Smart Energy applications
- To disseminate EnSO energy solutions to foster their take-up by emerging markets
- To develop highly reliable assembly technologies involving shapeable micro-batteries as well as energy harvesting and power management building blocks
- To develop and demonstrate a high-density, low-profile, shapeable, long-lifespan, rechargeable micro-battery product family
- To develop customizable smart recharge and energy harvesting enabling technologies for AMESs
- To demonstrate EnSO pilot line capability and to investigate and assess upscaling of Autonomous Micro Energy Sources (AMES) competitive production for very high product volumes.

EnSO contributed market innovative energy solutions to prompt design differentiation in electronic smart systems. Generic building block technologies are customizable and EnSO manufacturing challenges have prompted high-throughput processes.

The EnSO ecosystem has involved the entire value chain from key materials and tools to multiple demonstrators in different application areas.

The EnSO project scope has addressed market replication and demonstration as well as technological introduction activities of the ECSEL Innovation Action work program.

EnSO corresponded to several of the ECSEL MASP strategic thrusts. Its innovations in advanced materials, advanced equipment and multi-physics co-design of heterogeneous smart systems have contributed to the Semiconductor Process, Equipment and Materials thrust. AMES is a key enabling technology of Smart Energy key applications.

Publications

- «Insight into the formation of lithium alloys in all-solid-state thin-film lithium batteries», D. Goonetilleke, N. Sharma, J. Kimpton, B. Pecquenard, F. Le Cras, Frontiers in Energy Research, July 2018, Volume 8, Article 64.

IMPACT

The prime aim of the EnSO project was to develop and consolidate a unique European ecosystem in the field of autonomous micro energy sources (AMES). This ecosystem spans the entire value chain from key materials and tools needed for anticipated cost and sufficient volumes to several demonstrators in different application fields.

EnSO enabled us to demonstrate the competitiveness and manufacturing readiness of EnSO energy solutions in Europe. It was also an efficient tool for disseminate and standardizing EnSO energy solutions with easy-to-use demonstration kits for a large number of application cases in areas of wide impact such as Smart Society and Smart Health.
The FED4SAE project is helping to accelerate marketing of European cyber-physical systems and embedded solutions by, 1/ providing access to leading edge CPS platforms, advanced technologies and testbeds owned by industrials and R&D centers, 2/ providing technical coaching by experts in each field along with innovation management support, 3/ offering financial support and access to further VC funding and, 4/ access to potential users and suppliers across pan-European value chains.

**Keywords**
- Competency
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CEA-Leti is the project coordinator of the FED4SAE project, as it was for the EuroCPS project. Both projects are part of the European Smart Anything Everywhere (SAE) initiative to support European industry digitization by together proposing advanced technologies, competency and expertise partners, industrial platform providers and innovation management support. CEA-Leti and the FED4SAE partners have already successfully organized two open calls for finance and the selection process for application experiments. To date, 16 application experiments have received grants and sixteen more are expected to follow the last, final open call. Experiments already selected are cross-border, while one involves eight SMEs in eleven different European countries, two of which are not directly represented by an FED4SAE partner. These initial results show the efficiency of the cascade funding cooperation model for initiating and boosting synergies between SMEs, major CPS-platforms and CPS-competency providers from different European countries.

The CEA Open Innovation Centre (OIC) team is taking advantage of FED4SAE to roll out its activity in a European and cross-border context through its relations with SMEs outside the Grenoble ecosystem and the FED4SAE partners in addition to its project coordination work, CEA-Leti is fulfilling its objective of three selected application experiments. These industrial experiments are in different technical fields: «Sigma Fusion» (Automotive Sensor Fusion platform), smart home, health and transportation, and optimized data compression techniques. At the same time, the CEA OIC team is establishing design-to-cost methodology, which is being tested on FED4SAE grant-based projects.

The FED4SAE project is allowing CEA-Leti to demonstrate its capacity to remove the risk of SME innovation and is reducing the development time for CPS and embedded systems.
Objectives

The overall ambition of the FED4SAE Innovation Action (IA) is to boost and sustain digitization of European industry by strengthening competitiveness in Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) and embedded system markets. In line with the goals of the «Smart Anything Everywhere» initiative, FED4SAE is:

- Creating a pan-European network of Digital Innovation Hubs (DIHs) by leveraging existing regional ecosystems across entire value chains and a wide range of competencies. DIHs are enabling innovative technical and non-technical third parties (startups, SMEs and mid caps) from all sectors to build new «digital inside» products and services.
- Acting as a European added-value, one-stop-shop to facilitate innovators/supplier, cross-border partnerships, which will accelerate European third party innovation in products and processes by providing technical, industrial and innovation management expertise. This is leading to quantifiable third party growth in market shares, productivity and industrial capacities, and broader adoption of CPS and embedded system solutions.
- Linking DIH innovators to investors to reach out to further funding opportunities and enable forthcoming steps in third party developments after completing necessary application experiments (AEs).
- Ensuring self-sustainability of DIHs within a pan-European network by developing cooperation with regional organizations and key stakeholders providing public and or private investment for funding FED4SAE network activities.

The FED4SAE project work is based on key learning from the EuroCPS, the Gateone project and CPSE Labs IAs. FED4SAE is leveraging best practices in third party commitment, submission, evaluation and selection of AEs. The project is giving birth to a competitive ecosystem, in which European startups, SMEs and mid caps are thriving through access to leading technology sources, competencies and industrial platforms as well as to efficiently connected business infrastructures and existing regional innovation hubs.

IMPACT

The three FED4SAE open calls for finance have attracted 165 startups/SMEs/mid caps from 34 countries and have resulted in submission of 116 high-quality proposals leading to selection of 32 projects from 13 countries (38% from countries not represented by FED4SAE partners), of which 97% are cross-border. The grant-awarded projects target a wide range of application domains: 28% smart sensors, 19% smart city and smart SW, 10% smart health and the remainder smart agriculture, mobility, home, transportation and teaching.
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In an autonomous driving context, vehicle connectivity can boost the accuracy (to 25 cm) of conventional satellite-based navigation systems through position information sharing with other vehicles or from roadside stations and on-board sensor data fusion (speed counters, inertial units, etc.).
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High Precision Positioning For Cooperative-Intelligent Transport Systems

In an autonomous driving context, vehicle connectivity can boost the accuracy (to 25 cm) of conventional satellite-based navigation systems through position information sharing with other vehicles or from roadside stations and on-board sensor data fusion (speed counters, inertial units, etc.).

CEA-Leti in Highs

- Design and proof-of-concept validation of cooperative algorithms for high-accuracy vehicle positioning (within ~ 0.25 m) relying on standardized technologies (e.g. ITS-G5 V2X connectivity, GNSS absolute positioning, Impulse Radio - Ultra Wideband relative ranging) and with a limited footprint in vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications (in terms of channel congestion, overhead, latency), including:
  - A flexible hybrid data fusion framework based on advanced Bayesian filtering
  - Selection mechanisms based on theoretical performance bounds, integrating only the most informative contributions from neighboring vehicles (e.g. based on Bayesian performance bounds)
  - Optimized V2V broadcast policies (i.e. controlling transmit power, message payload and transmit rate, parametric message approximation) to ensure virtually constant localization accuracy, while complying with standardized decentralized congestion control mechanisms and message size
  - Mitigation of harmful effects inherent to V2V cooperation at both signal processing and scheduling levels (e.g. space-time correlations of fused observations, particle depletion and filter overconfidence in high-dimensional problems, error propagation among vehicles, poor dilution of precision in the cross-track dimension, etc.)
  - Vehicle-to-infrastructure extensions of the cooperative fusion framework to mitigate long-term GNSS denials.

- Refinement of existing V2V radio channel models (e.g. geometry-based stochastic model implementation) and unprecedented vehicle-to-pedestrian channel sounding/characterization.

- Studies and recommendations regarding the integrity/security of cooperative V2x radio links against jamming and interception attacks.

- Contributions to integration and final proof-of-concept demonstration of the V2V-aided cooperative localization system at project consortium level (including 4 equipped vehicles on a highway section).
Cooperative - Intelligent Transport System (C-ITS) applications require precise knowledge of vehicle geographical positions. Unfortunately, conventional satellite-based navigation systems (e.g. GPS and Galileo) cannot provide sufficient accuracy in practical operating environments (e.g. urban canyons, tunnels) or else they can suffer from excessive convergence times (cold start). The HIGHTS project has addressed this problem by combining V2X data communications (e.g. relying on the ITS-G5 standard), GNSS/ GPS data, ranging technologies (e.g. based on Ultra Wideband) and, optionally, other on-board sensor measurements (e.g. LIDAR, camera lane detection, inertial navigation units, wheel speed counter, etc. when available). Specific semantic representations have also been proposed to manage and share multi-layer Local Dynamic Maps (LDM) among vehicles and/or infrastructure. LDMs account for the relative positions of passive and/or cooperative entities around each vehicle as well as those of geo-referenced active road side units, etc. to support new cooperative localization functions and to extend the nominal perception range of each vehicle. Relevant contributions are intended for possible integration into the “facilities” layer of the “C-ITS station” communication architecture (ISO/ETSI), thereby ensuring availability to various applications in challenging use cases such as autonomous driving and platooning. As a contribution to defining a European-Wide Positioning Service Platform (EWPSP), the HIGHTS system architecture has also been advanced to select contextually the best combination of positioning algorithms depending on the context (i.e. environment, available sensor data) and the needs of the applications and services running on top (typically, an a priori accuracy class). Finally, the project context has prompted integration of a scaled proof-of-concept system demonstrator involving up to 4 cooperating vehicles. Experimental validations conducted on a highway section have shown that significant performance gains can be achieved through V2X cooperation (typically, within 0.25m accuracy in steady-state regimes) compared with standard standalone GNSS capabilities (typically, above 2m accuracy or even under GNSS denial).

**IMPACT**

In general terms, HIGHTS’ concept and platform pave the way for upcoming road safety applications and higher automation levels, thus contributing to reducing fuel consumption and (near-)crashes. HIGHTS has contributed to ETSI standardization (TC ITS) regarding the format of V2X messages for high-accuracy localization or the format and interfaces of Local Dynamic Maps. The developed system architecture (complying with EWPSP and ETSI visions) is open so as to authorize integration of new technologies.
The overall objective of the INSIGHT project is to enhance advanced CMOS RF and logic capability by using III-V hetero-structure nanowires monolithically integrated on a silicon platform.

CEA-Leti in INSIGHT

CEA-Leti is working on the technology stack comprising FDSOI CMOS (28nm) and InGaAs NFET developed by IBM. The III-V transistors are located in the back end of line of the FDSOI technology. Results have been presented for VLSI on a mixed FDSOI CMOS – III-V NFET DRAM circuit. CEA-Leti has delivered the Grand Signal model of the NFET and has supported the Fraunhofer Institute, which has delivered a Design Kit (DK). CEA-Leti then used this DK for benchmarking on mmW PA functions. Furthermore, CEA-Leti is in charge of WP benchmarking and operation. It delivers an updated operating plan each year and organizes an industry tour to acquire feedback from Micro & Nanotech Industrials such as ST, SOITEC, GF and INFINEON.
Objectives

The INSIGHT project team has identified a set of demonstrator circuits that match end-user need within or associated with the consortium. Circuit specifications have been drawn up, from which required technology development and related technical specifications at transistor level have been derived. Finally, necessary progress in materials and processes has been identified.

The project is focusing on:
- Developing and assessing performance of silicon-based, 94 GHz III-V nanowire MOSFET, low-noise amplifiers. The technology is creating a way of reducing the cost of key mm-wave components for high-bandwidth wireless applications.
- Developing III-V nanowire MOSFETs on Si with breakdown voltages of 3-6 V and assessing their performance in mm-wave (90 GHz) power amplification circuits. These devices will increase the output power available from Si CMOS-compatible, mm-wave technologies to offer benefits in terms of transceiver range and sensitivity.
- Building the basic blocks for future RF-circuits including mixers, voltage-controlled oscillators and frequency dividers for precursors using silicon-based, III-V nanowire MOSFETs.
- Developing science and technology underpinning all-III-V nanowire CMOSs on silicon for future technology nodes for 10 nm and below. This will be validated by implementing and dynamically characterizing a flip-flop to demonstrate co-integration of III-V, n- and p-type nanowire MOSFETs.

Publications

- “Facet-selective group-V incorporation in InGaAs Template Assisted Selective Epitaxy”, M. Borg, & all, Nanotechnology 30, 8, 084004 (2019).
The INSPEX project adapts obstacle detection commonly implemented in autonomous cars to portable applications, including guidance for visually impaired and blind people, robotics, drones and smart manufacturing. It detects obstacles in 3D under different environmental conditions (smoke, fog, heavy rain/snow, darkness, etc.).

**Keywords**
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CEA-Leti is project coordinator and leader of activities involving context awareness and user feedback, for which the Institute is in charge of system firmware, the obstacle detection function (performed with SigmaFusion™) and obstacle speed estimation. It is contributing to activities involving submodule characterization, modelling and optimization as well as system design and development. The latter comprises design, optimization and manufacturing of a Ultra-Wide Band RF radar at 8GHz. CEA-Leti is also managing testing of prototypes prior to their validation by visually impaired and blind people.

INSPEX is also addressing legal and ethical issues that development of a Class III medical device may encounter.
Objectives

INSPEX makes obstacle detection capabilities, currently only feasible in autonomous vehicles, available as a personal portable/wearable, miniaturized, multi-sensor, low-power spatial exploration system. The INSPEX system is used for real-time 3D detection, location and warning of obstacles under all environmental conditions in indoor and outdoor environments featuring static and mobile obstacles. Applications include navigation for visually/mobility impaired people, safer human navigation in reduced visibility conditions and small robot/drone obstacle avoidance.

The consortium partners are provided the project state-of-the-art range sensors (LiDAR, UWB radar and MEMS ultrasound) to the project. INSPEX miniaturizes these sensors and reduces their power consumption to meet the user requirements in terms of integrated system size and weight. They are integrated in a miniature, low power system together with an Inertial Measurement Unit, environmental sensing, signal and data processing, wireless communications, power efficient data fusion with SigmaFusion™ and a user interface for operation in wider smart/IoT environments.

The main INSPEX demonstrator embeds the INSPEX system in a white cane for the visually impaired; it provides 3D spatial audio feedback on obstacle location.

Publications


IMPACT

Range sensors (LiDAR, radar, ultrasound) have been miniaturized and each features a specific route to its usage, especially in the consumer sector. The project partners have also applied for patents. CEA has proposed an innovative grid-based localization technique offering low computational cost and estimation of speed and position via merging of information from Ultra-Wide Band radar and the Inertial Measurement Unit.

© INSPEX
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Development of autonomous, connected cars may be hampered by the fact that potential buyers do not trust them to be secure. The SECREDAS project is dedicated to taking a huge step involving the safety, security and privacy of these future vehicles.

Radar and lidar are two of the main sensors enabling car autonomy in a globally safer ecosystem. Their raw data need to be processed to obtain Occupancy Grids (OGs), i.e. a map of obstacles (fixed or mobile) surrounding the vehicle. However, on-board calculations must not be over-complex in order to save battery energy. CEA-Leti has developed an approach for computing OGs from RADAR measurements. The resulting OG will serve as an input for a lightweight data fusion algorithm that will enable LIDAR and RADAR data to be combined to create a map of the vehicle surroundings.

Automotive radars are expected to operate in the millimeter wave (mmWave) frequency domain so CEA-Leti has also investigated various aspects of their integration within a communication-radar-localization multi-service framework, which relies on V2X wireless links to other connected vehicles and/or fixed road infrastructure elements. Based on characterization of theoretical performance bounds in multi-user and multi-carrier contexts, CEA-Leti initially studied how optimized beamforming could enhance estimation of intermediate location dependent radio variables (e.g. delay and angles of departure/arrival of transmitted mmWave signals) and thus moving vehicle position/orientation. Non-trivial operating trade-offs were then highlighted among these intricate services (typically between spatial resolution, rate coverage and latency). As a result, several resource allocation schemes have been proposed (over time/frequency/users) along with location-based beam optimization/alignment strategies. Finally, by exploiting multipath departure/arrival angles in sparse mmWave channels, CEA-Leti has considered applying simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithms to calculate the positions of moving vehicles and passive scattering obstacles in the vicinity, thus paving the way towards opportunistic radar functions over V2X communication links.
Objectives

SECREDAS aims to develop and validate multi-domain architecting methodologies, reference architectures and components for autonomous systems by combining high security and privacy protection, while preserving functional safety and operating performance.

Publications
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IMPACT

The SECREDAS project contributes to ensuring faster deployment of autonomous/connected cars by developing appropriate enabling technologies.

Radars and lidars are key to autonomous car development. However, on-board processing of their measurement data drains the car battery. It is therefore of utmost importance to reduce the energy consumption of the relevant data fusion algorithms. Future radars will operate in the millimeter spectrum (79GHz) so vehicle communication (between cars and/or car/infrastructure) at these frequencies can also be used to ensure accurate, opportunistic localization of surrounding vehicles and/or obstacles, thereby providing information additional to that from conventional radars and lidars.
5G is expected to allow much higher throughputs than 4G. Using the WiFi band as a complement to 5G is planned to boost transmission speed on both 5G and WiFi bands. The SPEED-5G focuses on how these frequency bands can be shared and develops the necessary building blocks to optimize throughput in very dense network deployments.

CEA-Leti’s main contributions to the SPEED-5G project involve MAC design, resource management for 5G traffic and real-time implementation. On the MAC side, CEA-Leti has defined a medium access control protocol, which aims to exploit the time/frequency characteristics of 5G-NR-compliant waveforms. On the RRM side, CEA-Leti has contributed to providing a RRM algorithm designed for channel selection decision-making based on reinforcement learning. As far as implementation is concerned, CEA-Leti has provided a real-time PHY/MAC system, which has been integrated into the project testbed.

The outcomes of the project include:

- Specification and validation of a MAC protocol for broadband traffic supporting various Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements, operating on the 5 GHz band and complying with the European regulation (listen-before-talk). This MAC protocol has been implemented in real time on a custom hardware platform and integrated into the project test bed.

- Specification and validation of an RRM algorithm for channel selection based on reinforcement learning, which exploits the LBT nature of the MAC protocol. This algorithm is based on the Multi-Armed bandit framework and has showed promising results in simulations of synthetic scenarios. This algorithm has been described in a patent application which has now been filed.

- The MAC/RRM designs have been implemented on custom HWS platforms and have been validated in real-life deployment though over-the-air demonstration of video streaming in the 5GHz band. This implementation was notably demonstrated during the SPEED-5G public event held on BT premises in London. The demonstration showed that great performance coexisted with corporate WIFI access-points.

- CEA-Leti’s work has been disseminated through two journal papers, four conference papers and a demonstration made during a conference.
Objectives

With the advent of 5G, exponential traffic growth may lead to spectrum crunch. SPEED-5G proposes relying on a 3-dimensional model (densification, multi-technology, additional spectrum terms extended-DSA (eDSA)). Several technologies are implemented and managed to enhance spectrum availability in cooperation with multiple technologies to support capacity increase and service provision without impacting quality of experience, even improving it. SPEED-5G has developed innovative cloud-based architecture for ultra-dense networks based on a mix of centralized and decentralized resource management techniques. These coordinate a group of small cells so that interference can be managed based on opportunistic access on sub-6GHz spectrum resources with various licensing regimes. Small cells implement a multi-RAT MAC capable of resource management decisions on a local basis and efficiently steering traffic on these bands based on new waveforms such as filter bank multicarrier (FBMC). SPEED-5G has enriched specification of a hierarchical RRM/MAC framework and has implemented practical solutions to show the gain improvement in broadband traffic patterns. This has been integrated with HW/SW platforms on the project testbed, which embraces real-time MAC, wireless backhauling and virtualized resource management.

Publications

• “MAC Design for 5G Dense Networks Based on dynamic spectrum access in the 5 GHz bands”, J. Estavoyer and B. Miscopein, demonstration presented during the 25th International Conference on Telecommunications (ICT), ICT 2018, 26-28 June 2018, Saint-Malo, France.

IMPACT

The SPEED-5G project's major contribution represented by design, evaluation and implementation of a hierarchical protocol stack addressing centralized and decentralized RRM, MAC and physical layers has been able to optimize heterogeneous resources (e.g. spectra) in very dense networks. The project results have been promoted in multiple papers submitted to numerous standardization organizations (ETSI/RRM, 3GPP SA2, IEEE 1900.7 and IEEE 1932.1) and at a public event in March 2018.
The TOPAs project is developing an open, Cloud-based platform of analytic tools for closing the gap between predicted and actual energy usage in buildings. The TOPAs is targeting a 10% reduction in the existing gap and aims to approach 20% additional energy savings in pilot regions.

Keywords
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CEA-Leti has provided its LINC middleware, has collected data from sensors throughout buildings and has transferred them to an open Cloud platform. The Institute has also implemented control actions or references on building actuators, forwarded warning signals to building managers in the event of a problem and has retrieved helpful information on building control system status from the open Cloud platform.

CEA-Leti has proposed Indoor Air Quality indicators at office, zone, floor and building levels in order to monitor how the indoor environment evolves and send warning signals to building managers, when occupant comfort-related thresholds are crossed.

The institute has also developed a distributed control framework based on Model Predictive Control to control building temperature at office, zone and building levels based on occupant comfort and especially with regard to CO2 concentration.

Lastly, CEA-Leti has implemented these tools and technologies on demonstration sites in France (Galeo building, Issy-les-Moulineaux) and Ireland (Nimbus and Melbourne buildings, Cork) and has coordinated the project partners at three demonstration sites in France (Issy-les-Moulineaux) and Ireland (Cork, Dublin) during the validation phase.
Objectives

Building occupant behavior can be considered to be one of the main factors behind energy underperformance, hence TOPAs is focusing on reducing the difference from an operational perspective by supporting Post Occupancy Evaluation. Quantifying the performance gap is not trivial since it depends on time and contextual factors: different buildings exhibit different performance gaps.

Delivery of efficiency projects through energy performance contracts and Energy Service Companies (ESCOs) is widely seen as model methods of addressing sub-optimum post-installation performance of energy efficiency technologies. These models are very attractive from many standpoints and are seen as pertinent actions for delivering energy efficiency gains in the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD). Methods and models for accurately measuring and verifying energy savings are therefore essential to ESCO market growth. The energy audit process is generally performed for a fixed period at a specific moment in time. A key outcome is identification and root cause analysis of energy inefficiencies before a derived plan is put in place to minimize these inefficiencies. This process can be very effective in curtailing a building’s energy consumption. However, it can be difficult to identify all issues (in some cases conflicting system level goals) from an implementation standpoint and savings continuity can be poor, resulting in reappearance of inefficiencies. Continuous energy auditing extends this one-off process to set up a constant rolling cycle, in which a detailed overview of building performance is consistently available; this makes it possible to refine the energy management plan. The TOPAs project is adopting the principle of continuous performance auditing, in which it considers not only energy use, but also how the relevant building is used and its environmental conditions. It therefore offers a holistic performance audit process through its use of supporting tools and methodologies that contribute to minimizing the gap between predicted and actual energy use.

Publications


IMPACT

TOPAs’ major impact results from its long-term (several months), real-life demonstration of the set of tools developed during the project. It has also demonstrated the benefit of continuous energy auditing for reducing the gap between energy prediction and use. Finally, LINC middleware has been used to deploy the control framework.
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The WISE-IoT project is addressing the issue of interoperability in today’s Internet of Things (IoT) landscape, in which many emerging standards and proprietary solutions are creating isolated application silos with limited interactions. WISE-IoT is providing tools for rapidly building bridges between today’s IoT protocols, thus enabling rapid integration of hardware and software solutions for multiple types of IoT application. The WISE-IoT approach has been tested in various European, Korean and cross-continental pilot cases in domains including smart city, smart healthcare and smart skiing.
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CEA-Leti is providing the WISE-IoT with its IoT sensINact data collection and processing platform. This comprises a software platform enabling collection, processing and redistribution of IoT data relevant to enhancing people’s quality of life via various applications from domains such as smart city, smart home, smart transport, etc. It provides programming interfaces allowing different data access methods (on-demand, periodic, historical, etc.) along with application development and deployment for easily and rapidly building innovative applications on top of the platform.

The WISE-IoT project allows sensINact to interoperate with other European and Korean IoT platforms such as FIWARE, Mobius (open source OneM2M implementation) and Oliot (open source GS1 implementation) by creating specific adaptors for each platform.

CEA-Leti has been particularly involved in a smart ski use-case involving a skiing resort near Grenoble, France. The sensINact platform is being used in a scenario, in which skiers are equipped with LORA connectivity-enabled sensors that measure the performance and location of skiers and offer them personalized recommendations. sensINact is ensuring easy integration with other collected data involving detection of crowded areas, measurement of snow quality and level, detection of emergencies, etc. The platform allows data collected by the ski resort to be exploited for improving resource management.

Final simultaneous deployment of the smart ski use-case in France and South Korea was performed during the 2018 Winter Olympics in PyeongChang.
Objectives

The Internet of Things is addressing a multiplicity of still emergent standards and Alliance specifications through efforts to structure these into reference architectures. In this context, the WISE-IoT project has drawn together leading South European and Korean contributors to ongoing, major global IoT standardization to strengthen and expand emerging IoT standards and reference implementation using feedback from user-centric and context-aware pilots. Based on morphing the mediation gateways concept, a trust-based recommendation system is being proposed; this leverages Context Information APIs enabling end-to-end semantic interoperability and the dynamic distribution of analytic functions across proposed ‘Global IoT Services’ (GIoTS). These GIoTS provide IoT virtualization and interaction with systems beyond IoT, together with trust building and management capabilities.

Six European and South Korean testbeds have been federated to implement smart city, leisure and healthcare pilots that demonstrate GIoTS-based application roaming capabilities across continents. An iterative development approach has been implemented to allow requirement and architecture adjustments as well as alignment and contributions to on-going standardization through submissions to technical committees and interoperability event support. A robust dissemination plan was drawn up and peaked during trials run at the 2018 Winter Olympic and Paralympic Games in PyeongChang. The consortium composed of prestigious European and South Korean research institutes, SMEs and major industries have worked in tandem to contribute to the success of the Wise-IoT project. The WISE-IoT gave a particular attention to create an environment encouraging European and Korean SMEs and startups to enter the IoT industry by enabling access to a unified platform where interoperability among heterogeneous data in smart environments will be provided.

IMPACT

- Technical: laying the foundations of an interoperability framework in the IoT domain with reference implementations for protocols such as OneM2M, FIWARE and GS1
- Societal: improving citizens’ quality of life in project pilot cities (Santander, Busan, Chamrousse ski resort, Grenoble)
- Economic: providing a cross-continenal interoperable framework enabling European and South Korean SMEs to benefit from developed open source tools and establishing new relations with France’s PACA and South Korea’s Alpensia regions in the smart mountain domain.
- Global: strengthening global cooperation in the smart city domain by setting up the Urban Technology Alliance: www.urbantechnologyalliance.org.

Wise-IoT provides a world-wide interoperable Internet-of-Things that utilizes a large variety of different IoT systems and combine them with contextualized information from various data sources.
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ACTIVAGE is a large scale experimentation project involving nine deployment sites in Europe; Its aims are to assess secured digital solutions to supporting and extending the independence of the elderly in their living environments and to respond to the real needs of caregivers, service providers and public authorities.
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**CEA-Leti in ACTIVAGE**

CEA-Leti-IRT Nanoelec composes the ACTIVAGE French Deployment Site (DS) based in France’s Isère Department. DS Isère aims to create and evaluate a care continuum that combines human and technical assistance across different times in an elderly person’s life to limit loss of autonomy and avoid unnecessary re-hospitalization.

During the first year, CEA-Leti co-designed with all the project stakeholders IoT-based services to fulfill the requirements identified in different situations of the target elderly population. These designed solutions aim to enhance safety, comfort and social link to allow the elderly to remain independent at home for as long as they wish, to follow their evolving needs throughout ageing and to support caregiver intervention in detecting early signs of fragility.

During the second year, CEA-Leti developed a modular and adaptable IoT solution based on a Sensinact open IoT platform, wireless sensors and actuators. A secured gateway based on a STM secure element was prototyped. The modular solution was tested and refined on the IRT Nanoelec Testbed, which was adapted for ACTIVAGE. Three services were developed and will be assessed with three population panels, specifically Panel 1: Active Seniors (50 persons) and Panel 2: Fragile Elderly living at home supported by caregivers (20 persons) and Panel 3: Elderly Patient hospitalized in Korian Les Granges (10 rooms – 50 patients).

Regarding deployment, CEA-Leti is working with electrical tradesmen from third party Federation Française de Domotique (FFD). The Institute has trained five FFD electricians in preparing and installing the IoT solution.

Experimentation started early 2019 and is currently in ramp-up phase. A comprehensive process has been established in relation to inclusion, installation, support, maintenance and usage assessment. This process complies with GDPR regulations and the PIA (Privacy Impact Assessment) was prepared by CEA-Leti and the Isère Department.

Fifty homes for the elderly and three hospital rooms have been equipped since the end of June 2019 and more than 1000 IoT devices have been installed.
### Objectives

ACTIVAGE is a European Multi Centric Large Scale Pilot project on Smart Living Environments. The main objective is to build the first European IoT ecosystem across nine Deployment Sites (DS) in seven European countries. This will reuse and scale up underlying open and proprietary IoT platforms, technologies and standards, and will integrate new interfaces for ensuring interoperability across these heterogeneous platforms. This will enable large scale deployment and operation of Active & Healthy Ageing IoT-based solutions and services, supporting and extending the independence of the elderly in their living environments, and responding to the real needs of caregivers, service providers and public authorities. The project will deliver the ACTIVAGE IoT Ecosystem Suite (AIOTES), a set of Techniques, Tools and Methodologies for interoperability at different layers between heterogeneous IoT Platforms and an open framework for providing semantic interoperability of IoT platforms for Active & Healthy Ageing (AHA), which addresses trustworthiness, privacy, data protection and security. User demand-driven, interoperable, IoT-enabled AHA solutions will be deployed in addition to the AIOTES at each DS to enhance and scale up existing services, promote independent living, mitigate frailty and preserve quality of life and autonomy. ACTIVAGE aims to assess the socio-economic impact, the benefits of IoT-based smart living environments in relation to quality of life and autonomy, and sustainability of the health and social care systems. It will demonstrate the seamless integration and interoperability capacity of the IoT ecosystem and will validate new business, financial and organizational models for care delivery, thereby ensuring post-project sustainability and disseminating its results worldwide. The project consortium includes industries, research centers, SMEs, service providers and public authorities encompassing the entire value chain at each deployment site.

### Publications

- “Continuum of Care that combines human and technical assistance - experience of the Isere Region, France”, I. Chartier et al., Smart city Summit & Expo; Taipei- Taiwan, March 2019.
- “Real life experimentations of systems combining human and technical”, A. Chambron et al.

### IMPACT

Initial feedback reveals the complexity of safely and securely commissioning heterogeneous home automation solutions and platforms in compliance with GDPR regulations. A secure infrastructure for monitoring units is key to exploiting the information provided by the devices. Continuing the work of IsèreADOM, the ACTIVAGE Isère DS will impact public policy, global care organization and digital tools via a step-by-step demonstrator.
The goal of the M-Sec project is to experiment smart city applications on top of cybersecurity devices to enable enhanced digital applications. Real use cases involving citizens will be deployed in cities of Santander in Europe and Fujisawa in Japan.
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In this project, CEA-Leti provides cybersecurity functions for the IoT devices and gateways and provides the Sensinact middleware to enable secured applications to be developed on top of the secured devices. These assets are integrated into the different use cases and are interfaced with the other partners’ assets.

Device and gateway security is ensured with project partner TST, which provides IoT sensors with WAN connectivity. These sensors have no on-board security and are must be combined with secure components, on which secured functions are performed. Key challenges reside in the efficiency of the solution and robustness to the security scheme. The secure component ensures the integrity of the IoT node with respect to firmware and software and is also used to authenticate the device for its network. Finally, it stores any sensitive information for communication encryption to the M-Sec cloud.

Gateway and cloud applications are secured on the software level with accountability and rights management on a per-resource basis in the Sensinact middleware. This enforces the privacy and confidentiality across applications and services in smart city use cases in which trust is an interoperability enabler. Sensinact’s studio is used for developing secured applications in a friendly way and makes smart applications auditable. Finally, Sensinact’s middleware will be the interface for the blockchain-based marketplace.

Objectives are to reach a level of trust for a full secured stack spanning from devices to a marketplace developed by partners based on blockchain technology.
Objectives

Internet of Things (IoT) systems today tend to be built around the concept of IoT/cloud convergence, integrating heterogeneous data streams within cloud infrastructures and thus benefitting from the scalability, performance and capacity of the cloud. This approach is very efficient for certain IoT applications such as those applicable to big data processing. However, these architectures promote a centralized data collection and processing approach, which introduces several limitations in terms of the supported applications and business models they enable.

The main goal of M-Sec project is to empower IoT stakeholders to develop, deploy and operate novel IoT applications based on a scalable highly decentralized paradigm, which facilitates incentivized peer-to-peer interactions between objects and people. Based on a defined social context, the project explores semantically interoperable interactions between people and objects beyond simple peer-to-peer information exchange and internetworking. Overall, the M-Sec paradigm will enable introduction and implementation of specific classes of applications and services that are not efficiently supported by state-of-the-art architectures. The M-Sec project will deliver a set of main concrete, added value results:

1. M-Sec distributed, self-organized, robust and trusted IoT infrastructure that empowers IoT stakeholders to develop, deploy and operate novel multipurpose IoT applications for smart cities on top of smart objects
2. An open IoT market of applications, data and services that provides the framework upon which objects and people can exchange value and defines the motivation incentives for humans and smart objects to interact
3. A sustainable ecosystem of stakeholders, roles, tools and infrastructures upon which new entrants and other players can build and experiment with the future application services
4. A parameterized model enabling further replication of the M-Sec approach and guaranteed return on investment and benefits.

IMPACT

The impact of the M-Sec project is its development of a secured, trustworthy IoT and Big Data framework for smart cities. This framework provides integrated security and privacy technologies to ensure full compliance with regulations applicable in Europe and Japan such as privacy regulations (GDPR, PIPA), data portability and free flow. The framework is expected to be a candidate for standardization.
The PRISMACLOUD project is dedicated to enabling secure, trustworthy cloud-based services by improving and adopting novel tools developed from cryptographic research. The project brings novel cryptographic concepts and methods to practical application and makes them usable for providers and users.
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• CEA-Leti has performed risk analyses on a number of pilot use cases set-up to showcase the benefit of new cryptographic tools developed within the project.
• CEA-Leti has evaluated the sensitivity of cryptographic primitives developed in the project to physical attack (side-channel and fault injection). This helps in early identification of critical portions of these algorithms that require special care for a secure implementation. Insertion of appropriate countermeasures may now be considered at the earliest moment, when drafting implementation specifications.
• CEA-Leti has implemented a redactable signature scheme that is robust to attacks implemented over quantum computers. This redactable scheme will serve as a selective disclosure component that could be used in the e-health or smart-cities use cases. The redactable signature schemes use a conventional signature scheme as a core component but are vulnerable to attacks, based on Shor’s algorithm, implemented over a quantum computer. The post-quantum resistance requirement has led to selection of a different technology, specifically lattice-based cryptography. The state of the art regarding implementation of lattice-based signature schemes has therefore been reviewed to choose the most efficient algorithm to be integrated in the project redactable scheme. The Bimodal Lattice Signature Scheme (BLISS) was eventually chosen; this is efficient, sufficiently mature and supported by the SAFEcrypto project (ICT-644729, http://www.safecrypto.eu/).
• Hardware implementation of a redactable signature scheme has targeted provision of tamper resistance and high speed. Even a correct hardware implementation of a strong cryptographic algorithm is not necessarily secure since information about the secret key may leak through physical measurements such as power consumption, electromagnetic radiations or operation timing. This vulnerability has led to many so-called side channel attacks. However, countermeasures have also been proposed in the literature to defeat these attacks. CEA-Leti’s hardware specifications must take into account the main attacks and incorporate adequate countermeasures so specific countermeasures dedicated to the main modules of BLISS (e.g. NTT, Gaussian sampler) have been identified.
• Hardware implementation has been evaluated with respect to side channel attacks using electro-magnetic measurement analysis. A path to secret key recovery has been found and the attack has been successfully demonstrated. In view of this vulnerability, an improved implementation version has been tested and has proved resistant to attack. Finally, the hardware has been used to demonstrate a post-quantum redactable signature scheme.
Objectives

Today, cloud computing is already widely used and is starting to enter every sphere of our lives including both private and business areas. PRISMA CLOUD project goals have been identified to address challenges and enable implementation of services with intended security characteristics.

These goals include in particular:
- Development of cryptographic tools to protect security of data during its lifecycle in the cloud
- Development of cryptographic tools and methods to protect user privacy
- Creation of enabling technologies for cloud infrastructures
- Development of a methodology for secure service composition
- Experimental evaluation and validation of project results.

CEA-Leti has focused on developing a hardware crypto accelerator for post-quantum signature algorithms and on evaluating and strengthening this design against side channel attacks. It has achieved and demonstrated a proof of concept for a post-quantum redactable signature scheme using this hardware block.

\[
\begin{align*}
S1 &= 0\ -1\ 1\ 0\ 0\ \ldots \\
S2 &= 0\ -2\ -2\ 0\ 0\ \ldots \\nS1 &= -1\ -1\ -1\ 0\ 1\ \ldots \\
S2 &= 2\ -2\ 0\ 0\ 0\ \ldots \\
S1 &= -1\ 0\ 1\ -1\ 0\ \ldots \\
S2 &= 2\ 2\ 2\ -2\ 0\ \ldots
\end{align*}
\]

IMPACT

PRISMA CLOUD has increased European technical knowhow and more specifically:
- Verifiability of data and infrastructure use: protecting computation results (maintain authenticity, enable verifiability) and enabling methods for infrastructure attestation
- User privacy enhancing technologies through data minimization anonymization
- Securing of data at rest through secure distributed information sharing, long-term security and structured data security.
The aim of the HELIAUS project is to develop a reliable system that upgrades existing perception systems (incorporating only visible imaging, LIDAR and RADAR detection) by adding thermal vision inside and outside the vehicle passenger compartment in all light and weather conditions.

### CEA-Leti in HELIAUS

**CEA-Leti objectives two years hence:**

- Validation of an innovative microelectronic process underlying the used of foundry-compatible equipment and processes for a high-performance infrared microbolometer. This work is prompting:
  - Design of a new pixel architecture
  - Assembly of a new pixel process

- Assessment of the advantage of new LWIR thermal systems by integrating novel IR sensors into camera modules with embedded processing, which includes:
  - Development and implementation of conventional machine learning techniques and new neuro-based classifiers

- Application-related appraisal of the advantages and limitations of IR thermal sensors compared with other sensor technologies especially LIDAR and RADAR

- Feedback on possible development of IR thermal sensors for enhancing complementarity with other sensor technologies to ensure safer environmental perception

- Improvement of existing CEA 3D detection algorithms by incorporating 2D IR thermal imaging as an additional data source.
Objectives

Within the scope of Smart Mobility, anticipated vehicle driving practices and usages require reliable, affordable and versatile perception systems, which must be accurate and reliable in relation to events inside and outside the vehicle passenger compartment. Monitoring of the vehicle’s driver, passengers and its surrounding environment in all light and weather conditions must be improved and today’s perception systems (based mainly on visible imaging, LIDAR and RADAR detection) must be upgraded to include thermal sensing. The latter technology, especially in the LWIR (6 - 14 µm) bandwidth, provides valuable additional information and is considered essential to the next generation of L4 (“Eyes off”) and L5 (“Mind off”) autonomous driving systems.

In this context, the HELIAUS project will deliver breakthrough perception systems for monitoring the vehicle’s driver, passengers and surrounding environment based on smart thermal sensing. These novel perception systems will extend current technology to include operation in the LWIR bandwidth.

The overall objectives of the HELIAUS project are to:

1/ Develop cutting edge, cost effective technologies leading to cheap, high-performance LWIR modules
2/ Specify, develop, test and validate first prototypes of thermal perception systems operating inside and outside the passenger compartment
3/ Quantify thermal sensing’s valuable addition to the current and future systems
4/ Promote the benefit of such systems for smart mobility and, in particular, for future autonomous vehicles.

The HELIAUS project is a first and essential step towards building cheap, industrialized thermal perception systems. The project is contributing to global competitiveness of European industry since it forms part of IPCEI Microelectronics, in which LYNRED is leading a «Smart Sensors»-based project.

IMPACT

HELIAUS’ technological and scientific impacts result from creation of know-how in IR microbolometer fabrication and development of innovative IR smart modules.

The project’s application impact results from vehicle passenger compartment and surrounding environment perception developments and assessments, and availability of a cheap, high-performance IR module with embedded processing. Large volumes of the latter unit can be produced in Europe and integrated into vehicles to ensure safer transport and smart mobility, thereby reducing road accidents and casualties.
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The HOLDON project aim is to develop a highly sensitive LIDAR detector module for atmospheric surveillance of greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4). This detector will be assessed in relation to its potential capacity for integration into mini-satellites for future operation.
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• CEA-Leti is manufacturing the detection module to be integrated into the full LIDAR chain. During the first year of project, CEA-Leti and its technical partners drew up the full specifications for the HOLDON detector (APD, ROIC, optical and electronic interfaces) specifically for greenhouse gases and LIDAR altimetric measurements. These specifications were validated after analyzing relevant space and ground atmospheric LIDAR scenarios for 350 nm to 2 µm wavelengths embracing a wide dynamic range between $10^6$ and $10^{12}$ photons/s for limited signal detection of a shot noise.

• CEA-Leti has now launched development of the detector module technological bricks, which will be based on HgCdTe APDs hybridized with specifically designed CMOS ROIC. The combination will be packaged in a cryo-cooler. HgCdTe APDs have the unique advantage of combining high quantum efficiency over a broad spectral window with a close to deterministic avalanche gain, which allows amplification of the signal to a level higher than the electronic amplifier noise with almost negligible information loss.

• Regarding the specifications, CEA-Leti has studied different potential ROIC architectures and conducted simulation campaigns. The ROIC architecture has now been frozen, offering a dual operation mode with different possible gains covering the required wide dynamic range. The two modes are continuous for conventional sampling on proximity electronics or switchable on-chip-sampling with variable observation time, gain and accumulation capabilities.

• CEA-Leti has defined the APD architecture and the mask set specifications for the technological process of forthcoming batches and has undertaken epitaxial growth of the high quality HgCdTe layers.

• The APD performance characteristics will be optionally maximized, while minimizing response time and dark current, by optimizing optical coupling to the APD with micro-lenses, which will be directly machined on the side of the APD chips, which will be illuminated by the laser echo.
Objectives

LIDAR remote sensing of the Earth’s atmosphere is a key tool for monitoring the effects and causes of global warming caused by greenhouse gas emission. LIDAR is the acronym of «Light Imaging, Detection and Ranging». It refers to a surveying method that measures distance to a target by illuminating the latter with pulsed laser light and measuring the reflected pulses with a sensor. With regard to atmospheric monitoring, today’s LIDAR applications are all installed at large satellite platforms because of the size of the telescope and high energy laser modules required to ensure sufficient light intake and separate the return signal from detector noise. The purpose of the HOLDON project is to develop a new, versatile detection chain, which will improve LIDAR performance, and to reduce LIDAR payload for future mini-satellites. Increased performance is obtained by optimizing high quantum-efficiency HgCdTe Avalanche PhotoDiodes (APD) to be hybridized to a specially designed CMOS readout circuit (ROIC) offering two operating modes. The devices are expected to meet the most stringent specifications for LIDAR applications implementing ultra-violet to near-infrared wavelengths in terms of sensitivity, dynamic range and temporal resolution (high dynamic range down to single photon sensitivity). Seven European partners (CEA-Leti, DLR, AIRBUS, IDQ, LMD, ALTER and ABSISKEY) are cooperating to take up the following three challenges:

• Design and manufacturing of a cutting edge, photon noise-limited LIDAR detection chain
• Demonstration of the improvement achieved with the detection chain for greenhouse gas detection (especially CO2 and CH4)
• Validation of the adequacy between LIDAR detection key performance characteristics and future space mission requirements.

IMPACT

The ambitious specifications for the HOLDON LIDAR module outperform the state of the art. We expect to foster scientific excellence in Europe, in particular by maintaining Europe’s leadership in the physics and applications of HgCdTe APDs and by enabling new cooperations. Furthermore, a versatile detection chain offering low payload will pave the way towards a European commercial offer for atmospheric and space LIDAR applications fulfilling similar needs and potential industrial exploitation by a number of interested companies.
The aim of the PEROXIS project is to develop a new X-ray imaging system offering greater sensitivity and spatial resolution than existing conventional systems to facilitate diagnosis, while reducing the dose received by the patient during a radiological examination.
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The PEROXIS project is investigating two disruptive, cost-effective approaches to integrating efficient, scalable, thick perovskite conversion layers with appropriate properties for X-ray direct detection purposes.

- The first approach is based on a powder sintering process for applying a microcrystalline MAPI layer to an active matrix surface.
- In cooperation with CNRS (Neel Institute), CEA-Leti is in charge of a second approach based on a solution process for growing in-situ a dense, highly crystalline, MAPbBr₃ layer directly on the active matrix.

The PEROXIS project is prompting CEA to develop a groundbreaking, 2-step (seeding and growing) process for in-situ, solution-based growth of perovskite from the active matrix surface.

- Improved layer quality and homogeneity is obtained by using a specific set-up to grow the perovskite from solution to give higher quality polycrystalline layers.
- Selection of best surface preparation for seeding (M18).
- The groundbreaking, solution process approach has been demonstrated on 5×5cm² X-ray detectors.
- Fabrication and testing of an X-ray detector using the solution process approach (M30) to demonstrate higher efficiency and spatial resolution performance.

This solution process ensures better detector efficiency and dynamic response, and reduced memory effect (image lag and ghosting). These performance improvements allow the perovskite-based detector to perform X-ray spectral imaging and to open up the way to an upcoming radiographic breakthrough.

**CEA-Leti in PEROXIS**

The PEROXIS project is investigating two disruptive, cost-effective approaches to integrating efficient, scalable, thick perovskite conversion layers with appropriate properties for X-ray direct detection purposes.

- The first approach is based on a powder sintering process for applying a microcrystalline MAPI layer to an active matrix surface.
- In cooperation with CNRS (Neel Institute), CEA-Leti is in charge of a second approach based on a solution process for growing in-situ a dense, highly crystalline, MAPbBr₃ layer directly on the active matrix.

The PEROXIS project is prompting CEA to develop a groundbreaking, 2-step (seeding and growing) process for in-situ, solution-based growth of perovskite from the active matrix surface.

- Improved layer quality and homogeneity is obtained by using a specific set-up to grow the perovskite from solution to give higher quality polycrystalline layers.
- Selection of best surface preparation for seeding (M18).
- The groundbreaking, solution process approach has been demonstrated on 5×5cm² X-ray detectors.
- Fabrication and testing of an X-ray detector using the solution process approach (M30) to demonstrate higher efficiency and spatial resolution performance.

This solution process ensures better detector efficiency and dynamic response, and reduced memory effect (image lag and ghosting). These performance improvements allow the perovskite-based detector to perform X-ray spectral imaging and to open up the way to an upcoming radiographic breakthrough.
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Objectives

The PEROXIS project is developing a new X-ray imaging system offering greater sensitivity and spatial resolution than conventional systems to facilitate diagnosis during patient examination and treatment of various diseases. Emerging semiconducting perovskite materials, widely used for photovoltaic applications, are good candidates since they have the potential to address globally the following ambitious objectives:

• Advancing X-ray-based imaging systems for advanced diagnosis and treatment of cardiovascular disease (CVD) and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)
• Improving the efficiency and spatial resolution of flat panel X-ray detectors
• Producing groundbreaking, perovskite-based, direct conversion, X-ray imaging detectors for large-area compatibility
• Validating the feasibility of phase contrast imaging for earlier detection of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

PEROXIS is a multidisciplinary project involving seven partners from four EU countries (France, Germany, Spain and the Netherlands) spanning academic, RTO and industrial (three major medical equipment manufacturers) worlds. An implementation plan has been presented in the form of eight work packages, six of which are technical. The communication and dissemination synergy ensured by the partners and stakeholders (external advisory board mainly composed of physicians providing letters of intent) maximizes the PEROXIS project impact.

Solutions have been presented for overcoming fundamental technological barriers and relevant deliverables, tasks, milestones and risks involved in timely fulfilment of the PEROXIS project aims. The project outcome should have a strong impact on the medical sector: future applications of an improved PEROXIS imaging system will not be limited to COPD and CVD, but should extend to other clinical domains, in which performance of diagnosis-driven therapy systems is currently limited by flat panel X-ray detector technology.

IMPACT

PEROXIS consortium industrial partners Siemens and Philips are the numbers one and three in diagnostic imaging market. Trixell will be the partner that will take up and industrialize the new technology developed in this project, while Philips and Siemens are the perfect candidates for commercializing the technology and delivering it into the medical imaging market. The intention is to keep detector prices at levels appropriate to the different potential markets. This will foster development of novel, higher performance products inspired by the PEROXIS project solutions, thereby ensuring a major impact on a number of diseases and promoting Europe’s leadership in high-value markets.

The PEROXIS project partners will initially consider cardiovascular diseases (CVDs), which represent the leading cause of death globally, and respiratory diseases, especially chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), which is the third leading cause of death worldwide. Extension to other diseases will also be considered. The PEROXIS project is essential to safeguarding and expanding Europe’s market position in the face of upcoming Asian competition. The partners’ plans for exploiting PEROXIS’ developments (potential for new patents, products, spin-offs, etc.) will be updated during the project to generate major impact on a range of diseases and greater competitiveness.
Shortwave infrared image sensors complement visible light image sensors in high-resolution Earth observation missions (e.g., vegetation/greenhouse gas monitoring). The SWIR-UP project is developing image sensors that do not require cryogenic cooling, thereby achieving miniaturization and reduced satellite power consumption.
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In SWIR-UP, CEA-Leti is upgrading p/n HgCdTe photodiode technology, which has already been matured for low operating temperatures at SOFRADIR, an industrial partner in infrared imagery for over 25 years. Revision of the design of the epilayers and p/n photodiode has enabled CEA-Leti to achieve a new state of the art at higher operating temperatures. This work serves as a reference for the new extended InGaAs technology also developed in the project. Adjusted epilayers have been grown and will be processed to fabricate 2D photodiode arrays (TV format, 15 µm pitch). The cut-off wavelength is around 2.45 µm.

CEA-Leti is also using its longstanding expertise in cooled imaging sensor fabrication and characterization to:

- Hybridize the 2D HgCdTe and extended InGaAs detector arrays on existing read-out integrated circuits supplied by SOFRADIR
- Participate in packaging of the resulting focal plane arrays onto fan-out ceramics to be installed in a specifically designed cryostat
- Permit initial comparison of the electro-optical performance characteristics of HgCdTe and extended InGaAs photodiode technologies in terms of dark current, noise, quantum efficiency, response, and operability. Particular emphasis will be placed on the level of dark current with respect to the operating temperature since this important value is key to avoiding cryogenic cooling.

HOT III-V & II-VI Focal Plane Arrays for Space Applications in the Upper SWIR Band

CEA-Leti in SWIR-UP

In SWIR-UP, CEA-Leti is upgrading p/n HgCdTe photodiode technology, which has already been matured for low operating temperatures at SOFRADIR, an industrial partner in infrared imagery for over 25 years. Revision of the design of the epilayers and p/n photodiode has enabled CEA-Leti to achieve a new state of the art at higher operating temperatures. This work serves as a reference for the new extended InGaAs technology also developed in the project. Adjusted epilayers have been grown and will be processed to fabricate 2D photodiode arrays (TV format, 15 µm pitch). The cut-off wavelength is around 2.45 µm.

CEA-Leti is also using its longstanding expertise in cooled imaging sensor fabrication and characterization to:

- Hybridize the 2D HgCdTe and extended InGaAs detector arrays on existing read-out integrated circuits supplied by SOFRADIR
- Participate in packaging of the resulting focal plane arrays onto fan-out ceramics to be installed in a specifically designed cryostat
- Permit initial comparison of the electro-optical performance characteristics of HgCdTe and extended InGaAs photodiode technologies in terms of dark current, noise, quantum efficiency, response, and operability. Particular emphasis will be placed on the level of dark current with respect to the operating temperature since this important value is key to avoiding cryogenic cooling.
Objectives

Space missions performing high-resolution Earth observation (including greenhouse gas monitoring) require optical sensors covering both visible channels and the Short Wavelength Infra-Red (SWIR) band. With regard to SWIR optical sensors, the current approach in Europe has been implementation of HgCdTe N/P sensors cooled to cryogenic temperature.

SWIR-UP is an H2020 project, whose goal is to develop an alternative photosensitive material to those used in today’s HgCdTe N/P sensors. It is focusing on «III-V»: a material comprising an InGaAs/GaAsSb super-lattice matched to an InP substrate.

The primary objective of the project is to extend the cut-off wavelength (currently limited to 1.7 µm for off-the-shelf detectors operating at room temperature) to 2.5 µm by adding additional SWIR bands to the visible channels commonly used by instruments dedicated to Earth observation from space. SWIR-UP sensor technologies also offer alternatives to HgCdTe N/P detectors for commercial applications in the SWIR spectral range. These include hyperspectral imaging systems (for airborne, field, laboratory and industrial applications) and Lidar (for active imaging applications).

A secondary objective is to achieve higher operating temperatures for focal plane arrays: allowing operation as close as possible to room temperature (230-290 K) compared with typically 200-210 K for today’s HgCdTe detectors. This eliminates cryogenic cooling to improve the miniaturization, power reduction, efficiency and versatility of optical payloads, all of which could offer opportunities for greater functionality.

With in the scope of this action, new SWIR-UP technology is also being compared to current reference II-VI technology embodied by HgCdTe P/N material. This should lead to a technological prioritization based on application type since each material has specific advantages. “II-VI” material, already optimized for cooled astronomical application, is being upgraded for operation at higher temperatures.

The SWIR-UP project also involves manufacturing and testing 2D arrays (640 x 512, 15 µm pitch, cut-off wavelength approximately 2.5 µm) with a sensing module based on both III-V and II-VI technologies. Reaching TRL5 at the end of the project, the best performing technology will enter the industrialization phase and be commercially integrated around 2022.

IMPACT

The SWIR-UP project is directly expanding the Earth observation technology portfolio to ensure Europe’s leadership in SWIR imaging at very low power consumption. The project will impact many other markets: military, civilian and professional (hyperspectral imaging, scientific imaging, machine vision, etc.).
The VOSTARS project aims to assist surgeons in medical procedures by providing them with gestural guidance through smart eyeglasses. During surgery, physicians are using remote displays, on which they can view the patient live and a number of augmented reality-based, guiding lines to assist them in their gestures. The VOSTARS concept is prompting development of innovative, augmented reality, smart eyeglasses that allow the surgeon to focus on the patient, while benefitting from the guiding line support displayed by the smart glasses. The greatest challenge is to fit the guiding line into the real scene in real time.

Keywords
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CEA-Leti is contributing the Key Enabling Technology (KET) to the VOSTARS proposal. Since 2013, CEA-Leti has been developing new GaN microLED display technology, which offers advantages over standard OLED, LCOS or LCD display technology, including super high brightness (> 1 million cd/m² on a passive matrix) and lower consumption, because it is emissive technology. During the VOSTARS project, CEA-Leti has modified OLED active matrices to make them compatible with the GaN microLED process. GaN pixellization has been achieved, while microtubes have been processed on the CMOS wafer. The two parts were then aligned and bonded together to obtain a 853 x 500 pixel microLED display. Specific IC boards have been designed to pilot the display, while post-process correction has been required to correct LED driving and expand the image grey scale. Green epitaxy was chosen for greater brightness: 3000cd/m² has been achieved. Limited brightness is due to a non-dedicated ASIC, but the project scope does not include developing a dedicated ASIC. However, the former did contribute ensure progress in the technological field and allowed us to integrate a GaN-based display into an Optinvent wave guide optical module.
Objectives

The idea of enhancing the surgeon’s perceptive efficiency with new Augmented Reality (AR) viewing methods has been a dominant topic of academic and industrial research in the medical field since the 1990s. AR technology would represent a significant development with the field of Image-Guided Surgery (IGS).

The quality of the AR experience affects its degree of acceptance among surgeons; much depends on how well the virtual content is integrated into the real world spatially, photometrically and temporally. In this regard, wearable systems based on Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs) offer the most ergonomic and easily translatable solution for many surgeries.

Most AR HMDs fall into two categories - Video See-Through (VST) and Optical See-Through (OST) - according to the see-through paradigm they implement. In OST systems, the user’s direct view of the real world is augmented with the projection of virtual information into the user’s line of sight. In VST systems on the other hand, the virtual content is merged with images captured by two external cameras anchored to the visor. With respect to technological and human-factor issues, both approaches have their advantages and drawbacks. In a hybrid OST/VST HMD, the VOSTARS project has identified a disruptive solution for improving surgical outcomes. In the last two years, the hybrid HMD has been developed in close cooperation with surgeons and design work has been dedicated to specific application. Off-the-shelf components and innovative displays have been embedded and an innovative calibration procedure allows the system to react virtually in real time. Final technical details are now being finalized before testing the system in clinical trials, whose results will be fundamental to immediate industrial uptake based on economic viability analysis.

IMPACT

Augmented Reality is a very promising research and development area and surgeons, who already use such technology, are excellent candidates for assessing a new HMD model. CEA-Leti wishes to extend its work on system applications and VOSTARS is a fine project and platform for meeting systems specialists. Moreover, this project has offered CEA-Leti the opportunity to embed its state-of-the-art microLED display in a full HMD system.
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Sleep disorder-related breathing is associated with many major chronic diseases (obesity, cancer, etc.) and remains widely underdiagnosed. ApneaBand is a non-intrusive medical screening method combining a wristband and AI software for home detection of Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA).

ApneaBand has been validated under the CEA-Leti program of trials dedicated to home-based sleep apnea testing. Thirty-seven patients spent no fewer than 74 nights with ApneaBand during clinical trials. These patients used the device under real-life domestic conditions and their output data was processed by a clinical team using it for the first time.

ApneaBand has received positive feedback on usage from professionals and patients. Its impact on sleep quality is low, unlike the current reference system. A market study has shown that the ApneaBand concept is attractive for sleep apnea management in the countries, in which trials were conducted. Its cutting-edge technical features include:

- Electronic design
- Supporting acquisition software
- An automatic detection algorithm
- A web-based interface dedicated to medical review of results.

Technical partner Airfan is committed to the solution’s CE marking certification in conjunction with the CEA-Leti team.

**Keywords**
- Healthcare efficiency
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Objectives

The ApneaBand project adapts and validates a wearable solution dedicated to respiratory sleep disorder event detection from device hardware to business plan. Validation of our solution (device + post processing software) has been based on clinical validation, usage validation and market validation. Adaptation of our solution to the market has been performed (for software and hardware following updated specifications) in relation to penetration strategy by a market study and to regulation rules by a market access study. Communications and solution testing have been conducted in relation to patients and professionals, stakeholders and the general population.

The project assesses how wider use of the wrist band for medical monitoring can improve medical data and facilitate healthier living. Ultimately, this work strengthens the strategy for bringing this product to market. The project has generated technical features required for real-life usage.

IMPACT

ApneaBand is a disruptive technology for screening/diagnosing OSA in high risk patients not suffering from another form of sleep disorder-related breathing. ApneaBand TRL status has been upgraded and its performance characteristics have been initially evaluated during home trials. Partner Airfan has launched ApneaBand industrialisation and final CE marking.
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463 million people suffer from diabetes, an incurable pandemic caused by the pancreas not producing enough insulin. The aim of the BIOCAPAN project was to develop innovative cell therapy based on grafting encapsulated human insulin secreting cells.

The strategy adopted for protecting pancreatic islets from immune rejection is to microencapsulate them in soft, porous, biocompatible microcapsules. CEA-Leti was project coordinator and leader for microcapsule production, characterisation, dissemination and planned usage.

New biomaterials were identified for inclusion in final bioactive capsule composition; these were optimised and tested in vitro and in vivo. This resulted in:

- Demonstration of the positive role of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) and tripeptides arginine-glycine-aspartic acid conjugated to sodium alginate (RGD-alginate) on rat islet viability and functionality through co-culture experiments
- Optimised production of GMP ultra pure Extra Cellular Matrix (ECM) mimicking the pancreatic islet microenvironment. Tests in vitro shown close biocompatibility and improvement in islet viability and functionality
- Development of a zwitterionic (ZW) chitosan for coating microcapsules and preventing fibrosis. ZW chitosan was shown to be biocompatible without affecting capsule porosity. Initial in vivo assays proved that ZW coating reduced macrophages in the capsule periphery.

These results enabled final bioactive capsule composition to be defined and patented.

The encapsulation challenge was to produce monodispersed microcapsules in the extremely high viscous fluid (10Pa.s) required by the microcapsule composition, while minimising the impact on cell viability. This was overcome by:

- Designing, manufacturing and testing an innovative, cheap, disposable, microfluidic plastic cartridge to produce the microcapsules automatically
- Designing and manufacturing new versatile GMP similar equipment. This automatically produces sterile capsules by simply plugging in the microfluidic cartridge and operating the patented instrument.

Capsules with allogenic islets were implanted into diabetic rats and shown good immunocompatibility and stability after several weeks.
Objectives

Glycaemic control is the key therapeutic issue in diabetes mellitus types I and II. Quality of life would benefit enormously from curtailment of constant self-control by insulin injection and long-term complications. The best therapeutic option is transplantation of allogeneic islet cells (from a human donor) but the current state of the art limits this approach’s applicability. Implanting unprotected grafts demands lifelong administration of immunosuppressants. Moreover, cell protection against adverse immune reactions by today’s encapsulation strategies so reduces graft functionality and survival that frequent ‘refresher’ implants are necessary. The encapsulated approach currently offers a maximum of two years glycaemia control.

The purpose of the BIOCAPAN project, which brought together experts from different fields, was to develop an innovative treatment based on implanting allogeneic islet cells embedded in a complex microcapsule. The objective was to design a GMP grade bioactive microcapsule that maximizes long-term functionality and survival of pancreatic islets by preventing pericapsular fibrotic overgrowth, in-situ oxygenation, innovative extracellular matrix microenvironment reconstruction and immune system modulation. CEA-Leti’s mission was to establish a GMP grade microfluidic microencapsulation platform to protect freshly harvested islets quickly in a standardized, reproducible manner. The ambition was to design a microfluidic disposable cartridge the size of a credit card, this would be inserted into the equipment to produce microencapsulated islets automatically.

The project aimed for the full preclinical validation and a comprehensive protocol, complying with the provisions of Advanced Therapy Medicinal Products Regulation in order to start clinical trials within one year of project completion. The target was 5 years of insulin injection free treatment without immunosuppressants; this would be of enormous benefit to diabetes mellitus patients dependent on insulin (all Type I and approximately 1/6 Type II patients).

IMPACT

Microencapsulation of islets in a viscous biopolymer is a world-class result. The project enabled definition and patenting of the microcapsule composition and the encapsulating instrument. The intention of the patenting strategy is to attract potential industrial partners for further commercialisation. The project built a strong relationship between its partners. Spin-offs in cell therapy product development are emerging from this collaboration and from the results of the BIOCAPAN project.

Publications

Oral presentations:

Article submitted in international journals:

Florence Rivera
florence.rivera@cea.fr
Frédéric Bottausci
frederic.bottausci@cea.fr
CEA-Leti is developing a method to diagnose head trauma using light. The amount of blood in the body can be measured using red light, so we are designing a device to be installed in hospitals to measure head trauma severity.

CEA-Leti has been hosting a PhD student for 36 months under the auspices of Marie Curie ITN, an EC-funded laboratory group that is collaborating (15 doctoral theses) to develop a system for monitoring the blood parameters of Traumatisms Brain Injury (TBI) in emergency services. This system is based on using near-infrared light to probe diffusing biological media in depth.

The CEA-Leti PhD student has been investigating new approaches to optical tomographic reconstruction by means of multispectral and time-resolved acquisition. Working in a highly reputed team dedicated to processing time-domain diffuse optical data, this has involved developing a time-domain multispectral optical tomography algorithm for monitoring blood parameters. More specifically, the Mellin-Laplace transform has been developed to process time-domain optical signal data in a computationally tractable manner.

The aim is to reconstruct in 3D the optical characteristics of monitored environments. The approach involves:

- Focusing on late tenuous optical signals corresponding to light propagation deep within the medium
- Refining data analysis by incorporating a valid interference model
- Using priors such as sparsity for solving material-based decomposition problems. These algorithms are being initially tested and developed in simulations.

Project work in 2019 included taking part in acquisition campaign in POLIMI, implementing a supercontinuum laser source in conjunction with a wavelength selection system and resolved detection time. This campaign was used to validate real data developments.

CEA-Leti’s outcomes:

- Scientific progress in time-domain diffuse optical data processing
- Progress in clinical translation of optical modality
- Strengthening relations between CEA-Leti and the project European laboratory through the presence and mobility of the Marie Curie ITN research student.
**Objectives**

Our vision is to develop a suite of standardized non-invasive devices that provides essential information about brain health in neurocritical care and neuromonitoring, with a particular emphasis on traumatic brain injury (the “silent epidemic of the third millennium”) and hypoxia in newborn children. Survivors present permanent neurological conditions that have a profound impact on the quality of life of individuals and their families, and hence a large socio-economic impact. The key factors influencing these conditions and their treatment are the avoidance of brain hypoxia and metabolic disturbances and this is driving the transfer of new neuromonitoring systems to the bedside, where they are being shown to have a transformative effect on patient care.

BitMap develops non-invasive photonics-based monitoring techniques and data analysis methods to provide biomarkers that could guide patient management. A cohort of multi-disciplinary Early Stage Researchers (ESRs), embedded in leading laboratories across Europe, works together on an program designed to address the key technological and clinical challenges in neurocritical care. The ESRs benefit from the diverse range of expertise in advanced photonics and clinical application which substantially enhance their research competitiveness and employability, and together form a critical mass of skilled people working together towards new technologies for improved neurocritical care.

The challenges involved are fundamentally multi-disciplinary and therefore ESRs trained in a multi-disciplinary environment are essential, if progress and clinical impact is to be made. There is currently no graduate program producing researchers with these attributes, but there is a significant market for such PhDs in the rapidly developing area of biomedical optics and in general in medical imaging technology development. The BitMap project therefore addresses both a clinical and economic need.

**Publications**

**Articles:**

**Communications:**

**IMPACT**

BitMAP promotes the benefits of graduate and research partnerships, which have substantial impacts on European industry and the economy. These benefits include:
- Producing multi-skilled graduates capable of performing a transformative role by linking scientific domains and forming multidisciplinary teams for future employers
- The network and its graduates provides a direct route from industrial partners to academic science and IP base
- Using partnerships to circulate research results in industry.

CEA-Leti’s project contribution has been development of data processing methods for time-domain measurements. Based on the reconstructions provided by CEA-Leti’s new approach, the total measurement information could be exploited through the use of novel data filtering. Brain injuries can now be imaged deeper and more accurately: approximately 2.5cm under optical probes instead of 2cm for the same set of measurements.
Children living with Type 1 diabetes have to sustain the burden of frequently checking their glycaemia (for meals and physical activity). The D4Kids project has developed a medical device for regulating insulin delivery in real time that is tailored to these children’s needs. The system allows remote monitoring by parents.

Keywords
Artificial pancreas
Children
Closed-loop metabolic control
Co-creation
Digital health
Medical device
Model-predictive-control
Type 1 diabetes

CEA-Leti in D4Kids
CEA-Leti has mainly contributed to the technological aspect of the project and, more specifically, to data analysis, algorithm development and establishment of a bio-regulation computing library in compliance with regulatory rules governing medical devices. The project team initially received data from clinicians, who provided information on the children’s normal treatment. This included glucose measurements from Continuous Glucose Measurement (CGM) sensors, insulin delivery with either bolus and basal doses, meal time and size. This allowed us to compare, for example the glycemic trends of children and various populations already on CEA-Leti databases (adults using open-loop and closed-loop systems). This European project has been undertaken in parallel with the work of a laboratory developing an artificial pancreas for adults, which combines CEA-Leti and partners Diabeloop SA (medical device manufacturer) and CERITD (diabetologists and clinical research organization). The medical device for adults was CE-marked in autumn 2018 and the children’s device could take advantage of previous developments for adults. Most of the bioregulation algorithm is based on the Hovorka model (Hovorka et al. 2002, 2004); its personalization step is of prime importance. We used a Model Predictive Control approach because the model’s capacity to understand the patient physiology at any instant was crucial to determining the right insulin dose to be delivered at the right time. On completion of the project in 2019, the prototype was used in clinical trials in France and Belgium. Some 25 children were equipped with the child’s artificial pancreas during 6 weeks of everyday life. Child patients, their parents and pediatric diabetologists are very enthusiastic about the results. In May 2019, EITHealth selected Diabeloop SA as a D4Kids project partner to represent EITHealth at the EIT Innovator Awards.
Objectives

Diabetes in children (6 to 10 years old) is characterized by high insulin sensitivity and high blood glucose variability due to unpredictable physical activity and higher glycemic response to carbohydrate intake. Diabeloop’s artificial pancreas adaptation to children started with a pilot study to collect glucose and insulin data of a few children treated with an insulin pump over a period of 4 weeks. Based on this data, our EIT Health project focused on adapting the closed loop system along two axes: fine-tuning of entry parameters and adaptation of both the closed-loop algorithm and the HMI (Human Machine Interface). The D4KIDS solution is to be validated clinically in a randomized cross-over design with 6 children during 2 days in KU Leuven under CERITD promotion. A complementary study (KCA) will be conducted on 24 diabetic children in 2 hospitals in France. Ergonomy and user-friendliness of the interface were assessed and CERITD elaborated the educational kit for children, parents, and caregivers, and test in KU Leuven. Diabeloop defined with Profil a penetration access strategy for the new product in European countries.

IMPACT

A first impact is removal of a considerable burden from the daily lives of both children and their families: fewer mild hypoglycemic events (several a week) and severe hypoglycemia at night. A second impact is reduction of long-term complications, thereby greatly reducing the costs of T1DM throughout the patient’s life. The artificial pancreas for children (6-12 years) DBLK will undoubtedly be a worldwide innovation. In 2019, EITHealth provided funding for a new project dedicated developing an artificial pancreas for teenagers.

Publications

EUNCL is the European reference Nanomedicine Characterization Laboratory performing full physical, chemical and biological characterization of nanomedicinal products before regulatory application. The full characterization assay cascade has been permanently updated with regulators in response to needs. Thirty-plus nanomedicinal products were accepted by EUNCL between 2016 and 2019.

CEA-Leti in EUNCL

**CEA-Leti’s contribution**

- General coordination of infrastructure
- Coordination of trans-national access
- Responsibility for physical and chemical characterization.

**Outcomes**

- Efficient synchronization and alignment with CEA-Liten Nano Safety Platform (PNS)
- Physical and chemical characterization of 5 nanomedicinal products
- EU leadership in characterization of nanomedicinal products
- Coordination of REFINE spin-off project on regulatory science framework of nanomedicinal products and nanobiomaterial-enabled medical devices.
- Strong attractiveness of Grenoble as a place for developing nanomedicinal products (formulation, characterization, scale-up manufacturing).
Objectives

- To provide a trans-disciplinary testing infrastructure covering a comprehensive set of preclinical characterisation assays (physical, chemical, in-vitro and in-vivo biological testing) allowing researchers to fully comprehend the biodistribution, metabolism, pharmacokinetics, safety profiles and immunological effects of nanoparticles used for medical applications (Med-NPs).

- To foster the use and deployment of standard operating procedures (SOPs), benchmark materials and quality management for the preclinical characterization of Med-NPs.

- To promote inter-sectorial and inter-disciplinary communication among key drivers of innovation, especially between developers and regulatory agencies.

IMPACT

EUNCL is now performing as well as its US counterpart NCI-NCL in terms of quality and excellence. The European Community refers to EU-US cooperation in nanomedicinal product characterization as «the most successful cooperation in the field of nanotechnologies». The European Medicine Agency is now recognising EUNCL as the reference research infrastructure in Europe.
The ExuCheck project targets a breakthrough in early detection of one of the most common clinical complications, namely post-operative infection, based around an analytical device (measuring pH & lactate) and an algorithm for interpreting variations in the possible patient infection markers.

CEA-Leti had formerly developed micro-electrochemical sensors for measuring pH and lactic acid.  

CEA-Leti’s principal aims within the Exucheck project

- The lactic acid sensor developed by CEA-Leti performed acceptably, however it had only been assessed in laboratory conditions and in model solutions (e.g. PBS). CEA-Leti’s principal project aim involves ensuring full lactic acid sensor compatibility with the application by:
  > Ensuring sensor compatibility with sterilization (e.g. gamma radiation)
  > Assessing sensor robustness to interferent species present in the exudates
  > Assessing sensor biocompatibility
  > Ensuring at least 5 days functional stability, i.e. developing dedicated anti-biofouling layers
  > Testing the sensor in real exudates.

- CEA-Leti anticipates developing the complete system. The main task involves integrating the existing pH and lactic acid sensors into a unique platform with suitable electrical and fluid connections prior to full platform characterization. This work will be performed in close collaboration with Maatel, which is developing the electronic and HMI parts.

- CEA-Leti will be involved in preclinical testing on completion of the project. Here, our main role will be fabrication of dedicated sensor platforms.

- CEA-Leti is contributing to the sensor industrialization plan along with the project industrial partners.
Objectives

Exucheck aims at providing a technological breakthrough in the early detection of one of the most common complications, post-operative infection, by detecting infection resulting from anastomosis leakage following colorectal surgery.

A new and innovative diagnosis approach has been developed based on a smart sensor system integrated within a drain to monitor in real-time relevant parameters related to infection. The identification of the presence of specific bacteria is not adapted for the targeted clinical application as too many different species are involved. The sensing device therefore focuses on two indirect biomarkers identified by previous studies led by ERASMUS and MEDTRONIC: pH and lactic acid concentration.

A first Proof of Concept with a drain integrated with a pH sensor has been developed jointly by CEA and MEDTRONIC.

The overall goal of the project is to bring the ExuCheck solution to an acceptable level of risk for further investments by MEDTRONIC, ensuring internal funding for the launch of large-scale clinical studies and industrialization.

Efforts are focused on developing the system until clinical trials are launched, assessing its ease of use and medico-economic impact.

IMPACT

In the short term: advancement of scientific knowledge through sharing research results with the scientific community.

In the medium term: reducing project risks and preparing deployment (supply chain, business plan) to create a new MEDTRONIC range.

In the long term: if the smart drain meets the clinical and commercial expectations, new generations of MEDTRONIC sensing systems may be considered, e.g. smart implants.

Véronique Mourier
veronique.mourier@cea.fr
The goal of the IDentIFY project is to develop a new generation of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanners capable of detecting certain diseases that are invisible to conventional scanners. An MRI can study large objects (e.g. a head) and produces images of them, whereas an NMR can only analyze small samples and cannot image them. Multiple challenges must be overcome before such devices can be deployed in hospitals, among them controlling the magnetic field in the vicinity of the equipment.

FFC-MRI requires measurement and elimination of interfering magnetic fields in the vicinity of the MRI system. This requires development of new active magnetic shielding.

The aim of the CEA-Leti and CNRS research is to compensate for static and time varying (<500 Hz) magnetic fields in the vicinity of Grenoble-based NMR and Aberdeen-based MRI systems and to generate relaxation fields for ultralow FFC-NMR/MRI measurements in the 2µT - 1mT range.

This work has been broken down the following key steps:

- Roll out magnetic sensors for measuring magnetic environments
- Develop mathematical models for magnetic interference sources (static and time varying)
- Based on these models, design coils to compensate for DC & AC interference fields, when using ultra- and very-low fields (from 2µT to 1mT, free of interference <500 Hz)
- Develop and implement the coils in Grenoble (on the NMR system) and Aberdeen (on the MRI system)
- Implement automatic compensation software for the FFC-NMR and FFC-MRI systems.

This project has allowed CEA-Leti to:

- Reinforce relations between the CEA-Leti partners (INAC / Clinatec) and Grenoble partners (G2ELAB at Grenoble INP, CNRS) and build new partnerships with scientific institutions in Germany, Poland and Italy
- Develop two very-low noise power supplies for the NMR and MRI systems
- Develop cutting edge technology for magnetic shielding, which will be reusable for others projects requiring elimination of magnetic interference
- Develop its expertise in the field of medical imaging
- Prepare the new generation of portable, ultra-low field NMR systems allowing on-site analysis.
Objectives

Many diseases are inadequately diagnosed or not diagnosed early enough by current imaging methods. Fast Field-Cycling (FFC) MRI can measure quantitative information that is invisible to standard MRI. FFC scanners switch magnetic field while scanning the patient to obtain new diagnostic information.

The main IDentIFY project aims are:
• To understand the mechanisms determining FFC signals in human tissues
• To create technology to measure and correct for environmental magnetic fields, enabling FFC at ultra-low fields
• To investigate contrast agents for FFC to increase sensitivity and to allow molecular imaging
• To improve FFC technology to extend its range of clinical applications
• To test FFC-MRI on tissue samples and patients.

These aims are being achieved by:
• Developing tissue relaxation theory for ultra-low fields
• Developing magnetometers and environmental field correction
• Creating and in-vitro testing new FFC contrast agents
• Improving technology to monitor and stabilize magnetic fields in FFC
• Improving magnet power supply stability
• Investigating better radiofrequency coils and acquisition pulse sequences.

Publications


IMPACT

Development of a new generation of MRI scanner requires a broad range of high-level technological, biological and medical expertise. Allocation of cooperative research resources to a pool of experts for developing a new MRI makes Europe the frontrunner in diagnosing several pathologies that are currently invisible to conventional MRI scanners. It also offers Europe a technological and commercial lead in the area of medical imaging devices their commercialization.

Antoine Viana
antoine.viana@cea.fr

Bernard Strée
bernard.stree@cea.fr
The InForMed project is ensuring development of a new generation of medical instruments, including laparoscopic instruments, catheters and guide-wires, which will be used in Hospital and Heuristic Care, Home Care and Well-being.

Keywords
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CEA-Leti has contributed to the InForMed project through its expertise in 3D packaging of micro-systems and deposition of material for stimulation electrodes.

Study of thin layer biocompatible encapsulation has highlighted the following candidates: TiO$_2$, HfO$_2$, Al$_2$O$_3$ - TiO$_2$, Pt and Ti-TiN deposited by ALD. Most of these thin layers are very stable in PBS at 90°C. It has also been shown that the ALD layer comprising Al$_2$O$_3$ - TiO$_2$ on SiO$_2$ offers a good barrier to PBS infiltration. No degradation of AISi lines were observed after 90 days in PBS at 90°C. Finally, it has also been demonstrated that 500nm of Pt was a good candidate for encapsulating AISi.

The PEDOT electropolymerization method has been confirmed in the Steering deep brain stimulation demonstrator: the CV method ensures the best PEDOT film properties (Charge Storage Capacities (CSC) and impedances). Moreover, a method has been optimized for grafting a molecule to improve the PEDOT electrodeposition and adhesion to the platinum surface. Electropolymerization has been performed on Medtronic test vehicles with different electrode shapes and sizes on a flexible Parylene substrate. Electrodeposition has given excellent results.
Objectives

The goal of the InForMed project is to set up an integrated micro-fabrication pilot line for medical devices, covering the complete innovation chain from technology concept to system qualification. The critical stages of technology transfer from university to industrial development (TRL 4/5) and subsequent qualification for manufacturing (TRL7/8) are specifically addressed. A number of innovative micro-fabricated medical devices serve as pilot products to identify and resolve all possible transfer issues along the value chain. This allows validation of the complete integrated pilot line infrastructure from novel idea to real product. The InForMed project targets innovation in three important classes of medical equipment and instruments:

- Traditional diagnostic equipment: micro-fabricated devices are rapidly replacing traditional sensors and actuators in diagnostic equipment
- Next generation medical instruments: more and more medical procedures are performed using minimally invasive techniques involving laparoscopic instruments, catheters or guide-wires
- Organs-on-Chip and other emerging devices, micro-fluidics and polymer micro-fabrication combined with breakthroughs in cell-biology, in particular recently developed Induced Pluripotent Stem Cell technology (iPSC), which leads to co-integration of living cells and tissue with micro-fabricated devices to form accurate models of human organs.

CEA-Leti has contributed to the InForMed project through its expertise in 3D packaging of microsystems and deposition of material for stimulation electrodes.

Publications

- “Development of micro-system encapsulation for silicon devices which are in contact with human cells”, J.-C. Souriau et al; IEEE CPMT Symposium Japan (ICSJ) 2017.
The INNPAPER project is aimed at creating configurable, recyclable common platform that integrates a variety of paper-based electronic devices into a multifunctional paper sheet to allow subsequent production of multiple use cases. The ultimate aim of the project is to demonstrate the feasibility of the paper-based common electronic platform, on which paper is used as both the substrate and the active component, by developing real use cases (smart labels and PoC bioplatforms). The paper-based common electronic platform and its resulting use case demonstrators will be manufactured on a multi-site pilot line at the INNPAPER consortium's multidisciplinary partner facilities.

Design and development of a paper-based electrochemical genosensors that integrate sample preparation, DNA amplification and DNA detection into one system to be used in streptococcus bacteria and influenza virus detection in saliva, nasal specimens and throat swabs.

- Fabrication of a microfluidic, electrochemical, paper-based Analytical Device (µePAD):
  > Designing a microfluidic paper technology compatible with LAMP amplification
  > Printing of reference and operating DNA electrodes at top of custom paper-based chamber
  > Optimizing the printing process (inks, mesh characteristics and printing parameters) for the plastic, electrochemical genosensor to produce a well-defined, reproducible µePAD for DNA amplification and detection using INNPAPER paper.

- Modification of µePADs using bioreagents:
  > Developing specific reagents and bioreagents for sample pretreatment, DNA amplification and DNA detection. Establishing sample pretreatment protocols and modifying the microfluidic channel in one zone (sample pretreatment) using reagents for sample dilution and DNA extraction
  > Modifying the paper-based LAMP chamber using bioreagents (primers) for DNA amplification
  > Optimizing all parameters involving sample pretreatment, LAMP, amplification and DNA detection (type/quantity of bioreagents).

- Application of new paper-based electrochemical genosensors to streptococcus bacteria and influenza virus detection:
  > Comparing results with those obtained using official method (e.g. quantitative PCR)
  > Integrating paper-based electrochemical genosensors into common platform to produce the final integrated PoC genetic assay.

CEA-Leti in INNPAPER

Design and development of a paper-based electrochemical genosensors that integrate sample preparation, DNA amplification and DNA detection into one system to be used in streptococcus bacteria and influenza virus detection in saliva, nasal specimens and throat swabs.

- Fabrication of a microfluidic, electrochemical, paper-based Analytical Device (µePAD):
  > Designing a microfluidic paper technology compatible with LAMP amplification
  > Printing of reference and operating DNA electrodes at top of custom paper-based chamber
  > Optimizing the printing process (inks, mesh characteristics and printing parameters) for the plastic, electrochemical genosensor to produce a well-defined, reproducible µePAD for DNA amplification and detection using INNPAPER paper.

- Modification of µePADs using bioreagents:
  > Developing specific reagents and bioreagents for sample pretreatment, DNA amplification and DNA detection. Establishing sample pretreatment protocols and modifying the microfluidic channel in one zone (sample pretreatment) using reagents for sample dilution and DNA extraction
  > Modifying the paper-based LAMP chamber using bioreagents (primers) for DNA amplification
  > Optimizing all parameters involving sample pretreatment, LAMP, amplification and DNA detection (type/quantity of bioreagents).

- Application of new paper-based electrochemical genosensors to streptococcus bacteria and influenza virus detection:
  > Comparing results with those obtained using official method (e.g. quantitative PCR)
  > Integrating paper-based electrochemical genosensors into common platform to produce the final integrated PoC genetic assay.
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Objectives

Flexible, easily foldable and recyclable paper, used as a substrate and functional part of portable, wireless and/or disposable electronic devices, is emerging as a promising material for developing sustainable electronic components that generate less waste. INNPAPER is a use case-driven project that provides a configurable common electronic platform based on multifunctional paper. The project is developing innovative approaches to paper manufacturing, including (Nano) cellulose functionalization, to produce paper with custom properties ((super)hydrophobicity/philicity, conductivity, etc.) at surface and body levels. A configurable common platform featuring a variety of paper-based devices (printed battery, electrochromic display, antenna and hybrid electronic circuit) is being developed on which paper will act as substrate and active component. This common platform underpins manufacturing of several use cases in different industrial sectors, especially packaging and Point of Care (PoC) assays (security, food traceability, and medical). The paper-based platforms are fabricated on existing pilot printing and hybrid production lines at the project partners’ facilities. This is creating a business case involving not only a high impact paper-based electronics, but also an open-access pilot line network for the EU. An eco-design strategy, including sustainability and re-use considerations, is being implemented. An operation and business plan is being drawn up to ensure the short- and long-term profitability of the pilot lines as well as commercialization of resulting paper-based platforms. Achieving INNPAPER targets supports EU industry in the emerging Internet of Things and consolidates paper making and wood harvesting industries as well as the EU’s position environmental management of electronic waste.

IMPACT

- A new disruptive, sustainable, paper-based electronics platform, which not only integrates discrete devices, but also uses cellulose as an electronic material for insulators, electrolytes, conductors and semiconductors.
- Use of same paper substrate used to support electronics to drive ECDs, communication systems, PoC bioplatforms and smart labels, based on an embedded chemical battery power source.
- Reduction of the environmental impact of electronics.

Publications


Raphaël Trouillon
raphael.trouillon@cea.fr
Elastic Light Scattering for low cost and non-destructive clinical pathogens identification

LUMINT technology is an innovative diagnostic tool that implements imaging technology and artificial intelligence. The project aims to identify automatically bacterial pathogens and help clinicians in their therapeutic decisions. The LUMINT@CLINICS project aims to transfer this technology from the laboratory to the hospital.

CEA-Leti in LUMINT

The LUMINT@CLINICS project is a unique opportunity for transferring LUMINT technology to the application field by:

- Building 2 fully integrated prototypes, designed to be user-friendly, based on a laboratory system previously developed by CEA-Leti and successfully assessed under laboratory conditions for 10 standard bacterial species
- Installing prototypes in two microbiological laboratories at Georges Pompidou European Hospital (HEGP) and Ghent University Hospital (UZGENT) and training clinicians to operate the instruments themselves
- Assessing these prototypes in real conditions, i.e., during routine clinical practice, to build up a clinical sample database for the 40 most common bacterial species representing over 90% of pathogens in hospitals. Large-scale data collection is the first step towards truly demonstrating feasibility and, although it represents a key achievement, it has not yet been reported in the literature
- Ensuring availability of 2 harmonized data sets acquired in 2 different laboratories, which will help in drawing up a coherent LUMINT development plan
- Assessing identification performance with respect to today’s standard mass spectrometry analysis.

CEA-Leti’s outcomes include a general upgrade of the LUMINT chain from instrument to AI algorithms and availability of a clinical database double-validated using a gold standard test. A 1 point increase in TRL index (from 4 to 5) is expected during the project. In addition to technological achievements, CEA-Leti is benefitting from fruitful collaboration with clinician partners, who can share their knowledge of real practice constraints as well as present and future needs.
**Objectives**

LUMINT is an innovative pathogen identification tool based on a light scattering technique and artificial intelligence. Elastic light scattering technology relies on the fact that a cell illuminated by a laser beam scatters light in a specific pattern. Using the recorded patterns, AI makes it possible to rapidly identify bacteria. A first proof of concept has already been successfully achieved based on acquisition and laboratory analysis of 10 frequent bacteria species.

The LUMINT@CLINICS project aims to translate the tool to a clinical level. It is mandatory to assess its performance on clinical isolates and compare them to the gold standard technique (mass-spectrometry or genetic methods). The study involves two hospitals - Assistance Publique-Hopitaux De Paris (APHP) and Ghent University (UZGENT) - where image database can be acquired on the 40 most common pathogens in clinical practice, representing 90% of the samples collected in hospitals. Automatic identification using optimized algorithms will then be performed.

An organizational impact study as well as a detailed business plan setup are also included in the project.

The outcome of Lumint@Clinics is decisive to raise the necessary funding for the next development steps: large data acquisition campaigns and in vitro diagnostic regulatory trials.

**IMPACT**

Bacteria and viruses resistant to antimicrobials are a growing problem in today’s world. Time is of the essence in identifying rapidly multiplying bacteria. Bacteria identification is crucial to optimal therapy and speedy, reliable diagnostics are at the heart of the fight against resistant superbugs.

The LUMINT solution can potentially have a huge impact on microbiology laboratory organization. This project may revolutionize processes at microbiological laboratories because it will perform faster, non-destructive, fully automated analysis, potentially facilitating chain identification and antibiotic susceptibility testing. The development of this new pathogen identification system is therefore at the heart of the fight against resistant superbugs.

**Publications**


Pierre Marcoux
pierre.marcoux@cea.fr
The MEDTECH project involves strengthening public policies (structural funding and regional policies) in favour of research, development and innovation facilities that advance medical technology. Eight European regions share good practices in elaborating future action plans for developing innovation ecosystems in the medical technology sector.
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CEA-Leti is expert partner in Europe’s Medtech4 consortium. Regional authorities or their legal representatives (clusters, development agencies) possess little internal expertise in medical technology innovation issues, future prospects for medical device markets and global trends in this sector. This project’s focus, specifically policy support to research, development and innovation facilities, is a key issue for CEA-Leti, which has built and commissioned two operating medtech research infrastructures, namely Clinatec and Nano-Bio in Grenoble, and has implemented technological research programmes in cooperation with the industry.

CEA-Leti provides methodological and technical assistance to the consortium based on its expertise in open innovation campuses, European medical device networks and cooperation with the medtech industry.

CEA-Leti is leading a number of project tasks:
• Definition of common methodology to benchmark 8 regional policy instruments and their specific context (State of Play)
• Benchmarking the 8 regions through Joint Cross Analysis
• Advising the consortium throughout the project.

Expected outcomes for CEA-Leti:
• Transfer of expertise in medical device innovation processes to European regions, in particular the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes regional authority
• Understanding existing and future issues in the use of European regional development funds and territorial cooperation as experienced by regional authorities
• Planning future proposals for enhancing cooperation in a 4-part helical system (Research, Education, Industry, Public Authorities) in a European context
• Preparing regional authorities for taking part in Public Private Partnerships as a leveraging effect among EU funds and in cooperation with the medical technology industry.
Objectives

Medtech4 Europe gathers eight European regions willing to cooperate in improving their public policies for research and innovation facilities advancing medical technology. Main output consists of eight local action plans based on exchange of experiences, benchmarking, interregional mapping and joint analysis, study visits and workshops. The main expected result is to improve the use of structural funds for strengthening RDI medical technology ecosystems and adapting business models of RDI facilities to the needs of companies and research and for developing interregional RDI projects.

Interregional cooperation and streamlined use of European regional development funds are growing trends seen in European public policies. The project will show how such cooperation has developed in a specific area: medical technology. Industry and innovation players such as research institutes will benefit from these new policies. Eight regions will invest in medical technology, each implementing its own action plan, and there will be improved networking among key regional medical technology hubs in Europe.

IMPACT

Françoise Charbit
francoise.charbit@cea.fr
With more than 6 million new cases of Cardio-Vascular Disease (CVD) in the EU every year, the disease remains the leading cause of mortality and the major cause of morbidity in Europe. Nano-Athero aims to establish the preliminary clinical feasibility of implementing nanosystems for targeted imaging and treatment of advanced atherothrombotic disease in humans.

www.nanoathero.eu

Keywords
Nanomedicine

On the strength of its extensive previous experience in the nanomedicine field and, specifically, its proprietary know-how involving lipid-based nanoparticles, CEA-Leti completed 3 main technical Nano-Athero project tasks:

1. Development of 64Cu-B22280-F50, a new contrast agent for atherosclerotic plaque detection based on PET (Positon Emitting Tomography) imaging, which is one of the two sensitive imaging modalities for use in cardio-vascular treatment clinics
2. Development and implementation of mid-scale 64Cu-B22280-F50 production to prepare a clinical translation phase (i.e. a production process that is ready to use for clinical trials in a GMP environment)
3. Investigation of lipid-based nanoparticles as drug carriers for treating atherosclerotic plaques.

The nanometric size and natural affinity for lipid-rich areas enabled demonstration of CEA-Leti lipid-based nanoparticles (Lipidots™ technology) in efficiently and specifically targeting atherosclerotic plaques in rat animal models; their injection proved to be very safe. In comparison with currently investigated and reported clinical methods using recombined engineered lipoproteins, the CEA-Leti synthetic approach, based on natural or semi-synthetic products, ensures a better controlled, simpler and cheaper manufacturing process. Lipid-based nanoparticles are therefore of prime interest in further research into atherosclerosis diagnosis and could also be promising for long-term treatment of atherosclerotic plaque, when suitable, efficient drugs are identified.
Objectives

In acute coronary syndrome and stroke, atherosclerotic plaque disruption with superimposed thrombosis is the leading cause of mortality in the Western world. The Nano-Athero project brought together 15 European research groups involved in the nanomedicine field as technology developers and clinical groups involved in cross-disciplinary research in cardio-vascular diseases in a context of growing social and health costs. Nanosystems were developed for imaging and treatment of thrombus and plaque.

- New nanoimaging agents allow non-invasive molecular imaging of key pathological processes in vulnerable plaques.
- Nanosystems are used to delivery and increase drug efficiency for plaque and stroke treatments in humans.

Publications


IMPACT

In the context of growing social and health costs of cardiovascular diseases, the Nano-Athero project’s main outcome was launching of a phase 1 clinical trial on one nano-based contrast agent for atherosclerotic plaque detection. Two other nanosystems (including that of CEA-Leti) have been identified as promising for plaque imaging and therapy during preclinical experiments. These will now commence the long process involving the regulatory studies required for preparing clinical trials.

Isabelle Texier-Nogues
isabelle.texier-nogues@cea.fr
The NAREB project aimed to counter greater antimicrobial resistance through the use of innovative nanoparticles that deliver antimicrobial agents to infected tissues.

**Keywords**
- Antibiotics
- Antimicrobial resistance
- Nanomedicine

Preparing drug-loaded nanoparticles with antimicrobial activity

Within the NAREB project scope, multiple candidates (drug-loaded nanoparticles) were produced for M. tuberculosis and S. aureus. Their stability and characteristics were first investigated on each nanoparticle platform. The transcriptional response of human cells to nanoparticle treatment was also investigated. We studied the feasibility of encapsulating various antimicrobial agents countering MDR-TB or MRSA in four different delivery systems including nanostructured lipid carriers manufactured by CEA-Leti. Transcription factor decoy molecules in self-assembled bola amphiphilic-based particles (Procarta, UK) were also considered for a time only because results were contradictory. The respective particle preparation processes were optimized in relation to the required quantities and to sterility and purity. A decision tree was drawn up to accelerate and rationalize selection of relevant candidates to be considered for further in vivo testing in animal models including key criteria such as the drug payload, stability, activity and safety of tested drug-loaded particles. This process allowed us to test a large number of possible combinations (initially 289 and 258 for MDR-TB and MRSA respectively) and to identify 5 and 3 promising candidates for MDR-TB and MRSA respectively. For these candidates, the adapted formulations after spray-drying were prepared, within the project scope, for parental injection of drug-loaded particles and for the quantities required for in vivo assays. The in vivo experiments involved acute and chronic assays in animal models of infectious diseases for either MDR-TB or MRSA. We demonstrated that antibiotic delivery was greatly enhanced by using lipid nanoparticles in the diseased tissues (lung and blood).

However, this did not correlate with really higher efficiency in reducing the number of bacterial colonies in the infected tissues. A deeper safety assessment may be relevant to demonstrate significant improvement in the efficiency/safety balance by reducing antibiotic side effects in other organs; these experiments were not performed within the NAREB scope.

**Nareb at a glance**

**48 months**
Jan. 2017 > Jul. 2018

**EC Programme**
NMP.2013.1.2-2

**Project Coordinator**
Institut Pasteur (FR)

**Partners**
- BE: Coris bioConcept
- DE: Forschungszen trum Borstel
- ES: GlaxoSmithKline, Nanoimmunotech, University of Zaragoza
- FR: CEA-Leti, Inserm transfert, Institut Pasteur, IRT BioAster
- GB: KU, National Institute for Biological Standards and Control, University of East Anglia
- NL: University Utrecht
- NO: Stiftelsen Sintef
- PL: National Medicine Institute

**Total budget** 13 m.

**EC Contribution** 9.7 m.
Objectives

Increase in antimicrobial resistance is a global concern. The portfolio of available antimicrobial drugs for treating resistant bacterial infections is very limited and comprises molecules inducing severe side effects and/or that are difficult to administer. New drugs or at least new formulations of known drugs that offer enhanced efficiency are urgently needed for faster, more efficient and less impairing treatment.

In this context, the NAREB project proposed nanotechnology solutions to the problem of Multi-Drug Resistant (MDR) tuberculosis (TB) and Methicillin Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA) infections, two well-known drug resistant bacterial diseases causing major public health problems in both developed and developing countries.

NAREB brought together 16 partners from 8 EU Member and Associated States with outstanding complementary expertise, ranging from material engineering to molecular biology, pharmacology, microbiology and medicine. This association was instrumental for confirming the possibility of associating several antibiotics with nanoparticles without loss of efficiency. No superiority in the efficiency of antibiotics combined with nanocarriers was demonstrated, but no toxicity was observed at concentration used for antibiotic treatment in free antibiotics. Additional studies will be necessary to investigate the superiority of antibiotics combined with nanocarriers in relation to reducing side effects in the long term.

The most successful outcome was development of two new diagnostic systems that can rapidly detect MRSA and MDR-TB from clinical specimens with sufficient sensitivity and specificity. These products will have a major impact on society and the economy; they are expected to reach the market very soon.

The World Health Organization (WHO) has recognized antibiotic resistance as one of the three major threats to global health and is indeed predicting a forthcoming disaster due to its rapid, unchecked growth mainly because of the paucity of new classes of antibacterials being developed. Nanotherapeutics may greatly contribute this major health-related socio-economic and societal challenge by providing new approaches to combat resistant bacteria, hence improving the patient quality of life and reducing related healthcare costs. Applications of nanoformulation of antimicrobial agents may be easily extended to treat other infectious diseases.

IMPACT

NAREB was a pioneering project involving application of nanomedicine in the field of infectious diseases. The chemical structure of the available antibiotics implies that these drugs’ doses need to be high (mg range) to make them really efficient. The principle of delivering using synthetic nanoparticles has been demonstrated and validated in animal models. However, this concept could be more relevant when applied to antimicrobial agents with better activity, such as biomacromolecules (peptides, proteins or nucleic acids). The lessons learned from NAREB were very helpful in improving nanomedicinal product manufacturing and targeting therapeutic applications.
The aim of the NEW DEAL initiative is to design the next generation of biological therapy for inflammatory bowel diseases. These immune disorders of the gut, including Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis, are chronic with an early onset in life, typically in adolescents and in young adults. These diseases decrease quality of life and can lead to life threatening complications (bowel perforation, cancer...). The efficiency of currently available drugs, including steroids and immunosuppresses, as well as antibody-based therapies (anti-TNF approach) remains suboptimal for a large proportion of patients. The need of novel therapies persists in this context. Our concept is to develop a new targeted therapy for the inflamed gut based on using siRNA (the next generation of biological drugs after antibodies) to target and inhibit expression of proteins involved in inflammation cascades (janus kinases) and on a delivery system capable of supplying these nucleic acids to the immune cells at the colon level.

Keywords
Biological barriers
Biological therapies
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Lipid nanoparticles
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siRNA therapies

CEA-BIG has designed siRNA sequences targeting human JAK1, human JAK3, murine JAK1 and murine JAK3 and has validated their specific characteristics based on in vitro models. The selected sequences lead to a very high regulation efficiency without observing off-target effects or unwanted Toll-like receptor activation to date. Investigations are ongoing to study the phenotypic outcomes on silencing. In parallel, CEA-Leti has designed and prepared nanostructured lipid carriers to transport siRNA biomolecules. These particles exhibited very high colloidal stability and a good safety profile. We have validated their compatibility with formulation preparation processes for human administration (rectal and/or oral dosage forms) such as spray drying or spray coating on solid carriers. Models of mucus and intestinal epithelium have been built. The capacity of particles and siRNAs to cross these biological barriers under inflammatory conditions is still under investigation. In addition, first biodistribution studies in rodent models of experimental colitis have given encouraging preliminary results with lipid particles being detected in some cell subpopulations from the inflamed gut. The stability of nanocomplexes (siRNA loaded lipid nanoparticles) in very complex colonic media is still under evaluation and optimization, yet major achievements were already completed. A first draft of the clinical development plan has been prepared and the main regulatory requirements have been identified and shared with the consortium.
Objectives

The NEW DEAL project aims to develop a new therapeutic strategy for inflammatory bowel diseases (IBDs), the most common immune disorders in young adults in Europe (affecting about 2.3-3 million people) with an increasing incidence. Conventional and biological therapies using anti-inflammatory drugs and/or specific antibodies targeting TNF still leave a significant number of IBD patients insufficiently treated. The NEW DEAL therapeutic strategy relies on several innovations in the biomedical field. Therapeutic molecules will be specific siRNAs allowing a specific, sensitive inhibition of new molecular targets (targeted medicine) and the novel bio-therapeutics vulnerable to enzymatic degradation in biological environment will be delivered to the inflamed gut through smartly designed lipid nanoparticles offering protection and transport across biological barriers (nanomedicine). If successful, NEW DEAL will have a beneficial impact on the quality of life of many IBD patients and will markedly reduce the IBD-related costs. In NEW DEAL, the new bio-therapeutics (siRNA targeting some kinases) and their delivery technologies will be designed and validated at preclinical level using the most relevant models of biological barriers and/or experimental colitis. This will allow us to prepare future clinical translation by taking into account all the regulatory requirements.

IMPACT

siRNA therapeutics have been insufficiently investigated in the context of inflammatory bowel diseases. Compared with therapeutic antibodies, they offer new possibilities for targeted medicines with good control of immunogenicity and bioavailability, when delivered by appropriate carriers. This is of a great interest, especially since relevant molecular targets in IBDs have been recently identified in clinics along with promising outcomes using chemical inhibitors. However, the lack of specific characteristics and their systemic effects hamper the clinical approval of these approaches. siRNA therapeutics have the potential to overcome these limitations. Local delivery can be achieved through the use of smart carriers. So far, no carrier has been clinically approved for delivering biomolecules across the intestinal barrier. If successful, the NEW DEAL project team will design and validate such a carrier at the late preclinical stage. The nanostructured lipid carriers developed in NEW DEAL offer multiple advantages with the prospect of future clinical translation and industrial transfer in terms of manufacturing processes, stability and safety. siRNA therapeutics and lipid carriers could have significant economic impacts even beyond the IBD context.
NOBEL embodies coordination and support action designed to build a unique European ecosystem to ensure convergence of nanomedicine and other emerging medical technologies.

**Mobilising the European Nanobiomedical ecosystem**

NOBEL embodies coordination and support action designed to build a unique European ecosystem to ensure convergence of nanomedicine and other emerging medical technologies.

**CEA-Leti in NOBEL**

As Chairman of the European Technology Platform on Nanomedicine (ETPN), CEA-Leti is co-coordinating the NOBEL project. ETPN represents the focal point for European Community stakeholders in the field of nanomedicine. NOBEL has initiated development of a joint vision on health technologies with contributions from other European technology platforms developing key technologies for health such as photonics, advanced materials, biomaterials, smart systems and robotics.

NOBEL has consolidated a joint strategic vision on nanomedicine with all six contributing national platforms.

A meta-roadmap on technologies for healthcare is being established that will contribute to the Strategic Research Agenda on Health under Horizon Europe.

In just one year, 23 companies have been supported by the NOBEL Healthtech Translation Advisory Board in their translation from laboratory to market.
Objectives

To compete globally, Europe must innovate and develop nanomedicines and medical technologies with high value and high technological content, well protected IP and ensuring a clinical need and commercial opportunities of all new innovations. Technically, this will be achieved by combining elements of key enabling technologies including nanotechnologies, photonics, robotics, advanced materials and information technologies to produce smart medical devices and smart nanomedicines. However, translation of preclinical proof of concepts to the market via clinical validation, regulatory approval and approval for reimbursement by the healthcare systems, requires a more integrated and streamlined ecosystem with less barriers between stakeholders and steps. Following their outstanding 12-year experience in developing nanomedicine and medical technologies, European Technology Platform on Nanomedicine (ETPN) and its seven NOBEL partners are merging their networks to set up a coherent, robust and unique ecosystem, in which information flow will improve awareness throughout the value chain and right up to market access. NOBEL develops interactions, cooperation and implementation of complementary actions at local, regional, national, European and even international levels. Building this ecosystem is based on two main pillars: a joint vision of strategy or future (roadmapping) and strong cohesion and interrelationship among ecosystem members. One of the most significant and impactful outputs of this inclusive efficient ecosystem is the tangible acceleration of development and industrialization of innovative SMEs in nanomedicine and medical technologies. This will impact the EU economic renaissance by creating jobs and value in Europe. NOBEL will be unique in building the most efficient network of connections and synergies throughout the value chain of nanomedicine and healthcare technologies in Europe.

Impact

- Increased take-up of innovative nanomedicine and emerging medical technology solutions by industry and SMEs, end-users, regulatory and public authorities, healthcare insurances, doctors and patients, research organizations and academia
- Improvement of cross-KETs activities to provide better integrated smart healthcare solutions
- Increased international networking with new potential market opportunities
- Global improvement in the competitiveness of Europe’s healthcare research.
The main goal of the ORCHID project is to create a roadmap for organ-on-chip technology and to build a network of all relevant stakeholders in this promising innovative field. Seven leading European research institutions are actively committed to the ORCHID project since its inception on 1st October 2017.
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CEA-Leti has taken part in a bibliometric study, market analysis, expert interviews and panel discussions to survey the current landscape in research, development, applications and market opportunities for Organ-on-Chip (OoC) devices in order to build the foundations of a European OoC ecosystem. The report on these actions outlines the existing unmet needs, key challenges, barriers and perspectives in the field. It proposes recommendations for designing a European roadmap that could transform OoC systems (OoCs) into realistic models of human (patho)physiology in the near future.

Synergy-based convergence of microfabrication technologies and tissue engineering makes OoCs promising tools for realistic modeling of human physiology and pathology. The aim of an OoC is not to replicate a whole living organ but to sustain a minimum functional (sub) unit of an organ or tissue that can controllably recapitulate the salient aspects of human physiology.

For this purpose, the main and desired features of an OoC can be divided into three categories:

**Tissue architecture:**
- Integrated long-term cell culture in defined spatial organizations
- Tissue-tissue interfaces/cell-cell contacts/cellular heterogeneity
- Miniaturization.

**Conditions:**
- Controlled microenvironment (topology, biochemistry, physics)
- Controlled dynamics (fluid flow, electro-mechanical stimuli)
- Continuous automated perfusion
- Real-time monitoring of multiple physical, bio- and electro-chemical parameters
- Automated reproducible multi-sample analysis, comparable or compatible with R&D robotics
- Large-scale manufacturability.

**Functions:**
- Physio- and pathological relevance
- Recapitulation of organ structure and function
- Recapitulation of dynamic mechanical biological properties and stimuli response of organs.
Objectives

Organ-on-chip technology will revolutionize the healthcare domain by offering new, ground breaking solutions to different industries, especially in regenerative medicine and medication. ORCHID have achieved this through its 5 objectives:

• Evaluate existing technology (state of the art and unmet needs)
• Identify ethical issues, establish standards and identify measures for regulatory implementation
• Analyze economic and social impact, training and education
• Develop a roadmap for guiding required R&D efforts
• Raise awareness and build an ecosystem for organ-on-chip technology using a digital reference platform (Creation of the European Organ-on-Chip Society EUROoCS).

ORCHID will have a broad impact: it will facilitate drug development, contribute significantly to reducing animal experiments and help in developing personalized medicine. The project will achieve these goals by providing a framework for principal stakeholders, bringing together key players and raising awareness of organ-on-chip technology throughout Europe.
REFINE

Regulatory Science Framework for Nano(bio)material-based Medical Products and Devices

REFINE is a Research and Innovation Action to refine the current regulatory scientific framework for nano(bio)material-based medicinal products and medical devices. It will identify, design and test new characterization assays for enhanced regulatory assessment of innovative nanomedicines and biomaterials.

CEA-Leti in REFINE

CEA-Leti is coordinating the project and is aligning its development with results obtained within EUNCL infrastructure, which also coordinated by CEA-Leti.

The aim is to develop characterization assays to improve preclinical characterization of nanomedicines and better comply with the requirements of regulators in terms of assessing the safety of these nanomedicines before granting authorization for clinical trials. CEA-Leti is also coordinating the work package on community bridging because of its extensive European network of partners and collaborators in nanomedicine across areas of science, technology, industrialization, regulation, standardization and beyond: food, cosmetics, medical devices and nano safety.

Our Institute provides and develops new physical characterization assays for adaptation to the needs expressed by regulators and with the quality required for a future standard development and submission.

CEA-Leti produces and supplies Lipidots(r) as one of the relevant materials (a reference material) to be used for the qualification and validation of new or existing characterization assays in response to regulatory needs.
Objectives

REFINE proposes a Regulatory Science Framework for the risk-benefit assessment of medical products and medical devices that are based on nanotechnologies and biomaterials. The core of the framework is development of a product-specific Decision Support System that identifies the most efficient way to deliver the data required by the relevant regulation using best fitting methods. The decision tree can identify the product’s specific regulatory issues and the priorities of both missing data and missing methods meeting these issues. Subsequently, it allows planning of a cost and time, efficient strategy for taking necessary measurements and progressing the best fitting methods. Our approach is aligned with the industrial R&D practice of stage gating.

The framework relevance for the most pressing regulatory issues can be demonstrated. These challenges include borderline products, nanosimilars and products combining several functionalities. We have identified the regulatory issues with European and foreign regulatory authorities as well as design methods for tiered decision tree building in line with contemporary scientific knowledge. Work has been performed on the analysis and prediction of the physiological distribution of nanomedicines and biomaterials and we have developed and validated the new analytical or experimental methods and assays required by the regulators. These developments have been achieved in a quality management system, ensuring possible standardization of our assays.

REFINE brings together a wide community of stakeholders in regulation, industry, science, technology development, patients and end-users in a Consortium for the Advancement of Regulatory Science in Biomaterials and Nanomedicine.

IMPACT

REFINE will place Europe at the forefront of regulation and risk-benefit assessment of medicinal products and medical devices based on nanotechnologies and biomaterials.

The project will adjust preclinical characterization assays to the unmet medical requirements expressed by regulators.

It will deliver a Decision Support System to guide nanomedicine developers and regulators in preparing the regulatory documentation and performing preclinical characterization.
Early diagnosis of breast cancer is crucial for success of the therapy. The SOLUS project aims to improve detection of tumors by building a prototype that combines standard ultrasound imaging with emerging time-resolved optical tomography. The prototype will be demonstrated in clinics.

**CEA-Leti in SOLUS**

- CEA-Leti is ensuring design of the new system, integration of the bimodal probe and assembly of the full prototype in terms of hardware and software. **Comprehensive specifications have been iteratively consolidated to suit the expectations of the three partners acting as project clients**: high flexibility for research purposes, conformity to medical workflow, and production of sustainable results to support an industrial strategy.

- The multimodal probe has been built from a standard ultrasound probe for breast cancer diagnosis and fitted with height smart optodes – a novel photonic component developed by the project partners. During development, **CEA-Leti has worked closely with the industrial partners** on safety issues and integration of subparts.

- CEA-Leti has developed the software, while other partners have finalized the hardware components and algorithms. **This software is a generic platform designed to facilitate re-use in similar projects** involving data acquisition, data processing and clinical study.

- CEA-Leti is also involved in analyzing and visualizing the data. **The integration of the optical tomography algorithms provided by the partner involved in their development has already started within the scope defined by CEA-Leti.**

- Finally, CEA-Leti has anticipated prototype usage during clinical tests. **The examination protocol and management of medical database have been jointly defined with the project radiologists.**
Objectives

SOLUS is a cross-disciplinary, 48-month project bringing together 9 partners: 4 industrials, academic and clinical institutions from 5 countries (engineers, physicists and radiologists) with cutting-edge expertise in their fields. The project involves developing an innovative non-invasive, point-of-care, low-cost, easy-to-operate, multi-modal imaging system (diffuse optics and ultrasounds/shear wave elastography) for high-specificity diagnosis of breast cancer, which is the most common female cancer in Europe. Mammographic screening is effective in reducing mortality, however the 10-year cumulative false-positive risk is 50-60%, leading to unnecessary additional invasive procedures (e.g. biopsy). The project addresses the unmet clinical need for higher specificity in breast cancer imaging following screening by combining photonic with non-photonic techniques, developing and clinically validating innovative and previously unimagined photonic concepts and components. These include time-domain small source-detector distance featuring miniaturized picosecond pulsed laser sources and time-gated single-photon detectors for high dynamic range signal acquisition to achieve unprecedented sensitivity and depth penetration. For the first time, this allows comprehensive quantitative characterization of breast tissue including composition (water, lipids, collagen), functional blood parameters, morphologic information and mechanical parameters (stiffness). This innovative multi-parametric characterization will significantly improve the specificity of breast screening, will have a major impact on the quality of life of millions of European women and will offer huge savings for healthcare systems. Strong commitment of leading industrial players at all levels of the value chain will drive the European innovation process and make a significant contribution to ensure Europe’s industrial leadership in the biophotonics healthcare market, while addressing one of the largest societal challenges in health and well-being.

IMPACT

The project aims to improve the quality of life of women thanks to rapid, non-invasive diagnosis of breast cancer, while saving the cost of biopsies induced by erroneous positive screenings.

The device is a tool for monitoring tissue response to treatment, thereby making personalized therapy possible.

This collaborative work is intended to extend Europe’s leadership in biophotonics with development of the smart optode, a sensor for time-resolved measurement in diffuse optics.

Publications
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VIRUSCAN

Optomechanics for virology

Viral infections diagnosis demands novel, cheaper, rapid technologies to overcome today’s constraints. The current gold standard for diagnosis of viral infections is based on pathogen-targeted nucleic acid identification, which cannot discern infectious stages from latent ones and demands time consuming adjustments, when mutations occur or new emerging viruses need to be included in diagnostic protocols. Recently, optomechanics has been implemented in fundamental developments in physics (gravitational wave detection, mechanical quantum ground states), but it has not yet delivered its full application potential.

CEA-Leti in VIRUSCAN

CEA-Leti is in charge of developing a disposable sample preparation module based on passive microfluidics in order to isolate and concentrate virus particles from a complex biofluid, such as plasma or serum, upstream to the nano-ESI and analysis chain. During the first 2 years of the VIRUSCAN project, we have developed a first prototype for the sample preparation module. Among the main achievements, we can highlight:

- Development of a first fluidic cartridge ensuring management of both fluidic and pneumatic circuits, and demonstration of a first set-up allowing progressive sorting of biological components (red blood cells and bacteria) from a complex biofluid using series-connected DLD modules

- Design and fabrication of a set of DLD devices with theoretical critical diameters suited to the viruses identified in the project. These DLD devices have been characterized with fluorescent polystyrene beads as a first model. We have evaluated their critical diameter and recovery rate. We have also tested the DLD devices with red blood cells as a biological particle model. Results are in close agreement with expected the performance characteristics for larger modules (up to structures with 5µm pillar diameter and inter-spacing gap, corresponding to a critical diameter of ~1µm). A hydraulic resistance model has been developed for smaller modules to optimize DLD geometrical parameters. A new DLD set has been designed and is under fabrication for this new module; it is designed to receive a higher flow rate and reduce sample processing time

- Identification of a specific module for preparing the virus nebulization step, i.e. concentration of sorted viruses and option to contain them in an easy-to-nebulize solvent (buffer exchange function). Among several exploratory designs, two have been selected and fabricated, and are being characterized.
**Objectives**

VIRUSCAN aims to apply cutting edge optomechanical developments to the biosensing and diagnostic fields and create a new interdisciplinary research community for advancing optomechanics, nanoelectromechanics, native mass spectrometry and biophysics towards clinical applications. VIRUSCAN will provide novel technology capable of identifying viral particles and assessing their infective potential through characterization of two physical parameters: mass and stiffness. Viral particle stiffness has been recently understood to act as a regulator of infectivity at different stages of the virus life cycle. Parallel advances in nanoelectromechanical systems have recently demonstrated that stiffness and mass information provided by nanoscale adsorbates can be extricated. Targeting intrinsic physical properties of viral particles will allow development of an open platform to tackle any virus and its mutations. VIRUSCAN will have an impact at all levels: providing personalized treatment to patients, reducing the use of ineffective antibiotics, increasing safety in blood transfusions, allowing quick, trustworthy response to emergency situations (e.g. EBOLA in West Africa and ZIKA in Brazil), curtailing the spread of viral infections and reducing costs per analysis and screening of a wide range of pathogens.

This project is an opportunity for Europe to develop a new technology, namely a nanoscale fluidic sorting module, which requires a combination of skills and technical resources including silicon technology, biology, and microfluidics. Initial results are very encouraging, which has strengthened cross-fertilization between the partners and with the scientific community.

**Publications**

METROLOGY & CHARACTERIZATION
One way of producing a complex component (object) is to stack parts of the component in three dimensions and to ensure an efficient interconnection path between the parts. The 3D Stack project involved establishing metrologies for assisting experts in diagnosing and improving successive process steps during component development.

**Keywords**
- 3D-technologies
- Characterization
- Metrology
- Trough Silicon Via (TSV)
- Wafer Bonding

The 3D Stack project addressed the following scientific and technical objectives:

- Development of reliable 3D characterization and metrology methods for:
  - Cu-filled TSV samples and arrays with aspect ratios from 10 to 15
  - Wafers of various thicknesses and with different interconnection diameters before bonding and after CMP

- Development of methods to measure accurately electrical and thermal transport properties of nanostructured copper TSV interconnects

- Development of metrology tools, protocols and standards for high lateral and z resolution

- Characterization of post bonding overlay alignment on an available sample using IR microscopy, laser scanning IR and editing of a report on metrological assessment of IR microscopy and laser scanning IR limits in relation to post bonding overlay alignment suitable for micron size interconnects

- Inspection of bonded/thinned wafers to characterize defect type (particle, voids, materials residue) and distribution during a bonding process

- On wafer/die bonding and thinning process aspects, dimensional characterization of samples and other properties (using confocal measurements, IR scan mode interferometry, confocal chromatic scan mode and spectral domain IR interferometry)

- Provision of traceable metrology for thickness uniformity control and surface quality of wafers/dies

- Based on other partner inputs, documented recommendation regarding the strategy for measuring TSV dimensional properties based on confocal microscopy, IR interferometry and optical microscopy traced to a metrological 3D Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

- Engagement with the semiconductor industry and other parties to facilitate technology take-up.

**CEA-Leti in 3D Stack**

The 3D Stack project addressed the following scientific and technical objectives:

- Development of reliable 3D characterization and metrology methods for:
  - Cu-filled TSV samples and arrays with aspect ratios from 10 to 15
  - Wafers of various thicknesses and with different interconnection diameters before bonding and after CMP

- Development of methods to measure accurately electrical and thermal transport properties of nanostructured copper TSV interconnects

- Development of metrology tools, protocols and standards for high lateral and z resolution

- Characterization of post bonding overlay alignment on an available sample using IR microscopy, laser scanning IR and editing of a report on metrological assessment of IR microscopy and laser scanning IR limits in relation to post bonding overlay alignment suitable for micron size interconnects

- Inspection of bonded/thinned wafers to characterize defect type (particle, voids, materials residue) and distribution during a bonding process

- On wafer/die bonding and thinning process aspects, dimensional characterization of samples and other properties (using confocal measurements, IR scan mode interferometry, confocal chromatic scan mode and spectral domain IR interferometry)

- Provision of traceable metrology for thickness uniformity control and surface quality of wafers/dies

- Based on other partner inputs, documented recommendation regarding the strategy for measuring TSV dimensional properties based on confocal microscopy, IR interferometry and optical microscopy traced to a metrological 3D Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

- Engagement with the semiconductor industry and other parties to facilitate technology take-up.

---

**3D Stack - Metrology For Manufacturing 3D Stacked Integrated Circuits**

One way of producing a complex component (object) is to stack parts of the component in three dimensions and to ensure an efficient interconnection path between the parts. The 3D Stack project involved establishing metrologies for assisting experts in diagnosing and improving successive process steps during component development.
Objectives

Outcomes of the More-than-Moore approach have included 3D objects on the micron scale, Through Silicon Via (TSV) and 3D heterogeneous integration. However, 3D characterization, metrology and inspection at micrometric-nanometric resolution and capacities of large-field analysis to inspect and measure groups of vias are needed along with control of wafer/chip thinning and bonding processes.

Existing state-of-the-art measuring methods suffer from lack of traceability, accuracy and quantification. The 3D Stack project focused on the traceability of existing instruments (optically based methods) by developing new standards and reducing uncertainty through new measurement protocols and methodologies. It developed new instrumentation (Scanning Probe Microscopy, Scanning Acoustic Microscopy and Synchrotron-based methods) to characterize TSVs before and after filling the bonding and thinning quality of wafers and dies.

This Joint Research Project’s (JRP) objective was to develop metrological infrastructure and facilities for calibration standards and measurements of qualified material and cell devices.

Publications

- «What are the correct L-subshell photoionization cross sections for quantitative X-ray spectroscopy?», P. Hönicke, M. Kabbe, R. Beckhoff, X-ray spectrometry, 03-2016.
- «What are the correct L-subshell photoionization cross sections for quantitative X-ray spectroscopy?», P. Hönicke, M. Kabbe, R. Beckhoff, X-ray spectrometry, 03-2016.

The 3D Stack project had an immediate impact by providing European companies with traceable facilities for calibration standards and measurements of thermal and electrical material characterization, defect inspection for high-aspect ratio TSV and wafer/chip bonding and thinning processes through its ESIA trade association. Development of metrological tools and procedures contributed to transferring metrology solutions between R&D laboratories and fabrication centres, thereby extending cooperation and adding metrology to established techniques.

PTB is now offering the following nanodimensional calibration services: step height standards, depth-setting standards, 1D lateral standards, 2D lateral standards, 3D Nano standards and reference areal surface metrology. CMI have introduced a new calibration service based on 3D Stack project-developed methods, which offers local thermal measurement using a developed SThM system.

IMPACT

The 3D Stack project had an immediate impact by providing European companies with traceable facilities for calibration standards and measurements of thermal and electrical material characterization, defect inspection for high-aspect ratio TSV and wafer/chip bonding and thinning processes through its ESIA trade association. Development of metrological tools and procedures contributed to transferring metrology solutions between R&D laboratories and fabrication centres, thereby extending cooperation and adding metrology to established techniques.

PTB is now offering the following nanodimensional calibration services: step height standards, depth-setting standards, 1D lateral standards, 2D lateral standards, 3D Nano standards and reference areal surface metrology. CMI have introduced a new calibration service based on 3D Stack project-developed methods, which offers local thermal measurement using a developed SThM system.

**IMPACT**

The 3D Stack project had an immediate impact by providing European companies with traceable facilities for calibration standards and measurements of thermal and electrical material characterization, defect inspection for high-aspect ratio TSV and wafer/chip bonding and thinning processes through its ESIA trade association. Development of metrological tools and procedures contributed to transferring metrology solutions between R&D laboratories and fabrication centres, thereby extending cooperation and adding metrology to established techniques.

PTB is now offering the following nanodimensional calibration services: step height standards, depth-setting standards, 1D lateral standards, 2D lateral standards, 3D Nano standards and reference areal surface metrology. CMI have introduced a new calibration service based on 3D Stack project-developed methods, which offers local thermal measurement using a developed SThM system.
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Continuous development of digital technologies has led to an abundance of semiconductor devices: tablets, smartphones, connected objects, cars, etc. To enhance the performance of such devices, the smallest dimension of their components, e.g. transistors, is currently much smaller than micrometer (0.000001 meter). Furthermore, silicon-based components now include materials such as Hafnium, Titanium, Germanium, etc. The aim of the European academic and industrial 3DAM project partners was to develop metrology and physical chemical characterization techniques or tools to measure and control future components, which will soon be just a few nanometers (0.000000001 meter) in size and will incorporate new materials with Gallium, Arsenic and 2D materials similar to graphene.
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CEA-Leti’s main contribution to 3DAM was delivering 300mm advanced technology node test wafers to the project partners and providing access to the nanocharacterization platform and its wide range of characterization techniques.

• Availability of the silicon technology platform providing test wafers for development of in-line methodologies (CD-SEM, 3D-AFM, OCD):
  - Front End of Line (FEOL): arrays of nanowires of different lengths and widths, stacked nanowires and nanowires inside dummy gates
  - Back End of Line (BEOL): TSV with 5 to 20µm top CD and medium-high aspect ratio.
• Cooperation with partners in developing complementary structural characterization techniques such as Electron Tomography in a TEM for FEOL qualification, X-ray tomography in a SEM for BEOL qualification, Cathodoluminescence (CL) and Photoluminescence (PL) techniques for defect characterization and identification, Nanobeam Electron Diffraction in a TEM and micro-RAMAN for strain analysis.
• Composition and doping measurements of SiGe and III-V materials using micro-RAMAN spectroscopy, TEM Energy Dispersive X-ray and Electron Energy Loss spectroscopies (EDX &EELS), low-impact-energy SIMS protocols and Atom Probe Tomography.
• Evaluation of PL and CL characterization for MX2 materials to extract information on thickness and crystal quality.
• Contribution to developing hybrid, correlative metrology, characterization protocols and workflows: study aim was to combine two or more complementary metrology or analytical methods for further improving overall control capabilities of technology development and ramp-up phases.
• Organization of a public workshop to disseminate the findings of the project at MINATEC Grenoble.
Objectives

The aim of the 3DAM project was to develop a new generation of metrology and characterization tools and methodologies to allow development and introduction of upcoming semiconductor technology nodes. Based on Moore’s law over the next decade, breakthrough developments are needed in lithography, device architectures and new materials. Nano-electronics technology is moving beyond the boundaries of (strained) silicon in planar or even finFETs, so new 3D device architectures and materials (e.g. nanowires, MX2 and 2D materials) are raising major metrology and characterization challenges, which cannot be met by pushing current methods to their limits.

Publications

- «Understanding and improving the low optical emission of InGaAs quantum wells grown on oxidized patterned (001) silicon substrate», J. Roque et al., Applied Physics Letter, April 2018.
- «2D & 3D advanced Transmission Electron Microscopy for semiconductor characterization», V. Delaye, Workshop in the frame of the EU projects 3DAM and Metro4-3D, 20-April 2018, IMEC, Belgium (Leuven).

The metrology tool sets and characterization methods developed during the 3DAM project and their demonstrated 3D capabilities and performances are expected to prompt faster learning cycles and more efficient manufacturing and process control plans. In turn, this will lead to faster technology developments and ramp-up rates as well as steeper yield learning curves to ensure thereby shorter new product times to market and times to volume.

IMPACT

The metrology tool sets and characterization methods developed during the 3DAM project and their demonstrated 3D capabilities and performances are expected to prompt faster learning cycles and more efficient manufacturing and process control plans. In turn, this will lead to faster technology developments and ramp-up rates as well as steeper yield learning curves to ensure thereby shorter new product times to market and times to volume.
The HADES project is demonstrating the benefits of using testing tools embedded in complex systems to reduce cost and enhance dependability.
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CEA-Leti is working on an embedded test for RF and mm-wave building blocks. Development of RF and mmW BIST solutions has great potential to overcome conventional testing issues. Signal handling would remain internal, thus eliminating conveyance problems and one of the objectives is to simplify or avoid generation of RF tones. Dedicated RF tone generators, usually based on RF VCOs, offer high RF performance but at the cost of design complexity and considerable overhead area. Moreover, analysis of substrate coupling at mmW frequencies is a key issue in ensuring a test. However, design methodology with a coupling extraction tool at silicon level will avoid testing issues due to inter-block coupling.

Simplifying test stimulus generators, reusing existing resources for up-conversion of baseband stimuli and eliminating RF stimuli are research paths worth pursuing in this connection.

Hierarchy-Aware and secure embedded test infrastructure for Dependability and performance Enhancement of integrated Systems

The HADES project is demonstrating the benefits of using testing tools embedded in complex systems to reduce cost and enhance dependability.
Objectives

The HADES project aim is to provide a hierarchy-aware, smart and secure, embedded testing infrastructure for the enhancing dependability and performance of integrated systems. To achieve this ambition goal, HADES is advancing from the conventional design and post-silicon fabrication testing approach to a new, cheap and efficient, scalable on-line paradigm. More specifically, the project is targeting markets featuring: i) machine-to-machine and connected systems, ii) remote-controlled systems, iii) smart home and mobile phone systems, iv) safety-critical systems typically encountered in automotive and avionics fields, v) mission-critical, including space-based, systems and security applications. HADES outcomes are prompting added value at system and user levels through secure testing infrastructure (ETIs and associated tools) used for hierarchical on-line tests specified in the relevant application field. The HADES project is intended to support multiple industrial applications based on standards IEEE JTAG1687 for large digital SoCs and SPI or I2C for smaller digital SoCs or for RF/Analog blocks in mixed-signal SoCs. On project completion, HADES will provide electronic components and subsystems and IoT systems with: i) test capabilities and reusability throughout a product life cycle, ii) test bus access at required security level, iii) test costs compatible with IoT low-cost devices and high volume, iv) on-line monitoring for enhanced dependability, prognosis and diagnosis and, v) on-line monitoring for system-level power management. The project is providing system manufacturers with greater robustness and dependability as well as a key competitive advantages for European industry. Like the ancient Greek god Hades (who wore a cap of invisibility when entering the higher world), the hierarchical embedded test infrastructure developed within the scope of the HADES project is transparent to the monitored system.

IMPACT

HADES project innovations will offer the consortium the option of commercializing safer and more robust ICs, devices or final equipment and market access will be reinforced by the competitive advantages generated by HADES. System reliability and dependability are key differentiators with regard to competition and the project will ensure both a larger market share and competitiveness, mainly in critical and safety systems, to maintain Europe’s leadership and employment.
The aim of the MADEin4 project was to boost the productivity of the main high-tech sectors embracing automotive and electronic component and system production. Better control of each process step was ensured by implementing new metrology tools and efficient, cutting-edge computing solutions. A pilot production line demonstrated the project outcome.
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Metrology Advances for Digitized Industry 4.0
The aim of the MADEin4 project was to boost the productivity of the main high-tech sectors embracing automotive and electronic component and system production. Better control of each process step was ensured by implementing new metrology tools and efficient, cutting-edge computing solutions. A pilot production line demonstrated the project outcome.

CEA-Leti's prime outcome from the MADEin4 project was highlighting its technological capabilities in terms of fabricating cutting-edge samples in the field of patterning and photonics. This is essential to optimizing novel, integrated metrology and process control solutions for the next generation of technological platforms. CEA-Leti contributed to MADEin4's main technical worksheets, the most important of which addressed metrology platform developments. Moreover, the Institute played a key role in assembling the principal results of 47 project partners in strategic metrology fields such as contamination control, X-ray analysis, advanced packaging and CD measurements.

CEA-Leti in MADEin4
CEA-Leti's prime outcome from the MADEin4 project was highlighting its technological capabilities in terms of fabricating cutting-edge samples in the field of patterning and photonics. This is essential to optimizing novel, integrated metrology and process control solutions for the next generation of technological platforms. CEA-Leti contributed to MADEin4’s main technical worksheets, the most important of which addressed metrology platform developments. Moreover, the Institute played a key role in assembling the principal results of 47 project partners in strategic metrology fields such as contamination control, X-ray analysis, advanced packaging and CD measurements.
Objectives

MADEin4 addressed metrology as a key enabler of productivity enhancement in many industries across the electronic components and systems value chain. Its main ambition was to raise the level of productivity and predictability of component production lines in the electronics and automotive industries, while fulfilling or even exceeding sensitivity, precision and accuracy requirements. In demonstrating the «industry 4.0» concept, MADEin4 brought together, for the first time, all the metrology and data management industrial players by closely cooperating with key semiconductor and automotive industries, European RTOs and relevant academic teams. The global, direct objectives of the MADEin4 project were to:

- Develop high through-put, next generation metrology and inspection tools usable down to the 5nm node on behalf of the nanoelectronics industry
- Develop cyber physical systems integrating machine learning of design and metrology data on the production line, enabling very high sampling and data rates and, ultimately, predictive diagnostics of the production process
- Demonstrate the «industry 4.0» concept on a pilot production line.

Publications

The MADEin4 project just started in April 2019 therefore no communication/publication is available yet.

The primary anticipated impact of MADEin4 is a significant increase in market share for Europe’s metrology companies followed by improvements at Europe’s major semiconductor manufacturing and packaging facilities, automotive manufacturing operations and ownership costs. Ultimately, MADEin4 will enable Europe to rank with the best in the world based on the novel manufacturing solutions implemented in the project.
The METRO4-3D project assessed the suitability of three metrology tools able to measure composition, structural defects and electrical properties and thereby address the manufacturing challenges associated with 3D devices, which range from probing basic layer properties at device level to checking connections between chips for voids.
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CEA-Leti acquired a succession of 2-dimensional chemical images by depth profiling using dual beam time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS). These images could be used to generate a 3-dimensional (3D) visualization of the sputtered volume. However, standard reconstruction methods do not take into account the initial sample topography or lateral variations in sputter rates: the resulting 3D chemical visualization may be distorted in heterogeneous, nonplanar samples. ToF-SIMS analysis was combined with Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) to address this issue. This correlation provided the missing sample topography and allowed sputter rates to be calculated. The protocol for accurate 3D ToF-SIMS reconstruction comprised AFM topographical images, crater depth measurements and sequences of ToF-SIMS images, all acquired for the same sample area. A 3D overlay between the AFM and ToF-SIMS images at each interface could thereby be created. Furthermore, the morphological information could be used to map the local sputter rate.

CEA-Leti developed accurate data processing for correcting the 3D ToF-SIMS reconstruction within the rendered volume defined by successive AFM imaging. This work was presented at the AVS 65th International exhibition and symposium by Maiglid Moreno, who received first prize in the Applied Surface Science Division.

The project also allowed us to evaluate a combined SPM TOF-SIMS and compare it with ex-situ approaches developed at CEA-Leti. Evaluation of advanced data treatment algorithms for improving image resolution and signal-to-noise ratio was also undertaken.
Objectives

A driver of semiconductor industry growth is sustained compliance with "Moore’s Law", whereby the number of transis-
tors in an integrated circuit doubles approximately every two years along with an associated increase in circuit functiona-
ility, reduction in operational power and, most importantly, reduction in unit cost. These rapid technological developments,
which embrace increasing process and material complexity and lower tolerance levels for process excursions, have
increased the need for a more controlled manufacturing environment requiring equivalent improvements and develop-
ments in metrology. Today’s evolution towards merging of Lab-to-Fab metrology means that these developments are
necessary at both R&D and final production stages.

Multiple material issues and phenomena depend strongly on size so metrology has to be increasingly performed on
devices of realistic dimensions and on the wafer scale.

The METRO4-3D project assessed three metrology tools:

• A TOFSIMS system (ION-TOF) with built-in Scanning Probe stage and FIB column for true 3D-composition profiling in
  confined and structured failure analysis devices

• A fully automated microHall and sheet resistance measurement tool (CAPRES) addressing similar structures but
  sampling their electrical properties and featuring additional capabilities for measurements on dedicated test structures
  (prior to full BEOL)

• A GHz scanning acoustic microscope (PVA TePla) with a frequency range of up to 2 GHz (PVA TePla) for probing various
defects in BEOL layers such as cracks, delamination, defectivities (e.g. voids), through Si vias (TSVs) and micro-bumps,
as well as voids or cracks in stacked dies and wafers. This instrument was correlated to contamination (=composition) in
specific areas probed with the TOFSIMS/FIB concept.

Publications

• «Combined ToF-SIMS and AFM protocol for accurate 3D chemical analysis and data visualization», M.-A. Moreno,
  2018.

• «Combining TOF-SIMS with X-ray nanotomography or AFM : fusion of morphological and hyperspectral datasets
  for nanoelectronic and energy applications», DOI: 10.1116/1.5019464, J.-P. Barnes, A. Prede, G. Goret,
  Invited talk 21st International SIMS conference, Krakow, Poland, 10-13 septembre 2017.

• “Combined ToF-SIMS and AFM Protocol for Accurate 3D Chemical Analyse and Data Visualization”, M.-A. Moreno,

Open access to instruments and publicity through conferences during the
METRO4-3D project led to the rapid adoption of the three instruments
assessed during the project, which is of benefit to the European compa-
nies that develop these instruments. A good synergy between partners
led to mutual improvement of experimental methodology (including novel
correlative metrology approaches) as well as dissemination of advanced
data treatment algorithms.
NFFA - EUROPE

Nanoscience Foundries and Fine Analysis - Europe

Designed to enhance European competitiveness in nanoscience research and innovation, the NFFA project integrated the capabilities and laboratories of 20 EU partners by providing access for European scholars and engineers to state-of-the-art instruments, protocols and methods.
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CEA-Leti in NFFA - EUROPE

CEA-Leti worked with partners CNRS, DESY, ESRF, FORTH and JULICH to develop advanced nano-object transfer and positioning. The aim was to address integration of laboratory and large scale facilities to enable structural, chemical, magnetic or electronic analysis in 1) identical nanoscale sample areas, 2) implementing several complementary detailed analysis and large scale facility techniques and 3) various relevant applications and industrial environments. The project focused on allowing users from a wide range of scientific fields to conduct novel nanoscience based on a one-to-one structure-property relationship of single nano-objects or nano-assemblies. The NFFA project drew up standard protocols to provide new capabilities for the user wishing to analyse the same nano-object using different hardware located at various research centres. For example, this provided CEA-Leti with a methodology and the necessary hardware to analyse nano-objects in the same nano-location using different equipment, e.g. DB-FIB, P-FIB, SEM, AFM, etc. The project offered an excellent opportunity to strengthen our relations with different research institutes across Europe. CEA-Leti contributed to nano-characterization infrastructure with the other 11 partners to offer integrated access to advanced characterization of nanosystems grown and/or nano-fabricated at other project facilities. This also allowed collected experimental data to be simulated or interpreted in conjunction with the conceptual facility. Each facility offered a unique combination of laboratory-based methods (e.g. atomic resolution imaging, electron transport measurement, optical magnetometry or XPS and synchrotron X-ray or neutron beamlines for scattering and spectroscopy, ultrashort pulse table-top and prospective FEL beamlines). Within this international framework, CEA-Leti provided access to TEM, SEM, DB-FIB, P-FIB, Nano-AES, CL, PL, AFM, APT, XCT, XRD/XRF, Raman, ToF-SIMS, XPS and PEEM.

NFFA - EUROPE at a glance

60 months
Sep.2015 > Sep. 2020

EC Programme
H2020-INFRARIA-1-2014-2015

Project Coordinator
CNR-IOM (IT)

Partners
CH: Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne, Paul Scherrer Institute
DE: Forschungszentrum Juelich GmbH, Karlsruhe Institut fur Technologie, Stiftung Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron Desy, Technische Universität Munchen
EL: Foundation for Research and Technology - Hellas
EU: Installation Européenne de Rayonnement Synchrotron
FR: CEA, CNRS
IT: Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Promoscience s.r.l., Università degli Studi di Milano
SE: Lunds Universitet

Total budget € 11.7 m.

EC Contribution € 10 m.

Contract Number 654360
Objectives

The underlying objective of the NFFA project was to implement integrated, distributed research infrastructure as a platform supporting comprehensive user projects in multidisciplinary nanoscale research. Project content ranges from synthesis and nanolithography to nanocharacterization, theoretical modelling and numerical simulation through coordinated open access to complementary research facilities. Integration and extension of existing specialized infrastructure capacities within a prime knowledge and know-how network enabled many multidisciplinary researchers to make advanced proposals impacting science and innovation. The NFFA-EUROPE project’s full suite of key infrastructures was made accessible to a broader community of research players operating at different levels of the value chain. This included SMEs and applied research facilities that currently lack the benefits of these enabling technologies.

Publications


It is reckoned that about 1000 external users benefitted from NFFA-EUROPE during the project life. Scientist and industrial engineers from across Europe enhanced their research programs using complementary methods, measurements or calculations. The NFFA project allowed CEA-Leti to extend its visibility especially in relation to its material and device analysis capabilities by providing user access to its state-of-the-art nanocharacterization platform.
The OBELICS project addresses the urgent need for new tools for multi-level modelling and testing of EV and their components to deliver more efficient vehicle designs faster, while supporting modularity to enable mass production and hence greater affordability through production cost reduction.
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OBELICS at a glance
36 months  
Oct. 2017 > Sep. 2020

EC Programme  
H2020-EU.3.4

Project Coordinator  
AVL List GMBH (AT)

Partners
AT: AVL List GMBH, FH Joanneum Gesellschaft, Kompetenzzentrum - Das Virtuelle Fahrzeug, Forschungsgesellschaft mbH (Virtual Vehicle)  
BE: Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Siemens Industry Software NV  
DE: AVL Software and Functions GmbH, Bosch GmbH, Fraunhofer Gesellschaft zur Foerderung der Angewandten Forschung e.V. (FhG-LMB)  
FR: CEA, Siemens Industry Software SAS, Valeo Equipements Electriques Moteur SAS, Renault Trucks SAS  
GB: University of Surrey  
IT: Universita degli Studi di Firenze, Centro Ricerche Fiat SCPA (CRF)  
NL: Uniresearch BV  
SI: University of Ljubljana  
TR: Ford Otomotiv Sanayi Anonim Sirketi

Total budget  
€ 9.1 m.

EC Contribution  
€ 9.1 m.

Contract Number  
Grant agreement ID: 769506

OBELICS

Optimization of scalable realtime models and functional testing for e-drive Concepts

The OBELICS project addresses the urgent need for new tools for multi-level modelling and testing of EV and their components to deliver more efficient vehicle designs faster, while supporting modularity to enable mass production and hence greater affordability through production cost reduction.

CEA-Leti in OBELICS

CEA-Liten and CEA-Leti have established close cooperation in the OBELICS project to fulfill the following project tasks:

- CEA-Liten: development of innovative, enhanced mathematical and electrical models for motor and battery-cell representation and simulation; development and testing of a dedicated embedded system (MCU-based) capable of measuring the electrochemical impedance of a Li-ion cell under active excitation and independently of the vehicle inverter.

- CEA-Leti: ensuring that algorithms at the basis of cell excitation and impedance measurement are adjusted to the selected cell; provided more algorithms to exploit the impedance measurement and the assumptions to be taken from the cell model for development of a new approach to battery safety assessment by exploiting the most meaningful parameters.

From broader standpoint, OBELICS is developing innovative, reliable modelling approaches based on first principles (using mechanistic, physical, electrochemical, electro-thermal and electromagnetic models), which are real-time capable and allow for the systematic scalability towards real-time models that are developed within the project scope. The project ensures model compatibility of different components and development levels-phases.

The underlying concept of OBELICS is to implement systematic modelling and testing (and corresponding corrections) of a system from the initial phase onwards. In traditional design flows, there can be no systematic testing of the entire system until it has been fully implemented. Design problems therefore remain hidden until late in the system development, at which point their remediation is significantly more costly and disruptive. Shifting to model-based testing, as envisioned within OBELICS, enables engineering teams to understand more readily design change impacts, communicate design intent and analyze a system design before it is built.
Objectives

The impact of global warming is becoming increasingly clear and the environmental impact of conventional fossil-fueled vehicles is now under the close scrutiny of both the authorities and the public. Electric vehicles and electrified transportation are emerging as the only sustainable alternative to preserving the environment and guaranteeing the mobility needs of the future. Although the switch from conventional to EV represents a major challenge for the automotive industry, with significant obstacles still to be overcome, it also represents a major market and employment opportunity for the entire supply chain. Before mass deployment of EVs can become a reality, it is crucial to guarantee that their real operational performance, safety, reliability, durability and affordability is at least comparable to those conventional vehicles. Today’s state-of-the-art EVs do not reach these targets because of the limited technical maturity of key components (e.g. batteries) and insufficiently available know-how and tools in all areas including testing and simulation. Today, industrial R&D must focus on bringing new, improved mass-production compliant vehicles to the market rapidly, implementing advanced components and architectures for higher operational efficiency. In this context, the OBELICS project addresses the urgent need for new tools to allow multi-level modelling and testing of EVs and their components to deliver more efficient vehicle designs faster, while supporting modularity to enable mass production and hence greater affordability. OBELICS is targeting a step change in performance (+20%, i.e. from 100 Wh/kg to 120 Wh/kg), efficiency (+20%), safety (+factor of 10) and service life (+30%, i.e. from 100,000 km/8 years to 130,000 km years/11 years) of e-drivetrains and development time (-40%, i.e. from 5 years to 3 years) and efforts (-50%, i.e. from 100 fte and 30 M € to 50 fte and 15 M €).

IMPACT

The overall aim of the OBELICS project is to develop a systematic and comprehensive framework for the design, development and testing of advanced e-powertrains and EV line-ups. This will curtail development efforts by 40%, while improving efficiency of the e-drivetrain by 20% and increasing safety by a factor of 10, using OBELICS’ advanced heterogeneous model-based testing methods and tools along with scalable, easy-to-parameterize, real-time models.

Publications
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The aim of the TSV HANDY project was to contribute to improving output in manufacturing silicon-based products through development of an innovative handling system.

**Keywords**
- 3D
- Handling
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- Sorter
- Thin wafer

**CEA-Leti activity:**

- The main task of the year was to modify the current 300 mm EVG560 bonder used at CEA-Leti. Performed at EVG headquarters, this involved adding a coating capability to the existing tool. EVG delivered the coater tool to CEA-Leti in August 2016. The bonding and coating capabilities of the new tool were validated with a polymer adhesive. The quality of the bonding process were excellent and the resulting bonded stack exhibited no defect (void or de-lamination). This created a robust process suitable for production. The operational coating produced an adhesive film with no air bubbles or de-wetting areas and the bonding process obtained from this structure was defect-free.

- A project sub-task was to select an efficient temporary adhesive for use in the new EVG560 tool. For this, a vehicle test was defined and CEA-Leti identified a polymer adhesive compatible with high temperature processes. We demonstrated that a bonded structure using the new adhesive did not exhibit de-lamination below 350°C, whereas a standard adhesive de-laminated from 250°C. This compound is thus very promising in particular for high temperature oxide deposition.

- A study of the de-bonding process was started and CEA-Leti demonstrated the possibility of on-frame de-bonding of the new adhesive, leading to a dismounted wafer with no cracking or chipping.

- CEA-Leti is now in a position to supply various 300 mm 3D wafers to RECIF and FOGALE for designing and testing a the new inspection tool.

**CEA-Leti in TSV HANDY**

HVM AND Yield optimisation

The aim of the TSV HANDY project was to contribute to improving output in manufacturing silicon-based products through development of an innovative handling system.
Objectives

Through Silicon Via (TSV) is a “More-than-Moore” technology that allows development of new chip architectures. A number of challenges remain in the several process steps for making TSV products cost efficient. The project aimed to provide HVM ramp-up support and improvement in TSV product manufacturing yield.

Challenges addressed in the project:
• Handling of 300 mm heterogeneous wafers with edge trim inspection
• Development of metrology and new logistical concepts for wafers on 380mm frames
• Improvement of temporary bonding and debonding processes.

Synergies were created with other CATRENE projects such as NGC450, SOI450 and MASTER_3D.

The project plan was broken down into four work packages extending over 3 years.

The industrial partners released new products to the market in 2018.

IMPACT

The TSV HANDY project prompted strong collaboration between CEA-Leti and EVG. It entailed setting up a new coating capability on existing equipment in the CEA-Leti clean room.

The project also promoted CEA-Leti as a European leader in the field of 3D integration: we supplied various 3D wafers for upgrading the inspection tool at RECIF and FOGALE.

The TSV HANDY project has led to delivery of an automatic platform for inspecting and handling 3D wafers. To our knowledge, it is the first time that such a tool has been developed and installed in AMKOR in an industrial environment.

Publications
• «Debonding capacity of mechanical debonding equipment depending on the bonding strength of directly and polymer bonded wafer pairs», K. Vial et al, conference Wafer Bond 2015, Braunschweig, Germany.
• «Polymer bonding temperature impact on the morphology and on the adherence energy of the bonded stack», P. Montméat et al, conference Wafer Bond 2015, Braunschweig, Germany.

Pierre Montmeat
pierre.montmeat@cea.fr
Billions of microscopic components such as transistors need to be interconnected within advanced electronic devices and these currently nanometer scale «objects» are shrinking every day! The CONNECT project focused on the performance of newly designed interconnections implementing combinations of carbon nanotubes embedded in a specific copper metallization protocol. From simulation to fabrication, the project partners were able to characterise new structures and assess a new technological interconnection path.

**Keywords**
Interconnection
Nanotubes

CEA-Leti contributed to CONNECT by implementing firstly advanced ebeam lithography then specific dry etching know-how to offer a wide range of nanometer length and depth features. CEA-Leti subsequently deposited a wide range of materials (including SiO2, HfO2, Al2O3, Si3N4, etc.) of different thicknesses to ascertain the best layer for optimised Carbon Nanotube growth inside small features. After the Carbon Nanotubes “forest” had been prepared for metallization, the CEA-Leti team conducted several experiments, based on electro-chemical deposition, to evaluate different metal sources. Its specific knowhow included catalysing of such advanced chemical reactions. Material screening was therefore undertaken for ranking at electrical test level after final process integration.

The main outcome of CONNECT was evaluation of combining specific carbon nanotubes with adaptive metallization for advanced interconnection to achieve unreached current densities in future chip connections. Metal line characteristics were specifically investigated to assess this unconventional approach in relation to future microelectronics. The latest result obtained was a current density of $10^{8}$ A/cm$^2$ for a carbon nanotube with a diameter < 10 nm: one of the best results worldwide and outstanding for this ICT European project.
**Objectives**

Modern society benefits enormously from novel miniaturised microelectronic products offering enhanced functionality at ever decreasing cost. However, as object size decreases, interconnects become major bottlenecks irrespective of the application domain. CONNECT investigated innovations in novel interconnect architectures to enable future CMOS scaling by integrating metal-doped or metal-filled Carbon Nanotube (CNT) composite. The project involved studying ultra-fine CNT lines and metal-CNT composite material for addressing the most imminent high power consumption and electromigration issues of current state-of-the-art copper interconnects. Specific features were developed to improve resistivity (up to 10 µΩcm for individual doped CNT lines) and both thermal and electromigration properties with respect to state-of-the-art designs involving conventional copper interconnects. Furthermore, CONNECT developed novel CNT interconnect architectures to investigate circuit- and architecture-level performance and energy efficiency.

The technologies developed in this project are key to both the performance and manufacturability of scaled microelectronics, permitting higher power and scaling density of CMOS or CMOS extension and applicable to alternative concepts such as neuromorphic computing.

**Publications**


**IMPACT**

Efficient cooperation between CONNECT’s European partners allowed wafer exchanges between facilities in different countries, paving the way for future cooperation in H2020, while envisioning the context of Horizon Europe and Digital Europe programs for 2021-2027. New process steps and related modules were assessed for interconnect metallization in relation to nanometer scale features. This benefits the European ecosystem and companies, which will take advantage of these new technological options in their R&D “tool box”. The path towards directly reusing CONNECT project know-how will be facilitated, when new demonstrators have been envisaged by end-users.
The aim of the IONS4SET project was to create single electron transistors for ultra-low power electronics so that the component using these optimized transistors delivers good performance at very low energy consumption. This type of transistor requires fabrication of nanopillars well beyond the state of the art, which implement a process compatible with the semiconductor industry (CMOS).

The SET was a 10 - 12 nm diameter Gate-All Around (GAA) nanopillar with a 6 nm embedded gate oxide (SiO2) layer. In this layer, a single 2 - 3 nm diameter silicon quantum nanodot (ND) was formed by Si+ ion implantation. During an annealing step, this silicon underwent phase separation and self-assembled into the ND. The bottom of the nanopillar was contacted electrically using the top-Si of an SOI advanced substrate.

Using its silicon platform, CEA-Leti patterned < 30 nm diameter nanopillars, while ensuring the deposition, implantation and annealing steps for integration reasons. 20 nm diameter, 70 nm high nanopillars were created by Electron Beam Direct Write (EBDW) and etched using a standard trilayer stack. We delivered wafers to the project partners for dicing, advanced characterization and electrical integration. Energy-Filtered Transmission Electron Microscopy (EFTEM) showed that the pillars were the right size and contained a single silicon ND in the embedded oxide.

CEA-Leti also investigated Directed Self-Assembly (DSA) of Block CoPolymers (BCP) as lithography for forming nanopillars. The first method involved forming PMMA contacts using a DSA contact shrink approach based on a PS-b-PMMA BCP. Sequential infiltration synthesis (SIS) was performed: Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) was used to replace the PMMA with alumina (Al2O3), thus forming a hard mask for pillar patterning. The second method involved a PS-b-PMMA block copolymer with an inverse matrix for forming hexagonally organised sub-20 nm PS cylinders using a trilayer stack.
Objectives

Billions of tiny computers that can sense and communicate from anywhere are coming online, creating the Internet of Things (IoT). As the IoT continues to expand, more and more devices require batteries and plugs. Gartner (www.gartner.com) states that there will be nearly 26 billion devices connected to the IoT by 2020. Together with improved batteries, advanced computation and communication must therefore be delivered at extremely low-power consumption. Single Electron Transistors (SETs) are extremely low-energy dissipation devices that are complementary with CMOS: the SET is champion of low-power consumption, while CMOS advantages, such as high speed, driving, etc., compensate perfectly for the SET’s intrinsic drawbacks. Hybrid SET-CMOS architectures require unrivaled integration and high performance, while manufacturability remains a roadblock for the large-scale use of such architectures. To ensure room temperature (RT) operation, single dots with diameters < 5 nm need to be fabricated and precisely positioned between source and drain with tunnel distances of a few nm. However, a reliable CMOS compatible process for co-fabricating RT-SETs and FETs is not yet available. IONS4SET’s SET nanopillar paved the way for fabricating low-energy devices operating at RT based on a newly developed bottom-up self-assembly process. Lithography cannot deliver the 1-3 nm feature sizes required for RT operation but IONS4SET provided:

1/ Controlled self-assembly of single ~ 2 nm Si dots and
2/ Self-alignment of each nanodot with source and drain at ~ 2 nm tunnel distances.

The Si nanodot fabrication process involved:
1/ Ion irradiation through thin (few tens of nm) Si pillars with an embedded SiO2 layer and
2/ Thermal activation of self-assembly.

Dot self-assembly works for narrow pillars only, hence nanopillar fabrication was crucial for IONS4SET. Finally, a power saving hybrid SET/CMOS device with a vertical gate-all-around nanowire GAA-SET was fabricated.

Publications


The IoT demands ultra-low power electronics to improve battery life and lower carbon footprint. SETs promise to achieve those requirements because of the ultra-low current through such devices. The IONS4SET project combined fundamental physics of quantum devices and self-assembly with advanced 3D CMOS manufacturing at the 10 nm length scale. Industry interest was proven by external industry committee members GlobalFoundries, STMicroelectronics and X-Fab.

IMPACT

The IoT demands ultra-low power electronics to improve battery life and lower carbon footprint. SETs promise to achieve those requirements because of the ultra-low current through such devices. The IONS4SET project combined fundamental physics of quantum devices and self-assembly with advanced 3D CMOS manufacturing at the 10 nm length scale. Industry interest was proven by external industry committee members GlobalFoundries, STMicroelectronics and X-Fab.
The NEREID project (“NanoElectronics Roadmap for Europe: Identification and Dissemination”) is dedicated to mapping out the future of European nanoelectronics. Launched in November 2015, NEREID is a cooperation and support action that has received funding for three years from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation program under grant agreement No. 685559.

**Keywords**
- Nanoelectronics
- Roadmap

NEREID at a glance

- **37 months**
  - Nov. 2015 -> Dec. 2018
- **EC Programme**
  - H2020-CSA-2015
- **Project Coordinator**
  - Institut National Polytechnique de Grenoble (FR)
- **Partners**
  - BE: IMEC
  - CH: Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
  - EU: Aeneas, SINANO
  - FR: CEA-Leti
  - FI: VTT
  - GE: ECN, Fraunhofer
  - IR: Tyndall
  - IT: Polito, Iunet

**Total budget** € 1 m.

**EC Contribution**
- € 1 m.

**Contract Number** 685559

**IMPACT**

Many strategic and roadmap activities in micro- and nanoelectronics are in progress worldwide. Those that appear to be most important and to which the NEREID project results have contributed are:

- International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS)
- International Roadmap for Devices and Systems (IRDS)
- AENEAS Strategic Agenda
- ECSEL Multi Annual Strategic Plan
- CATRENE European Roadmap for Design Automation
- CATRENE White Book.
Objectives

The NEREID project’s aim is to develop a roadmap for the European nanoelectronics industry, starting from application needs and leveraging the strengths of the Europe’s ecosystem. In addition, it will lead to early benchmarking/identification of promising new nanoelectronic technologies and will identify bottlenecks throughout the innovation (value) chain.
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The OCEAN12 project is developing an innovative FDSOI platform in response to the strategic challenges of smart mobility. Overall, the project involves setting up an advanced SOI pilot line, defining FDSOI pathfinding solutions to push performance, developing innovative designs and manufacturing high performance ICs.
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CEA-Leti’s contribution to OCEAN12 embraces two areas: the SOI technology platform and design work. Regarding the SOI technology platform, CEA-Leti is developing pathfinding solutions to push 12FDX technology performance. These solutions are divided between two areas of research:

- At device level: evaluation of disruptive processes to boost device performance; several approaches are being implemented in parallel.
  > SiN stress change by plasma treatment: this concept is being developed with IBS; It takes advantage of Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation capability. The method’s ability to transform SiN layer stress from tension to compression has been demonstrated and it opens up the path to innovative dual CESL integration.
  > MOL: for the first time, a morphological evaluation of F-free W liner compared with a conventional TiN liner has been conducted on FDSOI lots. Encouraging morphological results have been achieved and electrical packages are ongoing to quantify the related performance gain.
  > BOX Creep: the ability of this innovative strain engineering technique to boost pMOS performance has been quantified for a wider thermal budget window. For the first time, BOX Creep is also being studied using TiN, which offers a new solution to boosting nMOS performance.

- At substrate level: development of an innovative substrate process to boost performance and improve the SOI quality.
  > An alternative SOI process using an EPI-based donor, has been demonstrated for controlling SOI thickness and roughness without the need for high temperature or CMP finishing.
  > Understanding the fracture dynamic is of prime interest because this can affect the SOI morphology. A method for imaging fracture propagation in situ has been developed based on synchrotron radiation.

Regarding design work:
- Work has mainly focused on defining awakening system architecture on wake-up radio. Together, we decided to optimize overall architecture, building block specifications and the protocol. New methodology, taking into account SOI technology capacity, has been developed for this purpose; this has led to System Technology Co-Optimization.
- For the wake-up imager, we have investigated various types of data modalities and acquisition types by developing experimental platforms to prepare future needs. The exponential complexity has been defined to make Global Localization implementable on low capability computing platforms. The new algorithm has been tested on a real floorplan and on a learned cluttered map.
Objectives

OCEAN12 targets the key societal challenge of smart mobility. Based on innovative FDSOI technology, OCEAN12 will develop new processors and applications that leverage Fully Depleted Silicon On Insulator (FD-SOI) technology to offer the industry’s lowest power consuming processor for automotive and aeronautic applications, in particular.

OCEAN12 will develop a technology platform benefitting from the extreme low leakage and operating voltage (Vdd) scalability of FDSOI design, which will be achieved by reverse and forward body biasing (RBB/FBB) of the integrated circuit and its power system architecture. This high performance, low power solution will equip the upcoming strategic generations of smart vehicles. The platform will rely on:

- Pilot line facilities capable manufacturing advanced substrates compatible with 12FDX technology and defining pathfinding solutions to push 12FDX technology performance and innovative sensor development
- Development of innovative designs to enhance FDSOI capacity and guarantee the highest level of integrated solutions
- Manufacturing high performance ICs using every feature of FDSOI technologies.

The highly integrated, reliable, ultra low power and cheaper components will be integrated into complex embedded systems accessible to TIER-1, 2 and OEMs to meet the strategic challenges of future vehicles. Several product demonstrators are targeted including a high end microcontroller plug-and-play board, high-performance sensor data fusion, highly integrated low power video processing and awaking systems. This project creates a high added value network to strengthen a competitive European value chain on a European breakthrough and secure a unique FDSOI roadmap beyond the 22FDX. Finally, OCEAN 12 highlights Europe’s unique leading position in FDSOI technology by integrating the entire manufacturing chain, from substrate suppliers and foundries to TIER-1 and OEM - including academia and RTO’s - into this dynamic.

IMPACT

Through these studies of the 12nm node, OCEAN12 paves the way to creating necessary momentum to offer FDSOI the possibility of developing technologies manufactured in Europe for a sub-20nm node or even below. OCEAN12 promotes a close relationship between major European industrials, including end users, SME’s and academics, to establish a unique European network of FDSOI excellence specifically in the service of autonomous mobility applications. It provides CEA-Leti with the opportunity to realize advanced developments in the materials and substrates needed for the 12nm node in cooperation with SOITEC and to prepare the related technological bricks in connection with Global Foundries.
The aim of the WAKeMeUp project is to set up a complete manufacturing platform for non-volatile embedded Phase Change Memories. This disruptive memory technology will be embedded on 28nm FDSOI logic for a new generation of microcontrollers.
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CEA-Leti is pushing the performance of embedded PCM (ePCM) in terms of scalability, power consumption, reliability and compatibility with CMOS.

Two major strategies have been defined for improving PCM performance in terms of programming current reduction and enhancing heat confinement of the active cell volume:

- Material investigation on a standard cell structure. An outstanding improvement in 4 kbit PCM programming and retention performance has been achieved by integrating a low thermal conductivity, SiC-based encapsulation layer. SiC PCM features included lower programming currents (~20% of reduction compared to SiN-PCM), higher programming speed (~35% faster than SiN-PCM) with data retention of more than 1 hour at 250°C

- New cell structure investigation. A novel architecture has been successfully fabricated with PCM material deposited using an «S-shape» structure. We have demonstrated a sixfold reduction in terms of programming current density compared with the classical heater structure.

WAKeMeUp at a glance

36 months
May 2018 > Apr. 2021

EC Programme
ECSEL IA-2017

Project Coordinator
STMicroelectronics (FR)

Partners
DE: CONTI, FHG-IPMS, TUDarm, X-Fab, MLX
FR: CEA-Leti, CNRS-LTM, GEMALTO, Pfeiffer, ST-CRO, ST-GRE, ST-LEM, ST-ROU, ST-SA
CZ: UTIA, IMa
TR: Tubitak
SP: UAB

Total budget € 96.6 m.

EC Contribution € 24.4 m.

Contract Number 783176
Objectives

The aim of the WAKeMeUp project is to set up a pilot line for advanced microcontrollers with embedded non-volatile memories, to design and manufacture the prototypes for innovative applications in the areas of smart mobility and smart society.

The project is targeting industrialization of embedded Phase Change Memory (ePCM) technology built on the FDSOI 28nm logic process pilot line. ePCM development is driven by final application needs and reduction of power consumption.

Existing microcontrollers with 40nm embedded flash technology have been consolidated to build a solid manufacturing platform. Additional developments have included integration of memory, power management, connectivity and strong security into the same chip.

Alternative memory solutions have also been studied; they have different, complementary properties in areas such as read/write speed, power and energy consumption, retention and endurance and device density and are benchmarked with the ePCM and conventional eFlash. Continued improvements in materials, device physics, architectures and design could further reduce the energy consumption of these memories.

The project is deploying all the necessary operations to bring a new technology to early industrial maturity in order to achieve creation of high added value semiconductor circuits in Europe based on breakthrough leading edge technology. These operations encompass developments such as enhanced technology for specific application requirements including wide temperature ranges (up to 165°C) and reliability, high security demands and high flexibility. Design enablement has led to first time silicon success and prototyping of demonstrator products for Smart Mobility and Smart Society.

The WAKeMeUp project has allowed new devices and devices to be developed by the application partners in the automotive and security sectors based on FD-SOI and embedded digital technology that meets specific application needs (power/performance/costs).

IMPACT

The WAKeMeUp project will reinforce STMicroelectronics leadership in the microcontroller semi-conductor industry especially in the automotive field.

The project will generate benefits for the European Member States taking part, either in relation to production facilities and/or in academic know-how, and it is expected to have a positive effect on the labor market. Initial application will be in Europe, followed by introduction worldwide.

Publications

• «Optimized Reading Window for Crossbar Arrays Thanks to Ge-Sb-Te-based OTS Selectors», A. Verdy and all, IEDM, San Francisco, 01-05 December 2018.
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